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FOREWORD

Thei:Educational Resoutces Information Center (ERIC) is a national informa-
tioes;otem developed by the U.S. Office otiduc.ition and now sponsored by.
the National Institute of Education'(NIE) It provides ready access to descrip-
tions of extmplary' programs, research and development efforts, and ikated
information useful in developing more effective educational programs.

Through its network of specialized centers or clearinghouses, each of which
is responsible fora particular educational area, ERIC acquires evaluates, ab-
Watts, and infixes current significant information and lists this informtion
in its reference,publications .

ERIC/RCS, the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skiffs,
diskininates educational information related to research instruction, and
personnel preparation at all levels and in all institutions. The scope of interest
of the Clearinghouse includes relevant research reports, literature reviews,

curriculum guides and descriptions, conference papers, protect or program
reviews, and other'print materials related to all aspects of reading, English,
educational Journalism, and speech communication

The ERIC system has already made availablethrough the ERIC Document
Reproduction Servicemuch informative data However, if the findings of
specific educational research are to be intelligible to teachers and applicable
to teaching, considerable bodies of data must be reevaluated, focused, trans-
lated, and molded into an essentially different context_ Rather than resting
at the point of making research reports readily accessible, NIE has directed
the seParate clearinghouses to work with professional organizations in devel-
oping information analysts papers in specific areas within the scopelof the.
clearinghouses. (
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INTRODUCTION

the effective use and understanding of the language processesreading;wrif-
ingspleaking, and listeningis essential for survival in today's society- The
acqui)ition 8f a driver's license, unemployment insurance, and other services
and benefits. are conditional upon the development of these coppetentles.
In our culture, these skills are' deve oped through many institutions, including
the famify, tht media, and the' ools Of course, It is the schools that are
viewed as the principal delive system for these'skills, and; consequently,
they have been given the most attention,

The foie of the schdols as instructors of basic skills is clearly defined IR the
actions of .most state legillatures4and in several significant ludi-cial
Neither have the federal government. and courts been renliss in -taking an
active part n determining a national policy on language processes.

Thii growing legal framework of 'regulancins, laws, and court 4:lecisions,
sbaping our beliefs, poIrcrs, and brograms regarding reading and other
language processes, has led teo the active questioning of 'many of the assump-
tions, beliefs/ and structures that underlie educational actions. This _text
compiles works rising such questions in order to provide mformatson and to
encourage the awareness of a very complex problentAbat posed by the rela-
tionship -between law and reading.
- "Courts and Public Education," by Edward J. Schork and Stephen C.

describes the origins of judicial activism in eflucationertjelystrusion of
the courts into the educational process is seen as the last resort pf a citizenry
alarmed by the school systein's apparent lack of response to educational
problerns.'A review of past cases indicates two principles that may be used in
court cases involving reading. These principles suggest that a child may not be
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.1,ectuded from a free education and that a child has triglit to instruction
appropriate to his or her individu needs. The prOblem confronting the

courts 'and schools when they les are'applied to reading instruction

and the possible ramifications of tional malpractice are ats'o evaluated.

The decline in supptIrt for public education and in esteem for educators,
reflected by the Shift in- responsibility for educat?onil policy making, is dis-

cussed by Joan C. Baratz. This decline, brought about by many factors but

primarily caused by great promises being made and liftle being accomplished,
has resulted in a demand for quality with a focus on output, as Measured by

`tests A disiussion, of the consequences of this orientation focuses on two
major policy issues- minimal' literacy standards (or graduation end funding
based on test results. Baratz wonders whether minimal standatds will Aum
arito\maximum standards and questions how schools have gotten themselves

into this position. An ekamination IV funding based 'on test scor, raises
many more questions; but, quite clearly, decisions in educationare fo longer

ehtire* in the domain of she educator
Nancy and Yehoash Dworkiri diuscuss the concept of a provider/consumer

relationship' in the teaching of reading. This view of the future, should the

trend in legislation and litigation continue, seems to pit 'the provider and

consumer 'of educational services at Loggerheads; provider and consumer

disenchantment will continue as the courts become overloaded with educa-
tiOnal malpractice suits. The authors encourage the establishment of a 'truly

- interactive system ...where all parties involved ,are accountable d sup-

portive of the reading program. '
Robert E. Draba discusses the major issues involved in establishingreading

as a graduation requirement, providing insight into specifto legal considera-

tions. He examines procedural due process in light of court decisions, as

these decisions may have future bcaring on sithilar challenges to the schools.

A discussion of equal protection, school systems' classification - methods

(particularly they regard the poor reader), and test bias indicates the need

for a definitive procedure for detecting educational biases. The-author con-

cludes that a school system that believes it can deny students diplomas on the

basis of reading ability and not have its classification method challenged is,

at bestmanee.
"What kind of reading will the law prescribe "" is a question that is being

addressed as legislators and courts expand their influences in education.

William D. Page discuSses tkis question in terms of the necessi ning

reading. Fie analyzes three classes of reading definitions conic, analogical,

and symbolicand evaluates the usefulness and validi of each for establish-

ing accountability. A disc ussioit:of the future rol of the courts and the
effects of court interventions suggests that the real solution to the'problern
ofeducational accountability lies in an emphasis on teacher education..

t, Daniel M. Schember recommends the enactment of new stale statutes

9
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requiring school' districts to acquire, confider, and, where appropriate, imple-

ment rese,arckfincleigs concerning 'promising .insttuctional strategies. He

seggests that plans for the active consideration inj:1 dtiberate selection of

alternate strategiesifot the teaching of reading are nea'ssary. The need for

this legislation stems from both the continuing advances In the state of the

let_ of reading instruction and the imperatives of "right to education" litiga-

' Lion. Ae further suggests that the procesi of local docisior making...to evaluate

current practicis and to make changeseis hampered by thinking that seektto

preserve the status quo.' Indecision by the schOols_is unwarranted in light bf

the current research findings and the expanding legal developments that will

most affect future schooling.
. The final selection, by Robert j. Harper' II and Gary Kilarr, 9pggests that

many of the basic assumptions about reading underlying the preient retatiofi

ship between law and reading may .0 incorrect or, at best, misinterpreted.

- The lack of a common understanding and agreement has caused considerable ,

\ umfusion' and may, in fact, be everting attention to. inappropriate court
decisions, legislative activities, and educational practices. The emorgehce of a

new theory of reading instruction may be prohibited bythese inappropriate
activities. Recognition that there is a protriem.us seen as the,fit step to ,

bringing clarity and resolution to the existing confusion.
Hopefully, with the insights provided by the various authors whose work

is collected here, the reader will continue thefezploration that is necessary for
educators'to achieve reasonable and lust solutions. The final outcome_ of such

an exploration will encompass all aspects of the educational system.

4
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COURTSAND PUBLIC EDUCATION:

Possibilities and Limits

4. -' EDWARD J. SCHORk
STEPHEN C. MILLER, ESQ.*.

,Public education and the courts have become increasingly intertwined during
the last twenty years. The trend toward Judicial activism in educaUorilltarted
in 1954 with the seminal -Supreme Court Jecisfir a Brown 413oarri of
Education. 'Since then, courts have ruled oh educational issues ranging from
a student's right to protest war to the fairness of financiikg schobls with local
taxes. School prayer, equal educational opportunity, curriculum, testin4g,
exclusion, classification (by ability, race, Or geography), and resourcealloca-

(, Lion are also among the significant eduCational issues whrch hive been tried
in the courtroom)

Reaktions to th,it intervention have been varied. 1la9y observers consider
Court involvrrient an intrusion Among them is University of Pennsylvania
professor' of education Bartell Carsion,4tho asserts, "It's an unfortunate thing
that the courts are, in reality, telling educators how to educate."2 Some
judges also have reservations about the extent of court incursions into educa-
tion. Oliver Gasch, of the United States District Court 6f the District of
Columbia, maintains that Judges lack the experience, training, and expertise
td oversee a implementation of specific educational cbinges. He admon-
ishes his cJleagues, therefore, to "let the professionals run the .schools."3
Still others point out that basic societal issues are at stake in many cases and
argue that legislatures and government agenciesnot the courtsare the
proper forum in which to decide social policy.'

On the otfir hand; the courts are seen as the last, or even only, resort by
many groups. In particular, blacks and other minorities have resorted to the

At the time of writing, Stephen C. Ner was director of and Edward J. Schork was
research associate for the Philadelphia oftice of the Education Law Center, Inc.

.LI
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courts to redress their grievances. In part, this is because other institutions'
hare failed to respond to problems and vindicate allitorotect rigIfts.5

all . In their role as the arbitets of juslic,e, courts t) the ibilitrto craft wm-
edies and create new forums to resolve problems*. They also serve indirectly as
an- illuminating force, clarifying issues and articulating needs. This,incre4ei -
geniral awareness .and directs the attention of decision makds, catalyzing
educ4tori and age' cies.,:who are directly responsible for the schools. However,
the courts are slot ,orpnipotent.6 As suggested above, courts have, neither the
time por the expertise to Pe super-administrators of the scliobts And many
school systems are large ogeizations, with traits syich 8 in tia, firmly het&
internal nornis, and diffuse. reilponsibilityehafactelistici w ichAke think.
singularly resistant to change. hin such a system, failure to persuade
teachers and prinoipals of the va ue of a judicially-mandated 'change may be
sufficient to prevent its -meaningfutimplementaticin ' Also, lack of .specific
guidelines and a special mechanism for implementation lessen the like4iho9si
of comPlialice.a-fin. tfiy, poitical realities dictate the limits of judicial author-
ity, as, fes. ex4mpfe, in' the qp b nson v. Cahill crisis ih New Jersey, where
court-ordered changes in the method of funding public schools were stymied
until legislators adopted new tax laws.

In-jerieral terms, then, what can cbdrt ilVtervention accbrnplish inl'educa-
tion? Kuriloff et al., studied legal refOrm and educatit;nal change in Pennsyl-
vaniKTheirconclusiOns offer an Opt summary

They.can mandate substantive reform in general terms . they can bring
into being procekral safeguards to assist In the implementation of safe-
guards to asstst implementation of suristanuve refocri .. provide-
,some supervision for the development and oria'nization of implementation
mechanisms . . . articulite in aspirational terms what is needed give
impetus to fillmg in the specific consint of try general mandate '

, .

Reading: The Problem aod The Law i ,r
. .

A stable and democratic'socIty is impossible without a miAimum of
literacy,,an4 knowledge on the Pitt of most citilens . the gain from the i
educagon of a "child accrues not only to the child or to his parents but also.. loto other members of the society -

a
One area of education likely to receiie iiie consid erable legal in the

near future.is that ofessentiat skirls, particularly reading skills. The
read is uniquely important, for upon if depends an individual's ability to ob-
tain an educatibri, to function effectively within and benefit frorniociety,
and to exercise political rights and responsibilities as a citizen.

In this light, the extent of illiteracy in America is particularly alarming,
Illiteracygsis defined in numerous ways, and indices of its prevalely.a vary
accordingly, .but. a recent, study of tests of functionar*adult literaCy found

that,."using several literacy tasks chosen simply as examples, the national.

1
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level of,marginal.to complete illiteracy might encompass around ten percent
of the population, a.ncl might be much higher among some minorities."11.
Another source reports that nearly 19 million Americans over age sixteen are
functionally illiterate (here definellas unable to read at the fifth grade level)
a number equal, to.the populations of Los Angeles and New York City com-
bined. Of the 51.5 million students velio leave United States schools annually,
an estimated $ million, or'15 percent, cannot read. Every year, /0,000stu-
dents drop out of public school with reading skills.lakaing two or ritore years
behind their grade level. The United States ofjoci of...Education supports a
national Righlito Read prograni whith seeks to eliminate illiteracy by 1980;
currently operating in all states, the progrteleitifes to the importance and

adimensions the reading problem. Righ o estimates one out of >-
four children in: the nation has a serious realling These,figures

compellingly indicate that, for unacceptably many students,, public ed tion
has been failing at one of its essential tasks.

While the challenge.to educational institutions is clear, the ter _re also

likely to play a major role in reading-aural...km. Parents and concerned citi-

zens, alarmed by' statistics such as those above and encouraged by militant
consumerism, are increasingly questioning the ,methods and performance of

the schools. Many of the dissatisfied are emplatifig their grievances as legal
challenges.Indeed, the courts have alreadyiteen confronted with claims of
"educational malpractice." Moreover,-.several cases have laid the foundation
for future ffourtroom arguments regarding the nature of reading instruction
and the circumstances under which a child may have legal rights to it.

Reading in Court: Cases Past and Future

Several recent- cases suggest that a child has a right to an instructional
program appropriate to his or her educational needs, and that students may
not be excluded from free public education because of either organic or*
linguistic deficiencies. In Pennsylvania Association for Retarded
v. Commonwealth (PARC), the parties involved entered into a consent aecree
which requires the state to provide "every retarded person ... access to a 'free

pudic program of education and training appropriate to his learning capa-
cities."1! Due process rights regarding classification and placement were also

guatanteed.14
In a similar case; Mills v. Booed of Education the plaintiffs contested the

failure of the Oistriqt of Columbia public 'schools to provide education for
exceptional thilafiek 4s well as challenged the schools' practice of excluding

or transferiingfsuA children from regular classes without due process of law.
As in PennsyNinia, the. court found that the plaintiffs had been denied an
equal educitional opportunity and ordered that "a publicly supported educe-
tion suited tb his needs" be provided to each child of school age. The cot"

13
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also stated emphatically that "requiring parents to see that their children at-
tend schobl under pain of criminal penalties presupposes that an educizional
opportunity will be made available to the children:4s

In a.third case, Lou v. Nichols, Chinese-speaking children argued that they
receive little or no benefit fro'm the regular public school program beciuse of
;het limited ability to understand Englislithe language of instruction. In a
unathous decision, the United States Supreme Court concluded that "stu-
denti who do not understand' English ire effectively foreclosed from any
meaningful education."16 The Court's decision resulted in the provision of
remedial English instruction to enable these students to effectIgitly participate
in regular instruction. Again, the issues at itake were exclusion, in this case
effective exclusion as a result of linguistic deficiency, and the nature of .
"Meaningful educational opportunity" for students with special needs.

Taken togeffter, these cats suggest several arguments that might be used
in court cases involving reading, The key principles than emerge from them
indicate first, that a child may not be excludecrfrom a free public education;
and second, that a child has a right to instruction appropriate to his or her
individual educatiaal needs.

On the basis of the first principle, it might. be argued that 'reading defi-
ciency, Whether organic, social, or educational in origin, is a deficit similar
to those of the handicapped children in PARC and Ms and th'eChineie-
speaking students in Lou in one important respect mability4o read impedes
a child's overall learning to s h an extent that he or she is, in the words of
Justice Douglas, "effectiv closed from a meaningful education."17
Thus, public school etude o are seriously deficient in reading may be
entitled to the amount of remedial reading instruction needed to enableethem
to benefit from the regular curriculum However, this argument depends upon
the ability of educators to answer a number of difficult questiorWhat is
reading ability? Whlt aspects of it can be reliably' measured' and, What per-
formance on a reading test corresponds to the ability to benefit from a
normal instrOctional Filogram' How much reading instruction, and at kind
of instruction, is needed to bring individual students to the point wh ey

are no longer effectively excluded'
It is unclear whether these questions can be answered in terms sufficiently

unambiguos to persuade a court. There is no consensus regarding the opti-
mal methods by which to teach- reading, and a recent comprehensive Critique
of reading tests indicates that test effectiveness is hampered by numerous
problems of design, by statistical fallacies, and by limitations upon their valid
use. IS

The second principle, that whi ch ensures an "appryriate education,"
suggests two conclusions regarding reading.. First, a rriFt tor-Wpropriate
education would mean that, for a student who is deficient in reading, the
instructional program must be directed at remedying his.or heir reading prob-
lem. This argument assumes that it is an educatiorNial need of the'deficient

14
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reader to reacOat a niirmal level, regardless of how severe his br her deficiency

may beb This interpretation thus requires the remediation of all reading defi-

. ciencies, not just those that are so' severe, as to, In effect, exclude students

from the curriculum's benefits. In ski, doing, this principle reflects the same
goal as:the argurneet regarding exclusion, but would demand a remedy for

r
mcfre students.

alternative inteepretation of the,concept of ','appropriate education" is

broader still, extending to all students, whether reading -deficient, "normal,"

or "gifted." it ;imply asserts that all children are entitled to individualized
reading instruction because only instruction that ichrected toward their

current level of leading ability is appropriate to their educational needs. The

. breadth of this argument makes it attractive, however, itnay also prove to be
a handicap. Individualized instrucuon in reading would be idealfor reading
development. But schools have limited resources, and the cpst of implement-

. _ing iridtvidualized reading instruction for alt students wo.uti be, at the least,

formidable. Thus, demands fOr this type of program, or even the less exten--*
sive remedial programs referred to ,above, raise tl-tomy question Should

progress in reading ability be stressed even at the risk of less learning in

areas? In distributing limited resources, schools must balance the spec

needs of some studentsfor example, the needs of the reading deficient for

reerteclial instruction with their responsibility to provide the best possible

education to all_ttudents, normal and gifted, as well as Flandicapped and 'defi-

cient. As educator Jerome Bruner has observed, "There are also reqiirements

for productivity to be met are we producing enough scholars, scientists,

poets, lawmakers, to meet the demands of our times?"' 9

The courts are reluctant to make such quintessentially educational deci-

sions or to impose large, costly programs on overburdened school districts.

For this reason, *bile the foregoing arguments for remedill and individual-

ized reading instruction may be made 6n the basis of the cases cited, how the

courts will respond to suits that seek steeping changes in reading education

cannot be predicted.
To date, court activity in education has dealt primarily with equality of

educational opportunity and resource distribution. The cases discussed above,

while fundamentally concerned with equal. protection, begin to focus upon

the subs.tance of education by introducing the question, What const an

appropriate program of instruction? A recent case goes 'right art

of educational practice by bringing the nature and equality of ional

services provided by the public schools under judicial scrutiny and by- ques-

tioning whether there js a professional standard apinst which services can

be measured.
In Peter Dot v. San Francisco Unified School Di_strict, a high school

vithate claimed that school personnel were to blame foe his functional

litetacy.20 Although Peter's attendance, grades, and reported reading,

ability had been avelit(ge during his twelve years in the San Francisco schools,

re

I.
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hp cold only readiat a fifih-grade level at the time of h%graduation. Peter
wed the school system fiir a million dollars in amages as corniensation-for
his injuriesnonlearning.Tpe.cifically, his complaint alleged that tfreiscfrgol
/district was liable for negligena, misreresentation,and breach of by
acts-and omissions irwolvirfg not only instruction, but also , counsel:-
Ins, supervision, evalbatiqn, promotion, and reports of ability and progress.
The California Superior Court dismissed Doe's complaint, and the case was
appealed to an interihediate s to court ol. appeals, where the decision was
given in fax of the I istrict. Othe4, such cases are pending in bo
New York and Pennsylvania.

Proponents41iif "eclucati. _iiialpractice" lawsuits such as Peter'sargue
that comperrlation shduld be ol'Ailable for individual plaintiffs and that, the
thnit of dar;liges will prsivide the schools with an incentive to increase efli-
'ciency and de-crease d'enumber of nonlearners.". .University. of California
at Berkeley law professor Stephen Sugarman observes that school children
and their parents have only limited Nwer in their role as ccrnsurners of eddca-
tia. He concludes that inclividu'al lawsuits for damages are, therefore, a more
promisiniavenue for edusationifreforni than lobbying, and other "14ader.

style" attempts to induce educational changk. Critics of this Approach point
out, however, Opt damages would probably be paid from a school system's
genial budget, which would reduce the level offuhdkavailable for instruc- mg

tionil expenditures and would', therefore, produce more, not fewer, non.
leainers,22

The Doe case has been characterized as an attempt to achieve educational
accountability through the courts. 23" It poses a number of exceedingly diffi
cult questions for iti.0,ges and educatori How can a court specify complex
standards. for learning when educators themselves are far from .unarrimous
in their, specification of goals and appraisal of various programs and methods?
Who in publjyc education will be uittrnitkL5ie responsible for meeting these
4tandards?24 arhl-What yardsticirwil.1 be used to determine whether these
standards are being met? Indeed, then' questions may prove so formidable
that courts will decline to hear educational malpractice cases such as Doe on
the grounds that they lack competence or that there is insufficient knowledge
about learning and teaching to relidply evalwate the complicated issues in
volved Th courts may also conclute that they lack. jurisdiction.?' Should
they be willing to decide, however,"tlik must also specify appropriate rem
edies, which may likewise prove difficult 26 If damages are to be paid, it is
unclear what' price should be, put upon intangible Injuries such as loss in
earning capacity or:gain and suffering geintursernent for tutoring is an
obvious remedy, but one which is compliCated by the need for yet another
educational standard that which can define the level-of ability the plaintiff
is entitled to achieve through tutorin mpensation might also be paid fdr
wages lost during tutoring, but th would entail determining the salary level

is 16 -
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..;t3 . tytki has not yet worked. The value of more free schooling irr the

m which has already failed the student seems questionable, a court_
ight, therefore, provide for additional instructicii in a private school. judges

mmst Also decide whether they. will seek, to prevent future failures by, sanc-

tioning teacher7 or school ofificiajt or by ordering prograthatic changes Final-

s recourse will be allowed-to'schools regardingichildren who cannot

minimum proficiency? Withholding-the diploma or awarding a lesser

cent sate are likely altematives.
at is likely to result fro.m.a favorabledecision in a case such as thaftkr

Peter Doe? While this cannot be predicted with certainty, several interesting

possibilitils exist. Schools might seek to merlin counseJing.and commuriica-

tion with parents regardinystederif prpgress.27 Higher standards for ,the

hiring and evahiatiorPof school personnel 'might also result. As a means to

this end, schools may establish distinct categories fct teachers-with different

qualifications, responsibilities, and pay scales."° Ultimately, individual school

sites may be evaluated and held accountable as units, based on annual reports

which each school'files corifterning pupil ivrformanCe and overall school

progress."
A favorable decisiOn in Doe, and increased demands for accountability in

general; may also have a negative impact upon education in several -ways. If

performance on reading tests is heavily stressed, reading instructors may teach

only those skills which the tests measure. Since:reading tests measure word-

recognition and dusidtng skills' more effectively than'pe ability to trarisfOrfn

a decode& message into meaning,the4.teaching of readIngc.omprehension may

be neglected.30 Or, worse yet, reading instruction may degenerate into "test

trams which, amounts to teaching the test rather than teaching reading.

c_ This hod of "instruction" artificially inflates reading. test scores but does

not improve reading ability.3' Doe might also result in-an overemphasis upon

basic skills at the expense of other kinds of learning. -While basic aompeten-

cies are clearly essential, the acduisition of certain knowledge and value? is

likewise a cenuil goal of education 32 Finally, parents of struggling students

May be increasingly tempted to blame- the schools for their children's diffi-

culties, requiring schools to expenc exorbitant amounts of energy in defense

of educational failures.
Further legal attempts to hold schools accountable are likely to focus

upon the establishment of more rigorous certification proAdures and more

comprehensive on-the-iob\ assessment of teachers 'and other staff. From a

practical, viewpoint, it is cri)bre desirable to set accountabilit4 standards for

personnel performance than for p'upil performance_cs the amount a testing

needed to evaluate student achievement in all subiects"tvctuld be prohibitive.

However,.regular evaluation of each student's proficie4y i basic skills

is feasible, and cases whiCh emphasize the schools' duties to studarn read-

ing and other fundamentals are the most probable sequel to Doe.

ly,
ach
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Conde Ion

Former Secretary of the Department of Health, ducaticn.and Welfare
Jam Gardner once remarked that "our kind of society demands. the maki
mum development of individual potentialities at every.level.of ability."33
There is no question that the schools are expected to perform this function:-
tt remains to be seen, however, whether they will do so alone or under the
impetus of court intervention..
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POLICY ISSUES I NI,EDUATION:

Reading and the Law
_ s .

40ANIC. BARATZ*
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In the past decade, there hall,een a decline in support for public education

and in etOem for school officials This has been apparent in several vays-

not only have public opinion polls indicated a drop in confidence regarding

the educational systim's ability to satisfactorily instruct the children for

whom it is responsible( but taxpayers have 'refused again and again to vote

for bond issues or. to raise taxes in support of local education Another man-

ifestation of these declines is the growing tension between professional

educators and administrators, and those public officials charged with sttting

educational policyschool board members, legislators, and, more recently,

judges. Whereas tentRars ago it was commonplace for school superintendents

to submit their policies to school boards and have them "ratrfied" in a pro

forma manner, inthe last few, years, school board members, especially those

in urban areas, have attempted to assert their authority by questioning super,
'intendents' decisions and by developing their own educational strategies. The

result has been. protracted battle between boards and superintendents, with a

high rate of turn-over for superintendents of large schookdistricts.
I Thislhift in policy making responsibility from almost exclusivecontrol by

the educatiopal community has also been 'reflected in the growing &involve-

ment 4 Judges in the creation of educationarpolicy. As frustration with the
school establishment as an arbitrator of grieLances grows, citizens have aimed

to the courts for answers. CourtsSlave"had to de* with such diverse educa-

tiorial issues as school punishment procedures, desegregation, "educational

jean C. Battu is director of the Educational Policy Research Institute of the Educational

_ Testing Service, Washlogton, D.C.
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12 BARATZ (
services for the handicapped, equalization of Wino! resources, settinittuea-
tional'standards, and Mims of "educational Malpractice." These latter two
issues ar central' to the definition of the relationship between law and ;
readi While desegregation and school-firrance issues have tended to treat
inf lion concsming academic performance as somewhat penpheral tiD
the leigal issues concerned, cases -involving edikational standards (such as
Robinson v. Cahill in New jersey)' and malpractice (as reflected in Peter Dqe
v, .San Francisco)2 have tended to bring the question of r,g performance
to the fore.

c
In the '60s and early.70s, the educaUonal policies that occupied both the

courts and legislatures were generally concerned with equity. Reflects tz the
militattcy of the '60s and the concern that tests unfairly categorized minority-
group individuals; many professionals viewed performances on standardized
tests as suspect. In fact, a series of cases attempted to establish the discrim-
inathry nature of such tests.3.Concern generally centered on issues of equal

'distribution of educational services.
ZWith the Nixon administration came a systemsanalysis approach, a grow-

ing conservatism, and a disillusionment withthe gap between what the "Great
Society" had promised and what it had achieved. Money was t0t, and
attention began to focus on the results of educational programs. the question
of competency in basic skills beearne central. Studies about grade inflaition,
and the decline in Scholastic Aptitude Test scores began to be given wide
oirculation in the media. The business community gave voice to its concerns
about the unemplirability of a large poitiorr of our high school youth.
Quality, rathe than equality had become the watchword of discussions of
education.

This focus on output, as measured by test scores (especially those reflect-
ing basic skill competencies), has raised two major questions Should minimal
stanch/Us of literacy established for graduation, and Should funding be
based on test scores' Both these questions involve a series of policy issues
,that must be examined in greater detail

The Setting of Minimal Standards

Recently, concerns have been e'Apres* for the adequacy of graduating
high school students' reading and matheatics skills, and the "functional
literocy" of these students has also been called into qUestion. These concerns
have led to proposals that require students to demonstrate competencies in
basic skills in order to receive their 41 as. Kern County, California will
withhold diplomas this year from studen who do not demonstrate certain-

,. levels of proficiency in reading andmath, izona requires students to be able
to read, write, and compute at the ninth-grade level; the Los Angeles, Califor-
nia, city school system. has developed the Senior High Achievement and
Reading Proficiency Test, a measure involving ten subskills that all students

I
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must master 'fix graduation in 1978; Oregon mandated that, by 1978,
every Iota( district must develop minimum com tency standards for grad-ua-
tion;-and,,in 1979, New York Oty will requireA high-school studentto
demonstrate mastery of reading 'and mathematics at the ninth-grade level.
Similar type bills are pending in Kansas, Tennessee, Virginia, Pennsylvania'
Georgia, and Maryland state h*Ises.4

In addition to'laws palid at the state level, many local jurisdictions are
passing resolutions req,Uiring demonstration of competencies for graduation.
In New Jersey, the issue is being debated in the courtroom the scum; of
state minimal standards-has been requested some parties to the Robinson
v. GAN suit u a demonstration of the state's obligation to provide a "thor-

' ough and efficient" education that will allow each student to part4ipate in
the labor market and perform his or her duties as a citien.

The New Jersey court case debate concerns not tat graduation standards,
but minimum standards at various grade levels. This is also tAe case in Florida,
where the state legislature has enacted a law that calls for minimum standard"
to.be set-by 1977 for promotion frerrn elementary sthools as ,well as from
high schools. California currently has a bill in the legislature that also requires
the demonstration of competencies for promotion. Other states are beginning
tr debate the practice of requiring students to demonstrate established levels
of proficiency, and the following questions are being addressed

1. What is the obligation of the state toward students who reach
graduation age and cannot pass the tests'

2. What is the relationship between such testing and equal educa
rational opportunity, particularly if such tests are shown to
adversely affect the options of minority group students'

3. What constitutes a minimum level of literacy for functioning.
in the "real world?" Do tests exist that can assess such coin-
petency? ,

4. Is it Justifiable to withhold a diploma in, for example, New
Yerrk City for failure to display ninth-grade competency when,
in another Jurisdiction, only eighth-grade competency -is re-
quired?

5. If promotion is based on competency, what is to be done with
students who are unable to pass elementary proficiency exams'

6. Will minimum standards turn into maximum standards'
7. Who will bear the anticipated cost of remedial education for

students who do not pass these tests?
8. What eventually happens to students who do not succeed in

passing the tests?

These policy issues haye direct impact for [eading specialists It is the read-
ing teacher, not the policy maker, who will ultimately be called upon to both.

o o4,4
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define and defend the minimal standards. The laws, however, do not specify
criteria for reading; they merely call for the establishment of minimal compe-
tency levels. Not Ontx will reading specialists be pressed for a professional
certification of functional reading, they will also have to be prepared to de-
velop reading plrograins that ,wilr ensure that students'who initially fail' the
minimal competency tests ars given appropriate instruction.

The imposition of these laws has &elk implications for the reading profes-
sion as, well. It will have to confront such questions as. What is "functional
literacy?" ttow shall functional literacy, be assessed and taught? and, Is func-
tional literacy different from reading competency?

Another policy issae closely related to the imposition of minimum stand -

ards concerns high school equivalency diplomas. The California legislature,
in an effort to make_high-schools more respons&e to the needs of students,
has passed a law requiring the state department direducauon to develop a
test to serve as an alternative means of achieving -a high school diploma. The
California High School Proficiency Examination, which students sixteen years
or older can take to receive a certificate of equivalenty, was the result of this
mandate. The testi was developed by using items from tests such as the Texas
Adurt Literacy -Tkst and from a minimum proficiency test developed by
Mui'phy at the Educational Testing Service-,s items developed by officials
within the California Department of Education were incorporatkd as men.,
Passing the test is not only a certification'of proficiency, but allows students
to finish high school earliefr. Other states are indicating interest in ttii1Mple
mentation of high school equivalency examinationt. Questioris"bfriolicy
deriving from this development include the following. Who takes these tests?
What happens to students who are able to exit early from high school? and,
Since most high schuols receive monies based on average daily attendance,

this testoallows some students to leave dioing the school year, what
/possible effects on funding may be anticipated'

lfit-based Funding

1965, the landmIlrk. Elementary and Secondary Education Act's (ESEA)
Tide I provision focused on assisting students with educational problems.
Identifying students who would be eligible for the extra funds provided by
'rifle. I involved, among other Oings, criteria related to students' family In-
come. It has long been recognized that children frorrvpoverty homes exhibit
many educational problems and that additional funds may be necessary in
order to provide these youngsters with an equ41 educational opportunity.:
In recent years, where .there has been an emphasis on school finance reform,
state laws have been passed that, either through categorical grants or through
pupil weighting systems, have provided extra resources to schools with a large .

number of youngsters from poitefty families.

23
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Recently: there hat been increased discussion about providing funds to
chools not, on the basis of poverty indices, but op_the basis of test scores.
While the renewal of the ESEA act was being debated, Congressman Quit, a
Republican from Afinnesota,linuoduced an amendment th)tt would make the
allotment of Title i funds contingent upon test results denionstrating educa-
tional diSadvantagement, regardless of the socioeoonomic background of the
student in question. While the amendment was defeated, it did not resolve
the issue of test-based funding at the State and local levels.

Add venal policy issues derive from the use of test scores as a criterion
for the °cation of resources. Addressing the following questions may help
to define the impact of test-based funding:

1. Will schools tend to depress scores to secure more funds? Is
testing an incentive for educational systems to do poorly?

2. Will there bee tendency to inflate scores to avoid the conse-
quences of being- labeled a school or class of nonlearners?

3. What will happen to schools whose test scores increase after
an influx of funds? Will they lose such funds when scores im-
prove?

4. Will money be siphoned off from the poorer schools to assist
more affluent students?

S. Will the subject matter evaluated by the tests used for allo-
cating funds prsempt other important skills that the school is
responsible for teaching?

While the issues surrounding debates on reading are complex, decisions
relating to them affect teachers and students alike One thing seems dear.
those cletisions are no longer likely to be mad& solely by reading researchers
or other educational experts. ,

Notes

1. 62 N.J. 473 (1973).
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(Washington. D.C.: Educational Policy Research' Institute, 1978).
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,A PROVIDER/CONSUMER

RELATIONSHIP BETWEE,14 READING

PROFESSIONALS A140.T14E PUBLIC

NANCY E. DWORKIN
YEHOASH S. DWORKIN*

A

. .
Over the past decade, there has been a marked,change in the relationship
between the school establishment and the public, a change culminating in
"consumer oriented" legislation. Both Public Law 94-142, which states gen-
erally that all children are entitled to an equal educatibn in a'form which
deviatesr4east from the traditional educatTonal environment, and federal and
state accountability laws represent a departure from the classical perspective

f interaction between educator and learner, which viewed the former as the
ofessional decision maker and the latter as the recipient of services.' Indeed,

contemporary social attitudes, as well as legal structures, haVe Moved citiAa

and educators into advocacy positions, and significant implications exist-MP .
the school -professional with regard to legal liability and legiiimate provision
of educational services.

While the issues discussed here derive specifically from various aspects of
accountability, one cannot escape the impact of Public Law 94 -142 as a specif-
ic factor in determining future educational trends. It is dear that the law has
moved in'the direction of asserting what we might term "consumer rights."
Both parent and, child have been accorded a role in educational decision
making which has traditionally been viewed'as the preserve of the profes- f'
sional educator.2 The consequences of such consumer involvement become-
most critical in relation to educational planning and participation in the
diagnostic process. Thus, where accountability schema are developed, it

Nancy E. Korkin is director of the Center for Unique Learners, Information and Serv-
ice Modules, Inc., Maryland. Yehoash 5 Dworkin is director of research and evaluation
for Information and Se Modules, Inc.
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becomes necessary to include input from individuals who, heretofore, would
have been viewed as only recipients.

Aside from the ethical imperatives established by such .a partnership, we
.are confronted with a series ofbcriticat challenges to the uaditional operating
procedures of ,school professiOnals, including reading specialists and other
educational experts. While it should be stated at the outset that current
federal legislation does not hold such specialists individually responiible,3,
and that most state and local formulae concentrate primarily on the account-
ability of classroorn.teiacheis, there is little question that area willill
be answerable within the accountabilitymandatts of the, school systerh.4
Furthermore, unless the current clinillte undergoes drastic change, it can tier
assumed that specialists, as their roles as educational providers are clarified,
will increasingly be included in accountability flbrmulae. According to Public
Law 54-142, they are already identified as potential participants in diagnostic
teams,_ and where planning calls for the utilization of specialists, they are
further identified-by name and function.

It is clear that any form of accountability, in order to be viable, must be
related to an *established and measurable set of criteria. In addition, those
criteria must.be open to standardization, at least within individual school
systems. There is no possibility of developing an acceptable balance between
responsibility and liability where measures vary from schOol to school, dis-

-e triCt to district, and so on. Given the necessity for such evaluation, therefore,
it is evident that measures of reading must occupy a major-Tele in legal and
formal assessment.

Although issues such as test validity, perforirnance and behavioral objec-
. tives, short-term versus long-term educational gains, culture bias, and other

factors are currently prominent, it rs clear that reading does now, and will
continue to, serve as rinator measure of school success.5 Consumers, legis-
lators, and providers all agree that progress through the school systeni cannot
be separated from progress in reading deCielopment. While such thinking is
certainly not new, the relationship betweln reading progress and the general.
system of accountability has highlighted a number. .of issues for future con-

cero.

Changing Relationships

The immediate effect of legislating accountability is to change the rela-
tionships between school professionals, including specialists, and the general
citizenry and between educators and their professional groups. Classically,
accountability for professionals has been established by creating. standards
and criteria for rectification and by defining rnservice commitments that are
subject to internal review According to this schema, it is assumed that pro-
fessional competency can be validated through specific .certification of
*teaching skills, skills based on operational standards deemed necessary for

2.6
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carrying out the obligations of the field. Further, most professional groups
i'equirer snipe commitment, formal Of informal, as part of the certification
procedure.Protection of the recipient of services is also implied by demand-
ing that the providers of service be evaluated by their professional peers.
The inservice violations of teachers, therefore, have been viewed as relative to
the commitments of the profession and have been judged by the same groups
respoitsibk for delineating appropriate punitive action.6 Exceptions to the
peer-group-evaluation mechanism have occurred where professional violations
also involved legal transgressions. (This practice is also illustrated in as high an
office as the presidency, where only violations of law arc open to judicial
review and all other acts are subject only to internal peer review.)

The moment that professional accountability is related to legislative acts,
the structure of internal peer review is subjected to substantial change, with a
concommitent realignment of relationships. No longer is the individual practi-
tioner answel'able exclusively to the certification agent. Professional rela-
tionships must therefore be balanced against external responsibilities. More
critically, the relationship between the provider of professional services and
the recipient of those services undergoes marked reorganization. In effect,
the professional enters into a provider/consumer relationship in whith the
rights and.desires of buyer become as critical as professional standards

.0 of performance.'
Clearly, these changed relationships are a mixed blessing. On the one hand,

one can hardly argue the legitimacy of professional responsiveness to consum-
er interests. On the other hand, there is the dual danger that the consumer is
neither suffieitof?tly expert in specific areas to insist on viable seandatAs, nor
sufficiently direCIed to discriminate political, social, economic, anTother
influences which might be totally unrelated to the expertise required of the
professional.

For the-reading professional, such a change i s is extremtly impor-
tant. Not only does the individual reading specialist fa thin the general
accountability structure established by his other local school system, but the
area of reading itself serves as a measure of school-system efficacy. Almost
every state which has dealt with accountability measures,has included reading
as A major criterion for program evaluation. As a result, school professionals
in areas other than reading are held accountable for reading measures when
their work in any way reflects written language. In consequence, the training
generally reserved for reading professionals has been made available to school
practitioners whose interests may be only tangential to reading, but whose
responsibilities now require concern for reading measures. Y,

Clearly, a mixed blessing7 for many reading specialists, the utopian dream
has been to make theories of reading and reading development available to all
who deal with'the delivery of information to children. From this vantage
point, educational accountability has served as-the catalytic agent in imple-
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meriting such _training. The rigorous standards painstakingly developed by
major reading agenties such as the International Reading Association are,
however, difficult to ape4y where, reading courses are simply added to the
general training of teachers. In short, accountability has not only changed-the
professional%and provider/consumer relationships for reading specialists, but
it has also created a new relationship between the specialty of reading and
other teaching disciplines. As a final note, since accountability measures have
led to ttie offering of reading courses WA general professional audience, it is
reasonable to assume that institutions of higher learning will have to reassess
reacring-course content in terms of its appropfiatenes( for school practitioners
whose objectives are substantially different than those,of reading speialists.

Changing Responsibilities and Liabilities

The introduction of a consumer relationship implies a-sceious reformula-
tion of professional rights and obligations, especially as, they relate to issues
of legitimate practice, reward,' and liability. The development of a legal
accountability schema carries with it provisions for legal liability and redress'
in the face of violation. Clearly, no accountability procedure is,rneaningful
unless the system spells out the penalties involved for substandard perform-
ance or malpractice. Admittedly, throughout most of the country, the reading
professional is one step remove!, from the liability issue, since the major ac-
countability formulae apply specifically to classroom teachers and the general
school administration. Nevertheless, where accountability measures recognize
the right of the individual consumer to petition for redress, it is potentially
possible for any school professional to be directly and personally involved in
the judicial machinery,

Once-again, accountability brings with it a 'fhixed blessing and some unique
problems for the reading specialist. Certain y, it is a virtue for society to be
concerned enough for its learners to demand that those who teach and those
who function within the teaching environment be made responsible for the
legitimacy of the services they provide. In other words; safeguards againtt
malpractice constitute a major consumer right. A problem, however, arises
the moment we shift focus from the actual proVision of professional services
to progress_ on the part of the recipient In the provision of services, profes-
siohal responsibility is confined to the arena where the professional-has
control, namely in the areas of training, diagnosis, individualized planning,
and delivery of services. Where the progress of the recipient forms the bags
for evaluation, there is the danger of making providers responsible for recip-
ients' improper use of services. An analogous case might be where one makes
the physician responsible for the patient's misuse of medication, where the
patient has been appropriately briefed on proper procedures for its adminis-
tration. Even in the most severe malpractice stilts, the )udizal system does

r
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not demand that the physic n be responsible for the behaviot of his or her
parjents; accountability only extends to the selection of legitimate proce-
dures, the development of reasonable safeguards, and clear communication
with the patient regarding these two issues.

Within the school structure, current legislation challeriges two privileges _-

traditionally maintained by educators' first, the educator's confiners ift of
responsibility to the physic41 schdol environment, and_second, the educator's
prerogative to make services avhable only to those individuals who, in his or'
her bEst judgment, are capable of benefit. There is no question that these
controls hold the potential for abuse, especially the latterrthrough which
practitioners can "clear the classrbom" of those children whose behaviors

c-oFleaming styles do not meet their personal standards. Redress of such abuse, a
however, should not demand riksporisibility that cannot be associated with
direct input. A child's progress is dependent on many factors in addition to
appropriate school services; the problem in 'defining accountability relates
to the offer of redreks in cases where the abuse may Ire with the consumer.
Can a teacher sue a parent whoe child is habitually late to class' Can a read
ing specialist "dismiss" a child who fails to do his or her homework' Can
working professionals withdraw where space, time, and materials as weU as

administrative and legislative changes impinge upon the agreed upon remedia-
tion? In short, does accountability assume a closed-loop relationship between

'ail the principal individuals in the child's educational environment, or is the
flow of liability and redress a unidirectional one' While it is fair to make a
reading sOcialit accountable for test selection, dragnostic precision, the

of reasonable objectives, and the delivery of teaching systems,
't is not safe to assume that these will automatically result in progress on the
part of the child, unless the school environment is the.child's total environ-
ment. While "the popular view that teachers oppose the principle of account-
ability. ... is .. . rrrore myth than fact,''s the distribution of liability still
remains a factor in evaluating the equity of new legislation.

If the above were simply a question of professional rights versus children's
rights, these authors' votes would be in favor of the learners. The problem,
however, is more complex than that of simple confrontation between pro-
vider and consumer When large systems perceive a danger from external

obrces, they tend to become self-protective. As a result, the attempt to
define accountability in areas in which the system has no input can become
counterproductive. Certainly one can easily envision a system which directs
its attention primarily toward those measures tty which individuals will-be
judged. If reading achievements measured against scores derived from test
items, then that achievement in turn identifies reading progress, and it be-
comes safe to assume that many teachers and reading specialists will focus
their instruction upon the test items or upon test taking itself. Indeed, one
would have to defend the logic of a different course of action, since most

29
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1.1
systems draw a dilect pare & betweeg specific, measurable objectives and

system operations.
Even more critical, hoviever, is the danger of consumer exclusion from the

decision-making process. Much of the thrust of accountaliility legislation and

of Public Law 94142 istirected toward the inclusion consumers in the

various operations of the school syStem. Prominent in such legislation is the

role of the parent. Part of the intent ofthis action has been to move the par-

ent from passive acceptance orprofessional input to active involvement in

the planning, is well as-the execution, of teaching objectives. When account-

ability, howevet, 'is unilatirally directed wards school professionals and

without parallel legal iesponsibility on the part of the parentS, there is the

danger that practitioners will resist inpUt counter to their own sense of pro-

fessional validity. If the onfessional is made totalli.resporisibie for carrying

out specific educationarplans,it is highly probable that he or she.wfll resist
input. from outside the 'purview of professional control and reject programs

that reach beyond assumed achievable limits. Thus, lowo of the concerns of
-accountability legislation, the provision of educational service to every child

and the inclusion of parents at every revel of diagnosis and planning (which

the authors believe,to be critical for effective school operations), may come

under attack whIn output, rather than.process, becomes the standard for

liability decisions-9. lfprofessionals 'are held accountable for behaviors and

-actions outside their control and are affected by planning inpur which is not

subject to professional valilatIon or certification, they may be forced to

assume a counterPioduotive stance. PrOfessionals who are held accountable

for appropriate Professionaln,selectiorts and delivery, however, might be en-

couraged to include inpUnlorn parent's and children, since such information

leads to greater precision and)egitimacy of choice.

41,

Liability versus Rights-:
One of the problems in assessing the impact of current legislation and in a

evaluating the literatuce on current legislation is the frequent confusion be-

tween the protection Of rights, and the imposition. of liability. The,two are

not necessarily related- to each other in a symbiotic manner, and the problem

posed for .he sclioot.profe,ssional is to determine whether accountability

legislation and its concomitant judicial hability structure may not, in the

long run, 'Seriously damage the protection of both consumer and proviettl

rights. ,

In the case of proteceig consumer rights, Public Law 94-H2 has, in ef-

fect, made explicit the right of every child to an education most appropriate

,to that child's.c.inclition and least restricting tp thakchild's functioning with-,
in the standard school environment. In a real sensik the complex of legislative

r.
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acts posits a "mini-max" problem, stating, in effect, that every child is

entitled to maximum education with minimal infringement upon the most
commonly accepted form of school,delivery system, the traditional class-
room. As a result, all planning must take into acceirt the fact that Cie school
systim may no longer withhold services on the basis of a child's assumed
inability to Nnetion within a given educational setting. gather, the system is
obligated to shit from thee premise that every child c potentially teaCciable
any incursion or diminution of standard delivery systems must be fully docu-

mented and defended in terms of professional judgments and procedures.
Furthermore, parents' rights also are cleirly delineated, especially as they

refer to participation_at three critical levels. first, during the'diagnostic stage,
where it iracctrISCrtharparental knowledge of the child's past and present
history constitute an invaluable resource, second, in the planning process,
where it is assumed that person-al concern for the child ct to balance-

professioileb' more abstract conceptions, and third, in the elivery process,

which cannot be initiated without parental consent-
The general thrust Of Public Law 94-142, then, makes explicit to the

specialist the right of the nonprofessional to participate where his Cr her

most intimate family 'interests are at stake. Aside from the legal implications,

one cannot help but be impressed by the direction that legislation has taken:

stating, in effect, that ,professi6nally trained practitioners can benefit from

the insights of the prima-ry agents in the child's life the child's parents
For the reading professional, however, such legislation presents a unique

problem. Current statistics on adult illiteracy, whether defined functionally
or absolutely, indicate: that a high percentage of American adults have not

fully mastered the skills allt1 techniques of reading "ievertheless, the rights
of.patents to participate in diagnostic and planning sessjons make it possible
for them to exert contra over their children's reading programs. Hopefully,
reading professionals will solve this problent by acting as a resource for par-
ents, as well as for children and the general school system. Clearly, parents'
comfort within the school setting and the plumate valueof parental input
will be substantially enhance4 if reading professionils also help parents
develop reading and coping skills

If Public Law 94-142 most clearly exemplifies the position of rights,
accountability legislation most clearly exemplifies the position of liability.
The fundamental assumptiOn of Accountability legislation is that protection
is most difcily achieved 'by assigning liability to violations of appropriate
practice. Thtis, where legislation dealing with rights emphasizes interaction
between provider and consumer, accountability legislation emphasizes the
criteria by which systems may be judged to have carried out their educa-
tional functions and defines the potential redress available to those parties
who have suffered realer assumed damages
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A Statement of Advaely.

is no cipestion thai accountability legislation represents a response,
on the pall of responsible political and eclucational authorities, toffy of
the ills.of our massiVe school systems. Theigeneraimtilic.ations of such legisla4
tion reflect a greater concern for the rights of consumer populations, ifzether
parents or children; increased sensitivity to the parents rolein decision mak-
ing concerning the child's educational future; the establishment of standards
and measurement criteria by which school-systems and educators may be held
accountable to the public; and the exploration of behavioral, as well as per-
formance, criteria thiough Which individual plann in-gin:CY take place.

One y ,assume that any legislation aimed at redressing prior problems
can nt both threat and challenge to established systems. Accountabil-
ity legislation isl no exception. Compounding problems are the issues that are
emphasized in the popular, and even some of the professional, literature. A
great deal of attention has been paid to the possible, imnact of accountability
'measures on job retention and priimotion. Furthermore, the lack of standard-
izition of evaluation criteria'from state to state and theoretical problems in

Cm:of the test measures currently in use gibe ecrucators and evaluators cause

concern. In a ;eal sense, part of problem stems not from the content
of specific state and federal- acts, bu from the decades Of suspicion and mis-
trust which have developed between school systems and citizens. Perhaps, in
order to effect drarnatic.changes, it is necesLtary.to pass through a pfd of
experimentation.

From the point of view of this discussion, the most sensitive factors at
issue deal with the possibility that the current structure, and language' of
accountability may lead to counterproductive behavior. For the citizen, it is
critical that accountability not be used as a weapon in moving the school
establishment in directions which are dictated not by concern for the child,
but by political and social pressure For the educator, it is critical that con-
cern for some of the more abrasive aspects dealt with under the general
heading of accountability dy not become a Justification for self-protective
behavior or for "locking out" the parent and concerned nonprofessional.
Ultimately, the forces that have fostered accountability ind the genuine
commitment of most school professionals should enable both groups to
avoid confrontation and to direct a cooperative effort toward maximizing
children's learning opportunities
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READING ABILITY AS i GRADUATIION
REQUIREMENT: Some Legal AspeOs

6

ROBERT E. DRABA'

eh
Confronted with the pr lerricof seniors raduaung from high-school without

rudimentary skills irt readi some school systems have proposed that reading

ability be used as a .'aduau requirement.' But if this requirement is fairly

and consistently applied, graduating seniors will be denied diplomas.

Given the "see you in court" rnplex that afflicts many, school systems
might reasonably expect these s ts to make use of either the due process

or equal protection clauses of the urteenth Amendment to challenge the
procedures- used to deny diplomas or the methods used to classify students

according to reading ability.

Procetkrul Due Prdcess

The fourteenth Amendment provides that no state shall 'deprive any per-

son of life, liberty and property without due process ofthe lavi" If a school
system denies diplomas without providing minimal procedural safeguards,

the affected students may challenge this in court, arguing that since the

denial of a.diploma impinges upon interests of liberty and propeFty, due

prpceis is required. Such an argument might be successful, glyph the language

of the United States Supreme Court opinion in Goss v. a Case which

lishlid the due-process rights of students thr -.with short suspen-

sion.2
In this case, the Court observed that students have property interests in

their educaticrs and liberty interests in their reputations, thus, to deprive

a student of educational benefits and seputauon without due process of the

Rabic E. Drabs its member of the associate faculty at Indiana Untwersity Northwest.
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.
law violates the Constitution. According to this precedent, a student can

-legally contest the denial of a diploma.
Sorn.e mitt argue that the requirement' of due process for short suskn-

sions cannot be extended to the denial of a diploma, because the suspension
represents a sanction for violating a regulation, whereas the denial of a diplo-
ma.is, strictly speaking, neither sanction nor puhishment, But the Supreme
Court has previously required procedural safeguards where a noncriminal
stigma was involved.3 Moreover, four Justices dissented in Goss partly because
they felt that' the majority holding might be extended to other "claims of irn'
pairment of one's education entitlement. ",Finally, two courts have required
that the placement of a child in special education classes be preceded by a
formal hearing if the parents disagree with the placement.' Certainly, th/
placement of students into a group denied diplomas is as serious and plo
requires tafeguards.s But what safeguards?

To predict the safeguards that courts might require in the case of denying
,t student a diploma is d' cult. Precise procedural safeguards deilend upon
the circumstances `and Ahe interests involved.' In general, however, "ttie
standard is whether (the student) has been treated with fundamental'
ness in light of total circumstances."' Given the circumstances and interests
involved in such a denial, "fundamental fairness" requires not one, but two,
sets of safeguards. c

The first sit of safeguards is derived from the purpose of the policy. Al-
though a policy which denies a diploma to students who fail to demonstrate
reading proficiency_ has many functions, the overriding purpose is to promote
the acquisition of reading skills by making the consequences of not acquiring
such lkills'atini_drarnatic. At first, it seems as if this policy places all the bur-
den upon the student, howevq, given the purpose Of the policyto promote
the acquisition of,reading fkRisit is clear that a distinct burden also rests
upon teachers and administrators Educators must organize to identify, earls,
and systematicall), those students who need help in reading and must provide
the opportunisror students to develdp the skills required for graduation.
The objective of teachers and administ4sors can only be to insu ?e that every
student who is phYsicatily and mentally abet to meet the requirements does
so. Therefore, to be fair to students, school systems might well consider
implemenung the following safegiwds

1. Identifying students 'ho are unable to meet reading requirements
by no later than their second year of high school. ,

2. Notifying thete students and their parents of thiPfaci.
3. Holding conferences and explaining to parents the student's current

stitus and the options available for remediation
4. Prqviding opportunities for reenedipion. 4
5. Making regular progress reports to students and parents,.

3 5
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Although these long -term safeaoltds ari'novel as requirements of due
process, they would insure that each student would be treated witf,'"funda-
mental fairness in light of total circumstances."

Actually, although these procedures seem innovative, they do have preced-
ent. E;en though the United States Supreme Court has held that utility com-
panies and states are not "sufficiently connected" to satisfy the "state action"
requirement of a due process claim under the Fourteenp Arnendrnefa,.invar-
la*, utilities profile service termination notice! to those behind in their
payments.° One purpose of tile notices is to encourage payment.9 Clearly,
the utility eta* rather receive its money than terminate service, and hence,
gives the customer a chance to pay.

just as the utility company gives the customer an opportunity to retain
service by providing early warning and ample time to pay, the school should
give the student. an opportunity to earn a diplorni by providing early warning
and ample time to learn to read. Therefoferif the purpose of the reacting
requirement is to encourage students to acquire reading skills, schools should
warn students of possible problems several years before graduation)°,

It is inevitable that some students will not meet these requirements, even
though opportunities for remediation are provided over an extended period
of time. in these cases, a more familiar set Of safeguards should be provided
to insure fundamental fairness." At the very least, the student should be
given written notice of the system's intent to deny the diploma and should

--be asked to attend a heariiig with his 'or her parents; preceded by counsel to
review the evidence sppporting the denial. An opportunity during the hearing
should be provided to present evidence of reading proficiency, if the school
system's classification method is in uestiop If the hearing officer believes
that the student deserves further test to satisfy any remaining doubts
about ability, he or she should involve rea specialists or psychometricians,
the final decision should be evaluated iohlight of all new information Finally,
the student should retain the right to appeal the decision and shouldbe given
the opportunity to return at some later date, demonstrate reading proficiency,
and receive his or her diploma. Even though these safeguards seem elaborate
and time-consuming, they protect the student from the unwarranted denial'
of a diploma. Clearly, this should be the primary concern of the school
sYttsystem.

vev.

It is difficult to imagine a school sysollit that would make graduation
conditional upon reading ability without providing careful measures to ensure

racy and fairness. Hopefully, those systems planning to use reading pro-
f ncy as a graduation requirement have carefuity considered and plan to

the kinds of safeguards recommended here If not, they shc,id
expect to see selves in court.
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Equal Protection

The equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment provides that

tion of the laws." But the demand for equal protection does not mean that
"no state shall .. deny to any person within its the equal protgc-

the laws, mint be applied equally to all citizens within a state. State. legisla-
tures and their 'creations, like school boards, may classify persoalt for differ-
ential treatment; however, they may not treat people differently "who are
similarly situated with respeCt to the pu of the law."' 2

Although the equal protection clause marpossV permit a school system to class-
ify and treat students diffbrently on the basis of their reading abilities, the
clause demands that all students with the same reading ability be treated the
same. To satisfy this demand, the system must employ a classification method
which precisely separates students only on the lirasis of their reading abilities.
So often, though, a grouping scheme based upon a classification methoclifte
a test has an adverse and disproportionate impact upon minority students-
they frequently seem to be unfairly represented in the lower ranks of a track-
ing scheme" or in classes for the educable mentally retarded." 'And, even
though the court is reluctan interfere with the policies and practices of
school boards15 and gener supports the right of a boarclto group children
for differential treatment," several courts have prohibited particular group-
ing.scherries based upon specific tests because, in their opinion, these tests
were biased against minority students.17

If a school system with substantial tubers of minority students uses
reading ability as a graduation requirement, would not be surprising to find
that lower-class minority students are disproportionately represented in the
group of students denied a diploma.

In 1969, Rosalind Landes prepared a concise report for the First National
City Bank oLN*.v York entitled "PUblic Educauoh in New York City."11 The
report reveared that in three regular academic high schools, where two-thirds
or more of the graduates received general diplomas (often sarcastically called
"certificates of attendance"), the student body was predominantly black and
Puerto Rican. Three high schools with the lowest percentage of general
diplomas awarded were predominantly Caucasian. Landes also indicated that,
overall, black and Puerto Rican students received a disproportionately high
Pertentage of general diplomas, awarded on the basis of their performance
on the New York State Regents Examination. (Conversely, a disproportionate
percentage of Caucasian students receiveNiademic diplomas.) Some students
may chOose as the basis of their challenge the fact that the ,classification
method discrimirrates on the basis of race and therefore violates the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The_original concern of the equal protection clause was to prevent racial
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cPscrimination.'° The court has remained faithful to this purpose by gen-
erally_prohibiting eriacUnenti or policies which use race as an explicit class-
ifying factor2° and those which use otherwise neutral classifying facts that
discriminate on the basis of race.2' But the, United States Supreme Court
refuses to prohbit a.lavit or an official act solely because it has a "facially
disproportionate" impact.22 This does not r n, however, that unless lower.
class, minority students can show that the school system has intentionally
used a reading test to discriminate invidiously against them, they cannot
challenge the classification method in court under the equal protection
clause. Courts often apply amore "searching judicial inquiry" to enactments
or policies ;Mich prejudjie against "discrete and insular minorities." Even
the Supreme-Court agrees that the differential effect of a test on racial gaps
may call for "further inquiry" by the court.24 What form might this further
inquiry take?

Before Washington v. Davis, a recent testing case that discourages the
practice of shifting the burden of justification to the defendants in equal
protection litigation, the form that further inquiry would take Was quite
dear. Courts confronted with tests having adverse and disproportionate
imbacts upon minorities have gained their doctrinal bearings from Hobson
v. Hansen and Griggs v. Duke Power Company 25

An element of the Hobson decision that has influenced the approach taken
in testing cases is the prima facie showing of a racially disproportionate im-
pact, which leads to shifting the burden of justification to the defendants.
In this case, Judge J. Skelly Wright has stated that "a precipitating cause of
the constitutional inqeiry in this case is the fact that those being consigned
to the lower tracks are the poor and the Negroes, whereas the upper tracks
are the provinces of the more affluent and the whites.- These "unmistakable

signs of .invidious discrimination" imposed upon the defendants, according
to Judge Wright, "a weighty burden of explaining why the poor and the
NIgro should be those who populate the lower ranks of the track system."
Moreover, he stated that "the element of deliberatediscrimination is ... not
one of the requisites of an equal protection violation_" Previous to Hobson,
tourB generally required that a disproportionate racial impact be traced to
Some discriminatory intent.26 Even thotigh judge Wright proclaimed that
deliberate discrimination was not a prerequisite to a violation, he didpot over-
turn the track system solely because the classification meilhod-standardized
aptitude tests-had a disproportionate racial ;mime, he overturned it because
the defendants could not effeistively show that the tests were rationally re-
lated to the purpose of the track stem He found the tests to lie culturally
biased; thus, they classified students by their socioeconomic and: racial status
.instead of their "ability to learn "/ The Supreme Court reinforced Judge Wright's basic approach 4n Griggs v.
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Duke Pov.,er tompany. There, the Cot held that Title VII of the 1964 Civil
.1%Rights Act

requires the elimination of artificial, arbitrary, and unnecessary barriers to
employment that operate Invidiously to clescnminra`on the basis of race,
and, if as here, an employment practice that. operates to exclude Negroes
cannot be shown to be related to lob rf rmance, it n prohibited, not -
withstanding the employer's lack of a/iscrIminatory Intent.

Even trough this case was.not decided under the equal protection clause, it
was often cited in equal protection cases to PA/Port shifting the burden of
proof to the defendants and requiring them to show that the test used was
related to the purpose of the grouping scheme."

Hobson and Griggs establLshed the.form that further inquiry might take in
a situatiomin which minority students claimed that the classification method
violaled 'the equal protection clause. Even though no intentional discrimina-
tion was involved, the court m i t be expected to shift the burden to the

-defendants upon proof--of dispr rtionate racial impact. The board would
then hive to show, for exarrrle, that the reading test used to classify students
was rationally related to the purpose of the reading requirement." But then,
Washington V. DUOS, an equal protection case involving the Use of a test with
disproportionate racial impact, was decided.

In Washington, the Supreme Court declared "We have never held that the
4- constitutional standard for adjudicating claims of invidious racial discrimina-

tion is identical to standards applicable under Title VII and we decline to do
so today." Later, the Court stated the following- "We are not disposed to

. adopt this more rigorous sta9dard [the Griggs approach] for the purposes
of applying the Fifth and 04 Fourteenth Amendments in cases such as this."
Finally, the Court voiced its disagreement with lower court cases which

"'rested on or expressed the view that proof of discriminatory racial purpose
is unnecessary in making out an equal protection violation." Such language
seems to doom any testing case which cannot trace disproportionate impact
to a discriminatory intent. Since those school systems which'pran to rake,
graduation conditional upon reading ability clearly do norinte use a

...
test in order to discriminate, it -might be concluded from Washington that
minority students cannot successfully challenge, the classification method
used by the system. This, however, is not an accurate conclusion.

Washington established that a more probing standard of review is not re-
quired in an equal protettion case solely because the classification method
has a disproportionate racial impact, intentional discrimination triggers a
more probing standard. In the ,context of a- testing case, this means that a
court cannot shift the burden of justification to the defendants simply be-
cause the test has an adverse impact upon minorities. Washington reasserted,

sthen, the so-called "restrained standard of review,", which defer*, to the

ti
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reasoisable actions of state officials arCtrequires the plaintiffs to show that
a classification method, like a reading test, is not rationally related to the
purpose of law.29

. To show that the school system's classification method is not rationally
related to dirpurpose of making gradiationcOnditional upon reading ability
requires the, plaintiffs to show that the method used is biased against minor-

- hies. Obyiously, the ability to show bias depends upon the test used, the
technique employed to detect bias, and the extent of the impact an racial
groups. But, given the aversion of many-to 'the use of tests to classify sty-

-dents," the many and varied techniques for detecting bias,3' and the short-
comings of traditional techniques for test construction," it would not be an

overWhelming task to generate "evidence" to show that a given classification
method discriminates on the basis of race and therefore does not rationally
relate to the purpose of the reading requirement. Whether this "evidence"
and argument would convince a court depends in large measure 'on the

. response of the defendantthe school system.
Tr-rditionally, the court would accept from the state any set of facts which

would justify the use of the classificapcin." The Burger Court, however, has
strayed from such deference and has demonstrated a tendency to examine
whether a classifying fact has a fair and substantial relationship to the pur-
pose of the law! This approach, sometimes called "the restrained standard
with bite," means, for example, that a student's reading scorethe classifying
factmust be related to his or herreading ability; in short, the classification
method must be "lialid."",

If 'plaintiffs presented evidence of test bias, the school system, if it ex-
pected to maintain the use of the classification method, would have to present
evidence of test validity: This burden, however, would not follow exclusively
from a disproportionate racial impact (as it would, under Griggs), but from
the court's desire to ascertain whethei the classification method has a fair and
'substantial relationship tg the %purpose of the graduation requirement. This
would not only conform to the new, restrained standard ut also to the dicta
of Washington. And if, for example, theocchool system did not show test
validity and the plaintiffs did show test bias, a court would probably prohibit
the use of the test and have few doctrinal difficulties in doing so:

Of course, that all evidence would be on only one side of the question is
doubtful." Most likely, systems planning to use reading ability in this manner
would have already established the validity of their classification methods,
and this could be used to counter the claims of the plaintiffs. Whether this
evidence would overcome a sound and spirited attack on the specific ciass-
ification method is, however, uncertain."

In gala* the court tends to uphold classification methods having some
"reasonable basis,"" but it often demands more than a "reasonable basis"
when the method affects the educatiOnal interests of minority students."

;
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In Washington, the Supreme Court/fisted over fifteen cases in yNous contexts

where the lower courts demanded "some justification going substantially
'beyond what would be necessary to Validate most other legislative classifici-

ti " The Court then stated the following. "With all due respect, to the

et that these cases rested on or expressed the view that proof of discrirn-

inatory. racial purpose is unnecessary in making oprifr equal protection
violation, we are in disagreement." Yet the justices omitted all educational

testing ing Hobson, which 'was cited in several cases lifted by the

Court. these omissions signal the Court's approval of the approach

taken in is unclear; °lie might speculate, though, that they do.
As. noted earlier, in Hobson, Judge Wright proscribed the use of aptitude

tests because they were not rationally related to pe-purpose of the tracking
scheme. The more demanding restrained standard applied by him might also

be characterized as the "restrained standard with bite" employed by-the
Court in recent equal protection cases." Therefore, even though the de-
fendant scilbol system presented evidence of test "validity," a court might
nevertheless proscribe its use because the evidence was not sufficient to show

-a ratictnal relationship or because the evidence presented by the plaintiffs was

sufficient to show bias. This 'possibility leads to avexing problem for courts:
what psychometric and statistical criteria should be usedto resolve a cceffir"---.......-/
caused by Competing claims about-classification methods?

A review of the literature reveals that there is no quick and clear technique

to cletect-test bias:Unfortunately, differences between methods lead to cor-

respondingly different results', making the detection of bias a confusing

undertaking.40 In a case challenging reading classification methods, the lack

of a standard to ascertain whether bias in The classification method exists

might force the court to make a heuristic decision about the competing
evidence.' Clearly, what is needed is a definitive procedure detecting

bin." B6t until one is available, courts will continue to-hear testing cases
and decide them as best they can. -

Finally, a school system that believes it can deny studentsdiplomas on the

basis of reading ability and riot have its classification method challenged in

'court is, at best, naive. Long before the first senior is denied a diploma, the

system should gather as much evidence as possible regarding the validity and
objectivity of its classification method and stand ready to defend it, not only

to the cons, but also to members of the system itself.
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,WHAT KINMF READING
WILL THE LAW.PRESCRIBE?

.

WILLIAM D. PAGES

4

«4

In the long-term quest to generate a literatesociety in Che,United States, law

'and edkration persistently interact. This is as it should be, for the precise

discourses of law and education share an important touchstone both are

prescriptive. Specifically, they tell what should be, rather than exclusivela,

What was,-what is,,or w,h/t vi,it be, if certain conditions prevail. Educational

discourse is concerned with what should happen to people, particularly to

youngsters as the4A.grow to adulthpd. Laws tell us wt at our legislators,

courts, and rulernakers have agreed upon, and with our consent as voters,

how we should 'act.
.

Today; more than evei'1Defore,ps-oposals are afoot to prescribe, by law,

how youngsters shbuki perform'irr reading at 'various designated grade levels.

In part because of the attention drawn by court cases, s)arts focus is'on

promotion procedures and on graduation requirements,
When the laws that society agre6 upon are .120,Xen, a penalty is extracted

from the laWbreaker 13'ut tvho wilt Pay',..ihe penalty when a child does not

meet the reading require ix(' vacillation from high school' First, theni

desiedstudent will pay a penal by /ot receiving his r her diploma. Second,

the student may extract a pen ' ..hii or h
,

ool systemboarckof.

education members, school ators, dr achers. Third, taxpayers will

pathenalty, because tax Crion4 finance ti7T'enO, troublesome period

required for exploration of prob s in court, a p ss where eduCatbrs will

become familiar with le roblems and lawyers w come awaspf educa-

tional pr.oblems. The* ipenaltos Must be, co spar with the laXfits that

. *William D. Par is an associate Professor offiliaurd with the department of Seconery
. Education's ReadinrStudy Center atrie University of C,onnecticuCitorrs.
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t-rccrue to students as a,result of changes in instruction. It is not certain
whether education Is legally 2 right, a privilege, or both.' When issues in read-
ing are confklered,.sorne difficult problems of definition are brought to the
surface. Until wd, as a society, throtigh, our lawmaking provisions, can agree
on whether education is a right, a privilege, or both, we face the same quan-
dry with regard to the definition of reading.

Hidden Issues in Reading

If reading performance is to be used as a legal tool, then an accurate way
to gauge reading performance must be used Those not familiar with the
issues in reading often assume that determining levels of reading performance
is simply a use of administering a reading test However, reading tests differ
according to the definitions of reading itself thai they assume. Furtheriliore,
there is ample evidence _ttiat our- most widely accepted reading tests do not
test what we want them to test.2 And, what reading measures do test'ilk
subject to sufficient errorto suggest they,may prove unmanageable in the
legal arena. Although the issues in reading are familiar to reading experts,
they seem to be hid en from many others in both law and education. Several
'issues are discussed here to demonstrate the scope of the probleA involved
in deciding the legal fate of individuals on the basis of their scores on reading
USU.

Generally, three classes of reading theories are identifiable-n thf literature.
one group of views centers on the production of a spoken analogue to Ant,
a second group of views invokes reconstructing the author's message, either
syntactically, semantically, or both, and the third class of views suggests
that the construction of knowledge about the author's message is essential.

Towarda Spoken Analogue

Underlying the idea that reading is the production of a spoken analogue to
the print is the notion that reading may be_coriceived of in a number of re-
lated ways. One such view of reading asserts that sounds represent the surface
characteristics of print by recoding ortho%raphy into phonoloR. Components
Of this hypothesis are represented in "reading" tests that focus)on associating
meaningless sounds with meaningless letters and letter combinations. Anothqi
component involves testing the ability to say a word when the word 'core-

& sente'd in isolation from other language
It is unlikely that society will permit long-term tenure of laws based on the

spoken- analogue" definition of reading, because the performance that such
Aa.aire falls fair short of what is commonly understood 'as reading. We

late, however, that the first primitive attempts to apply law to
read Pr performance will probably reflect one or another of these compo-
nents, because simpler forms of performance car; be more efficiently and

0 reliably tested than more complex forms.
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Enough people in our society read and know from their on experiences
how printed messages ire used to suggest that this view of gilding will not
stand up under critical analysis in court situations. Imagine, for example,
the reactions"of the lawyer and the parents of a youngster''who can make
sense of most printed messages, but who is denied promotiop or graduation

on the basis of a phonics test. Conversely, simply because youngster can

produce a spoken analogue of printed language, with no dit tonstration of
comprehension, does not mean, that he or ihe cart' read.

Defendants of this theory might suggest that t reader mus able to
perform these skillNin order to read and, in fact, in order to liarn to read.,
However, few people who do read, in the general sense of the word, are able
to demonstrate knowledge of very many of over 160 basic phonic's generaliz_a-

tions.3 Although some theorists assert that proficient readers knew these
principles at one time, but have forgotten them, this has not been shown
empirically. Too many youngsters who already read come to school with
little or no formal phonics instruction to permit us lo believe fiat these skills

are prerequisites for reading.
Other critics maintain that an examination of every letter is a prerequisite

for obtaining meaning from print, but the sum of evidence supporting this
conclusion is not persuasive. At first encounter, the spoken-anaJogue view

ppeals to common sense. However, the courts will find controversy, and
society will probably object, simply because too many individuals perceive
a more complex relationship between printed language and its spoken

Reconstructing the Author's Message

Another theory of reading involves relationships between the language of
the author and the language of the reader. Here, the reader is viewed as being
engaged in a process of reconstructing the author's meaning or message The
reconstruction may viewed as syntactic, semantic, or both. Tests based on

a syntactic view may as reader a demonstrate comprehension by requiring
a syntactic reconstruction. (For example, if a given sentence reads "Barrarnb

barroped thrbarrip," and the question to be answered is "What was bar-
roped?," one can answer The barrip' without really understanding the
content of ;he message.)

A second, similar view is semantically based Semantic reconstructionists
sornetinies view reading as obtaining meaning from individual words and
blending the words together to form the sense of a sentence. Little empirical

evidence this idea.

A thir view also involves reconstruction of the author's message the

printed word is comprehended through the total contextual fabric of the
author's language, along with the lingnistic knowledge of the reader in a
combined syntactic, semantic, and expenent effort This last view most
closely approximates the lay person's unders ing of reading.
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Basically, then, society exOects youngsters to learn to reconstruct the

meaning of messages= from prigted language. Lawmakers and 'courts should
find this conception of reading -the semantic and syntactic reconstruction
pf the author's message-useful in mustering support. Unfortunately, how-
ever, it too is problematic. Presently, most widely used tests of -reading

fall short of measuring whether the meaning of the author's-
is actually reconstructed. The quest for efficiency has driven test
to -and-pencil solutions which confound both the task of

writing and. task of remembering with' indicators of comprehension.`
The validity f Other reading comprehension tests is also in question. Many

questions in " ing comprehension" tests can be answered without even
reading thee text to which the questions refer.' This may be accomplished
through the interpretation of syntactic patterns evident in the questions. In
addition, even time-consuming informal reading inventory procedures fail
short of achieving the validity required to make legal dec.isions.6 An aug-
mented inforrgall reading inventory can come closer to reaching this goal
if administerid by a well - trained interpreter of reading performance, but
each step toward increased construct validity also increases the time invest-
tient and redtices efficiency. , -

Currerit educational litigation will affect Millions of youngsters, making
inefficient assessment procedures infeasible There are not enough reading
specialists to cope with such a task, and the facilities for preparing such indi-
vidualsuniversities-are presently engaged in the scramble to recluie training

.capacitres and expenditures in order to cope with declining enrollments.

Colisliactive Views
-_ -

Although to some, the semantic ani syntactic reconstruction of 03/
rneanNg of a message may seem adequate as a definition of reading, as an
educational goal, it too falls short of what society expects of high school
graduates. Yet another view of 'reading holds that the reader constructs his
or her own personal knowledge of the author's message -after reconstructing--
the meaning. This view takes into consideration factor5 of application and
evaluation. Here, the reader might be expected to be able to remember and
apply constructed knowledge in the identification, creation, and solution of
problems. Furthermore, the reader would be expected to distinguish truth
from falsity, fact from opinion, and so on. The appreciation of literature is
a key component of many high school English curricula in this regard, in-
voking the application of values not only to the denotative concepts of
writing, but to the qualitativalloracteristics of language and to the discern-
ment of the author's purposes and uses of literary technique.'

This view of reading is characterized by many, including some reading
experts, as a case of thinking, not reading. It is not argued here that con-
'structing knowledge in relation to reading is, or is not, reading. The formation
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of such critical awareness is however, an important educational goal and one
that society expects trobeaccomplished. Youngsters must not be caught in
the trap of being able to understand what an author means without having .

the tools to permit them to evaluate the content of the message. We must
teach our youngsters that the fact that something is in print is not reason
enough to believe IL If *gal provisions reflect the bias expressed here, views
of reading underlying the taw will hair to, reflect theliefinition of reading
as the reconstruction of naning, embrace the Wouc tional goal that our
iftudents learn to construct personal knowledge of messages they read, and
encourage the evaluation of message content.

A rnati& -difficulty with applying this view is that the present machinery
.

of testing is moving in the opposite direction. It is time consuming to assess
readers' reactions to pOnted messages when the concern is both for getting
and evaluating the message. To reduce time investments in assessment, eval-
uators tend to focus on those aspects of reading that are easily and efficiently
testable. Hence, tiwdesire for efficiency drives us toward the spoken-analogue
views and away from ideas involving meaning, knowledge, and cornpreten.
sion. The road back from the spoken-analogue views becornesrionger with
each attempt to establish accountability in reading instruction without
critical examination of the underlying definitions of reading. The quest for
efficiency in testing is counterproductive to the attempt to create legally
useful assessments of reading; we need every scrap of information we can
get to make ark assessment that approaches the degree of valitrity necessary

in a court of law.
Although perhaps the controversies in reading cannot be exhausted, the

views expressed here r Elect major metaphors underlying conceptions ofr
reading itself. Any se s legal proposal regarding student performance
must reflect assumptions about are kind of reading that is desirable. No
simple mandate of grade level, without attention to these presuppositions,
can do anything but create problems The evidence to support thiszredic-
tion will be upon us soon, if it is not already

Productive Possibilities

The situation, however, is far from hopeless Laws can still do much to
help improve reading, as they have in the United States by simptxrequiring
public education. There are several clearly productive paths, no matter what
the outcomes of mandated achievement levels may be. The underlying pur-
pbse of these proposals is the sameto provide better instruction. Instead
of threatening court suits to get teachers and school adminisuato to im-

prove performance, these methods seek to help educators by upgradE their

skills and.knowledge.
One such proposal is simply to increase the amount of preparation in

reading instruction required by law for certification The present state of
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teacher education in this country produces elementary teachers who, for the
most part, have taken only one course in the methods and materials of
language arts and reading instruction. (Sometimes this is bolstered by a course
in children's literature.) At the secondary level, English teachers in some
states are required to take only one Course in teaching reading. Most states
do not even require this, and most other subject areas also require no work
at all in reading instruction. This regrettable circumstance is supported by
the licensing procedures or most states, the result is that most elementary
and secoodary teachers who are responsible for helping youngster.? learn to
read know very little 'about reading instruction. Legislators can obviously
change this by increasing the number of reading instruction courses required
for certification. (In many states, the implementation of one required course,,
can increase the amount of preparation for reading instruction by 100 per-
cent)

A second area where the law can productively intervene is in personnel
hiring practices. Although in most states, certification laws appear to indicate
that teachers rmist meet minimum certification requirements, loopholes exist.
Proisions for special problems, special Instances, and special groups may
invoke similarly special hiring practices-. A special program represents a
politically volatile situation in the eyes of the program) founders it may seem
essential that the program appear to be underway, even if appropriately
triined personel are not available A special program may also be established
with a promise to hire the best qualified personnel available. This may actu-
ally result in the hiring of people who are the best available, but it may also
result in hinng personnel who do not meet minimum standards of certifica-
tion. It is of some importance that the salaries of uncertified personnel are
usually lower than certified personnel Legislation can readily remove such

joopholesand the time is ripe, because presently, there is a surplus of teach-
ers who qualify for certification Tightening loopholes in hiring practices will,
ho:vever, cost money simply because qualified people must be paid according
to negotiated salary levels.

A third propA to improve services eaeour upgrading thiskills of
practicing teachers.kaws can prescribe that practi ng teachers seek further
training in reading instruction Presently, the deman for teachers is declining
as a result of parallel declines in the number of school-age "war babies." As
this trend persists, it provides additional motivation for teachers to improve
their skills in order to keep their sobs. Universities are equipped for large
numbers of past students and can be called upon to provide such inservice
training. Before the educational machinery of the last few decades is dis-
assembled, we should consider the possibility of using the existing facilities
and personnel to improve the teaching of reading.

A fourth oposaJ for improvement is similarly related to the changes
in school population sizes due to declining enrollments. Class size may be
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reduced, particularly at the lower grade-I reading instruction

presently begins. No controversial search for empi support is required

to determine the difference between a class of thirty-five lass of fifteen

students. Statistical evidence to support the effectiveness of class sin reduc-

tion is. however, scanty, perhaps in part because of the error factors in the

standardized tests most often used as the basis of Judgment. However, an

obvious outcome of reduced class size is increased individual attention, a

factor long known by Mlle:dial ing specialists to be instrumental in

helping youngsters learn to read." ation can prescribe class-size. Of

coursAt reducing claim size requires tional expenditures, but neither will

mandating reading levels be inexpensive.
The proposals suggested here lack the dramatic appeal of mandating levels

of performance. Drab as they may- be, the proposals outlined above are rea-

sonable and promise a greater long-term impact on reading instruction than

can be expected from mandated levels of performance.

Reconsiderations

Only a superficial analysis of the problems surrounding teacher certifica-

tion, scho9I populations, and teacher education is provided in this discussion.

These areas are exceedingly complex, but compared to the difficulties that

. mandating levels of reading performance will engender, they provide a more

reliably productive direction. Viewed economically, any change in kiandated

levels or in other areas will cost money.
The next decade will see important changes in the relations hip between

law and education. Reading is destined to be in the limelight as /target for
simplistk legal proposals, at least utiltrparents, lawyers, and econorrtiists begin

to grasp the complfxity of the reading process Legal proposals will abound.

Court cases will tell the tale for a while, and many will pay penalties.

Will the mandated reading4evel approach help youngsters to read be

We cannot tell yet. How will the type and degree of performance be

fled? First attempts will probably center on presently available standardized

tests. What root metaphors will the public grasp onto and drive the legislators

to use' We probably will see an early focus on easily tested tasks that reflect

\, the spoken-analogue view Can we hold one group of people responsible for

the way another group thinks? For a while, we can pretend to dolhis, but no

one has yet devised a way to accomplish tits in a democratic society. If read-

ing is believed to involve thinking in some sense, legislating thinkingis what is

being proposed with mandated reading le4NWhat are the hidden economic

and psychological penalties in store for -youngsters who fail to perform at
mandated levels? These are also unknown. What provisions be, made for

those who fail? Here, we have a rich body of inforrnauon to draw upon in the

literature of remedial reading instruction, but we must accept the fact that

the task is complex and will be expensive, The answers to these questions
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may tell the future of hundreds of superintendents, school board members
school administrators, .and lawyers; thousands of teachers; and millions of
children.
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THE LEGAL OBLIGATION TO IMPROVE

READING INSTRUCTtON: On Overcoming

Inertia and Staying ahead of the Courts A

DANIEL.M. SCHEMBER

Millions of students in regular public school programs are not learning to
read, while reports of reading programs in which previously unsuccessful
students make dramatic gains remain either undisseminated or unconsidered.
The findings of experimental programs, other special programs, and educa-
tional research are not being implemented, and the failing methods of the
past are being perpetuated byrinertia and indecision

The law will not tolerate this'situation much longer Title I of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary-Education Act of 1965 specifically rekjuires its program
planners to consider and, where appropriate, implement Oxemising method-
ologies developed in demonstration projects or discovered through research,'

"Right-to-education" lawsuits, moreoverboth system-wide challenges raised
in the context of school finance suits and individual "educational malprac-
tice" litigationare exposing the practices of schools trl which children of
normal intelligence do not learn It is inevitable that re for inexcusable

school failures will eventually be ordered
Whik judicial intervention terminating unthinking continuation of the

status quo is necessary and desirable, it will include painful consequences,
The course of right-to-education litigation will be characterized(as it already
is) by setbacks and advances over a protracted period of uncertainty. On'
certainty regarding the fundamental obligations of any institutianAus a
debilitating impact on effectiveness.

The schools should avojd this uncertainty, Policy makers should not wait
for lengthy litigation and courtprdered change Rather, the trends of the law

'Daniel M. Schember is an attorney at law with Gaffney, Artspac.n,Schernber, Klirnaski,

and Marks, PC.
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should be anticipated. Legislation, 'establishing decision-making processes in
education that will systematically address the problem of school failures,
should be enacted. Such legislation, properly drawn, would preempt judicial
intervention and effect orderly change.

Specifically, new legislation should establish procedures to detect reading
failures, diagnose reading needs, implement respansive instructional strategies
formulated irrfight of the results of research and the methods of successful
reading programsfiensure that instructional staff are trained th impleTlent
the strategies chosen, and evaluate the effectiveness of reading programs to
determine not just the extent to which they are failing or succeeding, but
the reasons whyand the steps that might be taken to promote improvement.

In short, the schools should undertake the task of intelligent, continuous
self-examination and assume the obligation to experiment.2 The results of
educational research, if they say nothing else, firmly establish that preserving
the status quo risks error as equally as does implementation of several pos-
sib k changes.

This discussion identifies no particular "equal risk" changes. Rather, the
evidence of the existence of alternatives is sufficient to warrant new state
legislation requiring educators to systematically consider that evidence, to
reach their own conclusions, arid, most important, tor5t on them. New legis-
lation is needed not just to ensure that this process Wakes place, but also to
protect educators from liability in making these efforts and to ensure that
the process is implemented in an orderly way 3 The logic of current legal
developments already requires experimentation, but if those development's
,re simply allowed to take their course, change will arrive piecemeal, inter-

aspersed with periods of needless uncertainty.

Student Illiteracy

A study of functional literacy by Louts Harris and Assoaites in 1970.
estimated that 25 million persons in the United States "did not have the
necessary skills for survival in our-sotiety Over seven billion (of these
persons) were under sixteen years of age: "4 In 1973, the National Founda-
tion for the Improvement of Education cited studies indicatingthat forty
percent of thejellibanj school population have severe reading difficulties and
that the average grade level of achievement is no higher than fifth grade upon

graduation."'
A stud; by the University of Texas conducted in the periocrfrorn 1971 to

1975 echoed the Harris survey, finding 23 million members of the adult pop-
ulation "functionally incompetent" and only 46 percent of all adults "pos-
sessing the skills needed to cope with the complexities of modem living."'

, Successful Reading Programs and Educational Research Findings

. Discussion of the ability of educational programs to improve the achieve-

ment of students who have hot succeeded in the past has, in recent year's,
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centered on evaluations of cSEA Title, I programs. Title I, the largest federal
education program, provides funds to meet the "special educational needs of
educationally deprived children" in low income areas.'

4Though initial studies were discouraging, there is now ccihsterable -evi-
-dence that Title I programs are producing significant effects. In the wake of
"three lirge scale evaluations which ... concluded that Title I was not success-
-fur,' and the pessimistic findings of the Coleman Report, which essentially
found that school achieAment was more olosebicorrelated with social condi-
tions than with differences in school resources or other school /attars, the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) nonetheless was able.
to report the following in 1972'

Upset experience suggests that 7 grade equivalent per year is usually the
most which disadvantaged children gain in one year of school. But in many
of the compensatory education programs we dg.cuss, a sizeable proportion
(pften a rhaldrity) of the poor children tested seem to be achieving at a
greater rate than this; while a smaller but still significant percentage are*
achieving at or above the national norm (LO grade equivalent gain per
yea).9

The HEW report also observed

The evidence available to us concerning specific Title I projects . demon
strates that successful compensatory education in settings of urban poverty
poses a more difficult but not an impossible challenge For example, arneg
the more than twenty successful compensatory education protects iden.
fled by a research effort which sought to discover exemplyy programs,
many were inner-city efforts enrolling large proportions of disadvantaged
and minority children.1°

Subsequent analyses of pe Coleman data" have produced conclus'icins
contrary to those of the orhinal Coleman Report and have placed the Cole-
man study in a fuller context. The early studies of Title I, moreover, were
found to have two m3yer defects first, the evaluation techniques used were
inadequate and, searnd, the programs evaluated simply did not impliment
the original concept of Title I as a program of concentrated expenditures to
meet special needs for instruction and for other services

By 1975, though, many Title 1 programs were operating in accordance
with the intent of the law, several of the defects in evaluations of programs
had been corrected, and the Office of Education was able to report

There are two main reasons why the *bate about the achievement benefits
of students who participate in basic skills protects funded by Title I appears

- to be diminishing. First, the incidence of sucersyul projects is increasing to
a point where their effect is beginning to appear in the aggregate For

example, evidence from state and national level Title I evaluations indicates
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that project participants achieve at a rate that is equal to or greater than
the national average while they are in the project. Second, a better under-
standing Is developihg of the general iisues involved in evaluation and
means are being devised to institute improved evaluation practices.I2

Some studies have identified specific prograM)acticthat are consistently
related to the reading gains of children in Title I programs. These factors,.

ti nclude teacher experiehce, individualized instruction, the availability of
immediate feedback to the pupil, tightly structured and carefully sequenced
learnOg activities, clearly formulated program objectives and implementation
of slime tested principles ,pf management and organization." Some studies do
not support these findings:3 Furthermore, the problems of, isolating and
identifying relevant 'factors Ind of replicating initially successful programs
remain unresolved. Nonetheles nclusions have emerged. First, differ-
ent strategies work with differ . To optimize chances for success,

teachers need to master a variety o niques and acquire the ability both
to perceiye the circtjmstances under which alternative approaches are likely
to work and to successfully apply each approach in tha context. Second,
each school and sch6o1 district must actively develop the Skaciri to evaluate
its own performance and respdnd to uation findings. The uncertain-
ties associated th replicating r s ft suggest that districts cannot

1 wait for others find "the one and Then simply adopt the method.
The reality of successes demonstrated elsewhere; on the other hand, indkates
that active local efforts to improikeduational programs through careful,
planner, evaluation, and experimenarion do obtain relujts.

.
The Failure to Implement Research Findings

This kind of effort, however, is generally not being expended. TwO recent
studies of Title I found. a virtual ab'senceof systematic consideration and
implementation of research findings by iVcal school districts. The comp-
troller general's recent report on Title I found no school districts and only
three states (of fourteen surveyed) that have "formal systems for dissemi-
nating information on exemplary projects."" A majority of the states
indicated that they had received "insufficient information and training from
[the Office of Education) " coneceining information dissemination."

Another stilly reported that

The major problem LEAs [local educatidn agen'cies] have been having in
planning Title I programs is that they "have not been exposed to new ideas
and if they are exposed, they don't have time and resources to "pull off"
new concepts . . . most of the states do not have policies ensuring that
research information will be sysaimatically disseminated to program plan-

e nets."

The absence. of procedures for the consideration and implementation 'of
. research results in designing Title I programs strongly suggests that such
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procedurts are also not employed when special state-funded programs and
regular school frograms are designed.

tsStale laws, in fait, dnot require efforts. . The most significant state
reading law passed to date is California's MillerUnruh Basic Reading Act of
1965.'7 its express legislative .intent is tic; provide "high quality" reading
proghnts, buj the act expressly forbids the state from disapproving district
grant applications "on the basis of the methodolbgy of providing basic read-
ing instruction . . which .the school district has selected."18 The act also
establishes no requirement that districts attempt to determine the most
suitable teaching methodologies. Ironically, the act nonetheless-hypothesizes
that such methods exist since it requires teachers designated for the program
to pass a

written examination ... concerning ... approaches and techniques which
have been determined by competent authority to be most effective in im-
parting reading instructiwn and concerning the appropriate selection of.
various techniques to meet the requirements of different pupils."

In other states, the most significant legislation affecting reading instruction
takes the form of recent accountabdaty statutes enacted for the purpose of
irnptoving educational practices. Most of these laws, however, do not require
educators to actually make a decision as to whether changts in mstructiooal
methodologies should be mad,. Some do not even require that changes be
considered. Typically, these la ks require only efforts to determine the extent
to which achievement' gains hive been made without accompanying analysis
of the reasons fol success or failure.2'

There are, however, some exceptions. The most significant of
these is the accountabilityll station in New. Jersey, which requires the
formulationof objectiv d minimum proficiency standards, and, most
important, a plan of "corrective action" in any case where those ends are not
raeL21

The special significance of the New Jersey legislation, howvier,-/e-lhat it is
a direct response to recent developments in a larger state-law context, a con-
text which is being increasingly shaped by judicial intervention.

The State Low Context .

-lye addition to reading laws and accountability statutes, other sources of
111k- tate lawr affect -the teaching of reading, particularly the failure of the' "nor-

.141" reading program to meet the needs of some students and the failure of
the school to adapt the program to serve those students more effectively:

One recenWurt case sought to attach liability for this failure under a
,theory of MM-tional malpractice n It did not succeed, primarily because
under the common law (or law created by courts and derived from Anglo-
American legal traditions rather than official enactments) the failure 'to
implement sound improvements in instructional strategies, and, indeed; the
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e
ure to adjust the "normal" program to serve those who do not benefit

from it does not constitute professional negligence or educational malpractice
by teaChers;because teachers ire obliged only to meet existing standards of
practice; hence, neglect by all insulates each from liability."

-failure to mike efforts reasonably calculated to improve the capabilities

%. of teachers probably does, however, contravene the requirements of some
state inservice training statutes. One typical provision requires a county super-
intendeiit "to call conferences" arid "in every way seek to foster in teachers
professional insight and efficiency."24

The most important legal .developinents affecting reading instruction,
however, are the implications of right-to-education litigation under the educa-
tion Causes of: state constitutiOns. The landmark ca,se in this field is Rabirtson
v. Cahill." In Robinson, the New Jersey Supreme Court found that the state
legislature failed to meet its constitutional obligation to define and establisk
a "thdrough and efficient" education system to meet the.tedieicational needl
of all students/The outgrowth of this decision was the accoyitability legisla-
tion, mentioned earlier, which also incorporated teacher inservice training as a
remedy -for schools' failures so meet performance goals. Thus, this statute
linked the usual assessment mechanisms of accountability statutes with in-,
service training statutes designed to promote imp:roved teacher competence,
and finked both of these to specific studegiperformance objectives and state
mechanisms designed to enforce the constitutional obligation:The formula-.
tion of plans for corrective action under this legislation will necessarily in-
-vdtve the active consideration and deliberate selection Of attemative strategiers °
for the teaching of reading. , #

Implications of Current Legal Developments

Right-to-education litigation such as Robinson will require system-wide
changes, including deliberate emphasis on both inservice trIlning to improve
the competence of teachers and the active consideration of alternative jeach-
ing strategies. This system-wide change will proceed -slowly tfirough the
courts; major litigation alwayseloes.

Litigation Under inservice training statutes mi,ght, ip the meantime, face
narrower efforts to improve teaching competencies. Also, the improvement
of some teachers' abilities' through mandatory use of research results stem-
ming from Title I investigations will set new standards of accepted practice,
destroying the "safety in numbers" effect which currently protects teachers
from malpractice liability. Teachers who do not keep up will face a'climate of
increasing legal insecurity.This trend, however, will be a process characterized
by sporadic developMents, setbacks and advances and`other characteristic
vagaries of litigation.

Rather than requiring teachers and administrators to endure the discom-
forting effects of piecemeal change, a more appropriate response is education-
.al anticipation of the trend of law. 1.4ew evidence concerning the efficacy of
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alternative teaching strategies shoufd,be systematically issitnilaled by a proc-

ess of local decision making. New state legislation should require schools to
assess their needs for reading instruction, diagnose problems, evaluate current
practices, regularly consider new research evidence, make decisions conccrn-
ing the courses of afstion most likely to succeed, gain personnel to implement
the chosen strategies, and, finally, put'the strategies and. training to work in

practice. Thesd are elementary steps necessary to aing rationality to
ucational policy making At the local level and to enable failing school sys-

tems to begin to pull themselves out of a malaise of ineffectiveness, inertia
and inder..in.
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- IHE CHANGING THEORY OF THE

READING PROCESS: Does Society

Really Know How It Reads?

ROBERT J. HARPER II
GARY XILARR*

The preceding papers in this volume raise our consciousnesses to the complex-
ity of issues brought about by new laws that affect reading achievement and
instruction. To extend our understanding of these issues and to gain better
insight into this complexity, an examination of the currently changing view
of reading is necessary. What we will assert is that new knowledge suggests a
different theory of reading that may be more appropriate than the traditional
view.

.

At the same time, a historical event is used to draw a parallel that exempli-
fies the current west in our society over education and basic skills, the
outcome of which unrest may prevent the utilizaition of this new knowledge
through crippling legislation lssues are clouded because, in reality, what is
occurring is society.'s reaction to changing ,alues. The complexity of the
issues involved is further amplified through the use and interpretation of
standardized tests. While not inappropriate for some purposes, these tests
are totally inappropriatifor evaluating reading.

The development of this new theory and its translation into classroom
practice requires teacher decision making based on the understanding of this
fact. We are led to the conclusion that reasonable solutions can only be at-
tained when both citizens and public institutions, as well as policy makers,
are knowledgeable of the basic theory of reading and readinj instruction.

While we consider these complexities as parameters of the problem, we
Must point out that reaction to change itself may be our major challenge.

Roben j. H a r p e r I I is a policy analyst fo, the Lawyer's Committee for Cm! Rights
Uncle/ Law, Washinguxi, D.C. Gary Kiiarr is an assistant profisscw at Virginia Potyteth-
nic Institute and State University.
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N..

When a new theory or point of view evolves, currently held notions are
perceived by many to be directly challenged As a result, conditions of unrest

and dissatisfaction are often prevalent. This is not to say that the new theory

is causing the unrest; theory usuallycontrary, the new theo usually attempt to pro-

vide a solution to an xisting state of unrest and dissatisfaction. New theories

are, in fact, stimulated as traditional ways of thinking fail to answer questions

and pro!ide guidance.
Unfortunately, a new theory can be rejected out of hand, become a scape-

goat for the unrest, or be overlooked The authorities may pass new laws,

rules, and regulaiions, usually unfavorable to the new theory and favorable

to reviving past conditions and attitudes. Such acts attempt to strengthen

what the authorities perceive as a weakening and deteriorating society, at the

same time, the authorities' vested interests are maintained These laws are an

attempt to return the society to the traditional way of doing things, a return

to the-"basics" of the apparently more desirable past.
The current effort to return to-the basics of reading instruction reflected

by recent legislative actions in many states is an example of such an attempt
to quell a society that is, in this case, restless and concerned about education.

Apparently, what has previously been regarded as an adequate theory of

reading is rot providing the guidance and answers necessary to explain why

many children cannot read To fully understand the relationship between_

reading failure and the current state of ilnrest in education, particularly as it

affects reading instruction, a short venture into history may offer an illustra-

tive parallel -

In The* Ascent of Man, J Bronowski describes the growth and develop.

ment of early civilization as dependent upon humans making sense of the

stars, the Moon, and the sun i Knowledge of astronckny provided opportuni-
ties to develoP"Theories from which interpretations and predictions relating to

the seasons, calendar, and travel could be derived Travel, in particular, was

a major contributor to the growth of civilization One could easily use geo-
graphic features and trail-markers on land, but for sea travel, another strategy

was necessary. The cilliization that could best make sense of the world, -all
other things being equal, flourished_ Making sense, however, was not auto-

matic, took time, arid gave rise to conflict
In the 16th century, a nevi theory began to challenge tradonal views

the world. At that time, the traditional view of the motion oftieplanets
the sun was based on the Ptolemaic theory, which hod proved to be useful .

for over a thousand years and, so it would seem, was likely to continue as

a source of guidance. Ptolemy stated that the earth was the center about

which all the stars, planets, and the sun traveled Elaborate explanations of

the known universe, with the earth as the center, were written; even mechani-

cal models of this marvelous complexity were constructed. The geocentric

concept of the world -was the order of the day Columbus made his historic
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voyage by applying the Ptolemaic view of the world. °early, the theory was
sound, but the complexity of the theory suggested further investigation Was
the?e a simpler, or clearer, explanation 7

In 1543, Nicholas Copernicus postulated .a hypothesis conceptualizing a
simpler sense of the heavens in De Revoluttombus Orbrum Coelestnum In
this small volume, the sun was described as the center around which the
planets traveled-a heliocentric view, and a simple idea that proy stied a better
explanation of the observed phenomenon in the heavens A new theory of the
world had begun to emerge. The full impact of its emergence did not occur
until later, when Galileo developed his systems of scientific observation With
the aid of a new invention,-the telescope, Galileo was aisle to observe the
heavens in a Pray that had never before been possible The re ings o
discoveries, when published in 1610, revealed for the first time that
Ptolemaic heavens simply would not work Copernicus' powerful guess had
been right and now stood open and revealed.-2

Theiliteds of controversy sown earlier by Copernicus had been cultivated
by Galilee; in a society already torn apart by the Reformation and the Counter-
Reformation. Galileo struggled to -find support for the Copernican view from
the authority of the day -the Catholic church But, ,n 1616, the Church
prohibited the holding, teaching, and suppo of the hefioc.entric -stnse of
the world. Laws, rules, and regulations were deetppe4 to protect the society
and returnit to a traditional view.

Galileo Gamin quietly to establish wive, , for the Copernican theory
and published ialooue on the Great World Systems ,n 1632 Within the
next year, Galileo was tried by the Inouisition, recanted his belief in the
heliocentric theory. and remained under house arrest until nis death in 1642
The Copernican , as supported by me evidence Galileo had wattled,
was too much for the uthoraies to cope war .h relat=onship to r political
events of the times .

The-theory challenged the very nature of mite, and instAted humankind's
concept of itself as the center of life arid the world. The theory became a
political quest' and, in the political Lpheaval of the time, was a casualty
Of course, the real casualty was the system of authority, for as it sought to
maintain its equilibrium by denying thkexistence of an idea through laws,
rules, and regulations, the tide of reasoned evidence overwhelmed IL

Currently, legislatures, courts, and school boards have found themselves
in a similar situation Reinforced by educators who have long believed that
they had the capability, and schools the capacity, to produce a literate SOCI
ety, the authorities of our schools are daily articulating policies demanding
accountability, competency -bast graduation standards, and rigid perform-
ance objectives for various 'age and grade levels 3 Although it is undoubtedly
within the purview of the schools to make every effort to meet those stanil-
ards, for most schools, "every effort" translates into 'more of the same
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Queitioning the assumptions- and beliefs' upon which the
does not formilly take place, nor is it encouraged.

The focus of these activities has been on the language arts in the forrq of
a back-to-basics movement. These actions, designed to provide better reading,
writing, _and arithmetic instruction for the consumer public, can hardly be
unexpected.' However, isn't the treatment of this concern throuelNows, rules,
and regulations superficial' Parents, teachers, reading specialists, college pro-
fessors of reading, lawyers, and legislators can and do make decisions about
a reader's competence. These decisions are based on their understanding of
what makes a competent reader and can be classified into categone-s that
represent distinctly different and conflicting views of reading c.orripetfrice.
Particularly in reading instruction, one must ask if laws are riot being passed
on the basis of a theory of reading that is outdated.

These varying views are often the basis for conflifusirm for not
only the parent and teacher, but for tkie:IfIkner as well Which view is correct'
Given the current state of reading reseantiVthis auestion may notte answer-
abk, but a discussion of these views may provide insights in clarifying the
reading process. Instructional practices and research in reading suggest that
there are two current views of reading The first view states that reading is
an exact process, the secorvd, that reading :s not an exact process_ These two
views can be compared by looking at how a reader's performance :s judged
by them.

A boy of ten was asked to read an Jnfari,tiar story orally When he inter-
preted the text differently than was expected, notations were made. The
results of reading the first hundred words of the s,tory are given below, wit!,
the addition of three other sentences from the reading.

t Li lc
THE LINE DOWN THE MIDDLE OF THE ROOML,...

\t/ i ttor-
t. Victor and Billy were brothers

vita
2. "Look what you did'" said Victor to

P
i 3. Billy one day You broke my planet"

4 "I didn't mean to,

t Kis broke. piece
5 Victor picked up Ft rs broken plane "I

6. told you not to get into my things," he
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So'

7. said.

8.

t. went
won't

ted to see it,"1:7asaid

9. _ new planet" Victor said.
rn

I - arid'
10. He took Bill by the arm. "Say you're

11. sorry."

notivnt
12. "Yob can't make me say anything, said

13. Billy.

14. Victor took something out of his pocket
PaPer.

15. "See this role of tape" he said. "I'm
PaPe-te-

16. going to put a line of tape right dowh the

17 m the
or-

1. your
18. When ictor got into bed that night, he

19. forgot to off the .fight
t. kierov-

20 "But I can't pick the papers tr,;,' he

21 said.

0

22. He got out of tiedlOpulled the

23.r off the floor.
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What does this information suggest as to 'the competence of the reader?

Accordrng to the view of reading as an exact process, the reader, is expected
to read everything accurately, as printfd on the page, in order to understand

the message of the autor.' Any deviation from the exact reading is con-
sidered an error. Errors that 'occur are diagnosed to determine the help a
reader ne:168dDid the reader pronounce the word correctly? Was a word left

r out or i ? Does the reader look only at the beginning of words' The
endings? Such a diagnosis becomes the basis for subsequent instruction.

The reader may be instructed to sound out an 49 known word using pho-
netic analysis skills. paily drill on other basic' skills such as word ortt,
syllabication, and vowel blends is provided as reinforcement to establisft

mastery of previously learned skills.
With this view of reading as an exact process in Mind, an examination of

a few of the errors that our reader made would lead us-(o conclude that in-

struction is necessary to help the reader with pronunciation, reversals, substi-

tutions, function words, and soundfletter relationships. For example, wort
in pronunciation include Vittor for Victor, mittle for Iniddk, and dln't for
didn't. Reversals are apparent for Billy said and But I Can 'r pick the papers up

-Ind suggest that more careful reading is necessary for this individual. Substi-
tutions are also inexact duplications of the print, as exemplified by per for
tope and nothing for anything. These are Just a few of the many errors made

by this reader that would be perceived by a proponent of this view of reading.

Deggindmg on the criteria used for evaluation, this reader Made from nine

to sixteen errors per hundred words. This reader would be viewed, therefore,

as making too many errors to be regarded asfeading with an acceptable

degree of comprehension.
Viewed from the perspective of the letter and word, the model of reading

becomes a world in which satellites of skill categones Evolve. vocabulary,
speed of reading, reading comprehension, blending and recognizing syllables,

sound discrimination, perceptual forms, word recognition, skimming, fixa-

tions, regressions, average spanslof recognition, directional attack, letter
identification, simple consonents and combinations, short vowel sounds,

visual copy ing, visual-perception memory for words, visual-perception mem-

ory in association and kinesthetic memory, logical thinking, word study
skills, paragraph meaning, using an index, recognizing commas,abbreviations,

motor integration, and physical development. All of these stills or character-

istics center on the word or letter-how to recognize it, how to attack it, how

to know its meaning. A word/letter-centered theory of reading and instruc-
tion is complicated, complex, and abstract and has become, to many, an
article offaith. It has become a way of viewing and teaching reading that

, represents a tradition moving back to the basics.
Mother view of reading competencf asserts that reading is not an exact

process; this is a view of reading that his been emerging'from the literature
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on reading. It is a process in which the reader is actively engaged in a search
for meaning from the printed page by selecting information (not all informa-
tion), using hypotheses (guessing), and testing and modifying.' The reader will
indicate his or her active ocessing of the author's message by deviations
(errors) from what is ac ly printed. These deviations are not considered
errors, but are called mi

Miscues me analyzed assess the strengths and weaknesses of the reader's
processing of language., moues are considered indicators of strengths when,
!engage and meaning are kept intact Conversely, miscues that do not keep
language and meaning intact are indicators of weafriess. For example, a child
was asked to reading the following sentence- "Then he saw the tree and all
of the waiting people." However, the child read, "Then he saw the tree and
all the people were waiting." The meaning of the sentence appears changed,
but not changed significantly when judged in terms of the author's intended
meaning within the total context. The reader also reconstructed the original
sentence into another perfectly acceptable English sentence. In order to do
this, the readereust have had some idea of the author's message.

With the view in mind of reading as an inexact process, an examination of
the same selected error our reader made, as noted above, would bringus to
conclude that a different instructional focusinay be necessary. This reader's
pronunciation represents dialect differences that all readers exhibit and that
do not interfere with meaning. The reversal of a dialogue carrier makes no
change in meaning. The substitution of nothing for anything (line 12) is fully
acceptable in terms Of *rneanrrig. The use of iioper for tope (line 15) is accept-
able to convey the intention that the room be divided. It is interesting to note,
that the last time the author used the word tape (line 22), the reader said tope.

The substitution of cut for turn (line 19) is probably the greatest indicator
of the reader's strength. This reader's dialect community says "cut off the
lights" rather than "turn off the lights." The reader's reproduction of the
word cut instead of turn indicates that the reader melt be aware of lights at
the end of the phrase and at the same time aware of the meaning the author
intended. We can also conclude that this material was understood by the
reader.' There is a strong suggestion here that no special instruction is neces-
sary.

The emerging meaning centered theory of reading provides a different
model. Its satellites are strategies which promote reading for meaning
guessing, trying, dicarcling, and guessing again until _sense is reachedthe
same techniques used in problem solving. Skill Satellites involve language,
language experience, language clarification, and learning to' use language to
convey meaning. Other satellites involve knowledge, knowledge acquisition,
knowledge assimilation, and knowledge application. Additional skills relate
to using words in contexl, guessing the meaning that makes sense, discarding
a meaningless guess, and substituting another guess. More skill satellites
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invoNe the construction of a graPhophonemic system based on the language
already known that makes sense to the, individual reader, 'a system designed
to gain meaning, rather than to be the center upon which all else focuses

Thus, we have two conflicting theories of reading, analogous to the past
conflict of astronomical theoriesthe traditional, dominant view of reading.
as an exact process (letter and word-centered), like the Ptolemaic view of the
world; and the newer, Challenging view that reading is not an exact process
(meaning-centered), like the Copernican view,

Copernicus decided that the complex universe could be explained, with
simple clarifying statements that were based on a theoretical ctlange in per-
spective. Changing c>se's perspective of how reading works also 'requires a
theoretical change, Reading viewed as a language process with the focus on
meaning may be the change in perspective necessary for improvement of
reading instruction, new knowledge will eventually help us to decide the most

appropriate path.
The court, legislative; and policy decisions that are based on a less knowl-

edgeable notion of how reading works are playing a pronounced role in
determirting schools' reading programs These events are beginning to place
restrictions that require the use of questionable instructional practices. Read-
ing has become a political issue. and the return to "basics" has become a salve
for public concern about the graduation of students who cannot effectively
read or write. The danger of this turn of events is that these laws, rules, and
regulations will cause educators to ignore new knowledge and will present
even greater obstacles to the improyIrnent of Instruction. Whether or not
the emerging meaning-centered theory of reading is better than the traditional
view is not the most important issue, that new knowledge may be outlawed
is our concern

A new understanding or theory of reading is not enough to establish a
viable policy for our schools Inextricably linked With any theory of reading
is the process through which the reading program will be evaluated. Standard-

ized norm-referenced reading tests are powerful authorities in today's educa-
tion, as demonstrated by periodic reports of test results by the news media.
With few exceptions, the emphasis is on low test scores, arid, to the public,
low scores mean unequivocally poor schools. The present use and construc-
tion of standardized tests to measOPreading ability needs mix reconsidered
in light of the changing theory of the reading process. Two major problems
exist with regard to the use of standardized tests the construction of tests
that discriminate ability and the misuse of tests.

When test developers decide to create a test to measure skills, they first.
set up objectives in each content and skill area that the test will cover. This is
accomplished through analysis of current textbooks and curriculum guides
and through consideration of the advice of experts Having decgted the objec-
tives that will be tested, designers then write questions to test these objectives
and, more importantly, to discriminate between those taking the test. These
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items are then put into test form and tried out on sample schools that are
representative of the national school population.

The "try out" test results art then analyzed and each item is evaluated
for inclusion in the final test- As test designers want their test to discriminate
between good and poor mastery of skills, the final items must meet certain
criteria when judged as a whole. All the questions measuring a skill must
result in scores that spread out along a range and, at the same time, tend to
group up around the average score. Items are selected which consistently fall
in the upper or lower ranges of difficulty; students who can answer a question
should consistently be within a certain range. Items are also judged as to
whether the average scores of older groups are higher than thbse of younger
groups. Items thlt do not discriminate between groups are rejected. The job
of the test developer is, then, to construct items that discriminate

It is more feasible to build a test that discriminates between groups if the
view of reading upon which the test is based is ward/letter-center and

if comprehension is measured according to what the test maker dec s is

the best answer._ On the other hand, it is improbable that a s dized

reading test can ti,ederivedlrom the meaning-centered view of reading. (There
presently exists no test that views leading as meaning-centered.)

Once the item-analysis is done, the test is complete. it now mug, be
nbrined so that scores tan be compared and discriminations made. In norrning
a test, developers select a sample of itudents, stratified by community size
and socioeconomic characteristics, that represents the national student popu-
lation. Racial and ethnic -representativeness is usually assured. The test is
given to a large sampleapproximately 20,000 students per grade. Altscores
for each grade level or age level are then plotted, the ran_ge-of scores and the

average scale are determined, and the correspooding percentile that each
score represents is calculated.
. Further importance is given to the average score by_ the development of
grade-equivalent scores.° In order to obtain grade-equivalent scores, each
grade-level test is given to samples of students in other grades For instance,
the fourth-grade battery is given to third graders and fifth graders. The
average scores of the third graders, fourth graders, and-fifth graders are
calculated Average scores obtained by this procedure provide the basis for
grade-equivalent scores A fourth grader who obtains a gradevinvalent score
of 5.0, for example,_has an average score that is the sameas a fifth.grader
who took the fourth-grade test ThF score does not indicate that the fourth
grader would-have an average score on the fifth-grade test Once these scores
have been established for the norming sample, the test is then standardized.10

When students take a standardized tett, the score is compared to the score
of the average groups and is reported as a. grade-equivalent score, a perCeAtile
score, or some other such comparative measure The use of this score corrpar-
ison, while not the fault o4 the test creators, is another indication of lack of
knowledge concerning test construction and use
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A state policy requiring students to read, for example, at a sixth-grade
level in order to receive a certificate of promotion or to graduage from high
school, while admirable jape eyes of the, public, is bised on the false notion
that there is a specific sixth-grade reading level. There are, however, such
4abels as grade-equivalent items. Although these labels should not be inter-
preted as reading levels, unfortunately, they.too oft?ri are.

Tfie)ack 'of understanding of the meaning of grade-equivalent sores is a
maior 44asis for the false notion that there is a readirvg.level.for each grade.1
That this false notion is held by a majority can be consistently demonstrated
by'asking individuals what a particular grade-equivalent sage reflects: a very
high percentage of the'time, the answer will be that it is the reading grade

level for that child. Further questioning will reveal that the grade-equivalent
score is the 144t singly-useckcieterminant.in selicting reading materials; that
is a reader with a grade-equivalent .score qf fcequrtly given reading
material with a readibility measure of 2,0:9r art moo often found in
second-grade classrooms. This ktilrent, inappropriate use-of grade-equivalent
scores for reading placement is evidence of a general lack of understandi
about tkoe value -and use of a test.'' Many educators; legislatures, and cou
however, continue to operate on this notion. To question the acceptance of
these teseresults seems not to be a cdncern. -

If we are to wept these tests as a measure of student competence in read-
, ing, there are several questions that must be answered. The first is, What does

a score mean? If the test* has been carefully constructed (ind most norm-
referenced tests are), we can say a student's is greatly below the averars..."

below the average, average, above average, or catty above average. We can -r

not say *why the student scored the way he or she did. We cannot analyze
strengths and weaknesses in reading. We probabIrcannot sax if the particular
student will or will not be a good reader as an adult. The test tells us little
about the person. taking it. The authority of the test rests in the fact that it

* gives a number designed not to measure reading sk11s, but to discriminate
.

bEtweep reading skills that will cone a child to ah average reader in that
test's norming sample. The prpo'se of a "discriminating" test item is im-
portant for us to consider, for it ofign-reer6i-res the test creator to distort the

X subject .matter being tested. Fc: thl discrimination process to' be used in
making is standardized reading test: reading mustike regarded as an exact
prOcess: One Cannot discriminate between average or below average readers
without using. questions that reflect a view of reading that *fragments the
ability to read into small maaery units. These units then become the ends,
and thieaning is-lost. 6

This ads us to our second question. Are the skills meastired by standard-
ized tests really a measure of reading?- Reading skills are meastited in early

\ grades by testing word-attack skills and ability to decode or recode. It is
predictable, given the emphasis on basic skills in federal and state dollars,
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I.

that children Will begin to score better on beginning-reading tests. They will

demonstrate that.teachersare teaching, but will,children really be reading?

In later grades, the tests of reading are composed of passages and qiiesticms

to be answered about the passages. Again, the outcomes are predictable.

Children taught in the lowe'r gractis to look At bits and pieces of language,

with little or no focus on meaning, will do poorly. We will havesnother crisis

Ain reading instruction. Meuse of such. tests will continue to 'show that SW-

lents are not necessarily learning to read. A continued use and belief in these

tests will automatically lead teachers-to recant the new evidence toward a

meaning-centered thebry of reading. This situation is tantamount to teachers

being held in house arrest, like Galileo, in this case by the authority of tests

that measure precision achieved thrpugh discrim,Rtion principles. Accumu-

lating eviderice leads us to believe that it is timeTheject the existing theory'

of reading prevalent in today's schookandthe is which derive from it.

We have, then, fwo perspectilies from which view reaching, one which

focuses on parts of language, and the other which ses on the whole mean-

ing of.langua4g. The latter view has emerged as rest chers have attempted to

view reading.in tight of the relationshipbetween th ght and language. This

research is having a revolutionary effect on what we know about rtading-.12 It

will soon be important to articulate both views clearly The bits, fragments,

and pieces present in the research must be sorted out Thoughts need to be

consolidated, s ds taken,,eid the isslas polarized by educators in order to

'`establish a viablt r eZry. There are too many people making decisi

about ?ending who are t aware of the basis of their beliefs or of -the exist.

ence of alternatives. There an effort on the part of some to incorporate all

perspectives 'of re ng an e tic view, but conflicting theories lead us to

practices that often re in opposi ion. (The Ptolemaic and Copernican theories

are mutually ,eXclusive.).Edutators must investigate what views of reading

exits and examine the reasons for them. They must realize that dices must

be made between different perspectives and that these decision l must be

justified to communities who are aware oL the alternatives :

Schools are, indeed, responsible for the delivery of instruction in reading,

and the other language processes. They cannot shirk this responsibility by

claiming that the sbcioeconorilic levels of students, determine their reading

potential; that genetic f tors predetermine abilitierto. or that the home and

community enyironmenfr6yerpowefs the environment and resources of the

schools.-
The lack of leadership on the reading issues among educators is abhorrent

and has resulted in,schools that are runty the courts.N'hat is needed is a new

leadephip in educabomand a restructuring of resources and beliefs to acti lely

fulfill the promise of a functionally literate society
Teacher trainers should address tie conflicting thel.s of readin not

suilerficially in ternis of which is right or wrong, but critically, in recognition'
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that teachers need a new set of strategies for rational decision making in order
to make sense of the often conflicting findings of research, and, with the
knowledge that significant time and commitment are necessary to prepare
teachers for the task.

Professional organizations must find ways to loosen their ties to vested
interests in order to establish their proper role asa marketplace of ideas, as a
place for challenging debate.

The time #nd attention necessary for teachers to know whether a student
understands what-he or she reads will necessitate reduced class sizes anclthe
use of individualized instruction. Present standardized tests must be rejected
and demands made for alternative evaluation instruments. Cultdral, com-
munity, and environmental factors will not be roadblocks; but buildiag
blocks, for understanding and will necessitate a redirection of teaching to
utilize the strengths of these fattors.

Schools mustcommit their resources to these ends. Where problems,ocewr
an active assessment must take place to create new strategies and to, deter-
mine solutions.-The scope of this process is Ai encompassing within the realm

AO of the schools. A reallocation of.educational resources -may well be
to achieve these goals, and this process may have td be repeated many times a
before' we have reached the limit of the schools' erwironment.

At that point, educators must fecus their efforts as agents,cif change in the
greater society to facilitate necessary new resources and strategies. Presently,
this is not being-accomplished. Educational leadership is by default. Courts'
and lawmakers are left with the responsibility for education and have become
the active agent;. A new commitment to the b4si.s of out democratic process
is-becessary, a commitment to intelligent decision making, and reading is
the key. As Thomas Jefferson noted

I knpw no safe depository of the ultimate powers of the society but the
_.parapia_therinelvesk and if we think them not enlightened enough to exer
.use their control with iwholesome discretion, the remedy is not totake it
from them, but to inform their discretion 13

While the courts and the legislatures are taking an active role in the de-
velopment of a national policy concerned with language processes, educators,

.-for. the most part, remain profoundly silent.

Notes

1. For a more complete discussion, see Jacob Brownowski, The Ascent of Mon (Boston/
Toronto. Little, Brown & Company, 1473)

2. ikowowski, The Asceht of Mon, p 204.
3. Consult the appendix for a listing of policies

'4. from "The Line Down the Middle of the Room" by Joanne Oppenheim, eke
with permission of Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc. from Green bght, Go (A Bank Stet
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Readefl by Bank Street Co liege of Education. IDCopyright Macmillan Publishing Co .,

Inc. 1966, 1972.
5.14. J. S0varoli, Classroom Reading inventory, 2nd ed. (Icb--"'uou4, WIliiam C.

Brown Company, 1973), pp. 7-15.

6.0. Laberge and S. J. Samuels, "Toward a Theory of Automatic Informationproless-

ing In Reading." Cognitive Psychology 6 (1974): 293-323. .

7. Kenneth S. Goodman. "Reading: A Psycholkfiguistic Guessing Game," journal of the11

Reeding Sped list 7(1967) 126-35; see also ICeArseth S. Goodman and CarolynL Burke,

Mimetically Based Studies of Pattern of Miscues In Ord Reading Performance- Final

Report (Washington, D.C.: Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of

Education, Bureau of Research , 1973), pp. 1.11.

8. The reader retold the story in his own words immediately atter ibe exercise. The

retelling that he did, indeed, comprehend the material.

9. See L. F. ter, Motor Misconceptions axon Grode faulfroient Scores (Berne

Trifle, 10.: Scholastic Testing, 1960).
10. This discussion of standarized test construction Is bnef and does not explain other

elaborate procedures that are commonly and conscientiously employed by test makers.

11. See Lois E. Burrill, How a Standardized Achievement Test is Built Test Service

Notebook No. 125 (Hew York Harcourt, Brace, Jovinovich , r 4.)

12. See the iiarord Education Review 47 (1977 an entire issue devoted to reading,

ioniser, and learning,
13. Thomas Jefferson, in a letter to William Charles jarys
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The following compendium oT state laws affecting reading instruction was
developed after an extensive search of state.educatiOn codes Code provisions
establish the basic legal framework for a state4 education system, but the
actual day-to-day functioning of a classroom teacher is much more affected
by regulations and policies developed as a result of the codes unfortunately,
the codification of the education regulations and policies seldom occurs. In
addition, both regulations and policy statemeots chair frequently, making
it nearly impossible to keep up with these refinements Mt one state, much less

fifty.
Therefore, 1 systematic and" finely collection of all legal provisionsstatutesr

regb(ations, and policiesfor all the states is not possible. Accordingly, our
investigation has beeNiituted to the latest eduCation codes and supplements
from each of the various states. Research for this compendium was originally
done in August 1976 at the Library of Congress and was updated in August
1977 and January 1978.. The twenty-five descriptors (or sublect termsi used in entering the codes
were chosen bwhiannah Geffert, research associate for the Lawyers' Com-
mittee for Civil Rights Under Law, after an analysis of a sample of state codes.
It is feasible that statutory provisions may have been missed, however, these

cceptions are limited.
Nonetheless, readers should not rely on this compilation to reflect all legal
uirements in their own or other states Interested parties should supple-

ment this compendiurriby inquiring about state regulations and policies inter-
preting each statute at the appropriate state department of education br chief
state school officer's headquarters The accompanying calk provisions do
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provide, as a whole, good examples of the various ways in which state legis-
latures are addressing the question of reading and language-arts requirements
*rough legislation-

Acknowledgements for work performed on this compendium must be
extended to Martha Rowland, Hannah Geffert, Cherie Root and Robert
Harper.

ALABAMA

52:17 Courses of study r.

The state board of educatibn, on the recommendation of the state
superintendent of education, shall prescribe the minimornitents
of courses of study for all public elerrientarand high sch in theftiii
state, and shall fix the maximum number of books which are compul-
sory in each grade of the elementary schools. In every elementary
school in the 'state there shall be taught at least reading, spelling,
handwriting, arithmetic, oral and wnttenEnglish, geography, history
of the Un States and Alabama, elergentary science, hygiene and
sanitau physical trairoIng, and such other studies as.may be pre-
scribed by the state board of education English shall be the only
language employed in teaching of the first six grades of the elemen-
tary schools in the state 11927,

52 124 Institutes and readin.g Circle work
a

The county superintendent of education shall organize and attend
county and local institutes for teachers and citizens, and shall organ-
ize and direct the reading circle work of the county, advise teachers
as to their further study in professional reading, and assist parents and
citizens to acquire knowledge of the aims and work of the school.
(1927 School Code, 162 ;

52 408 5 tuches required to be Lament elementary school

In every elementary school in the state there shall be taught reading,
spelling andwriting, arithmetic, oral and written English, geography, .

history of the United States and Alabama, elementary scence,.
hygiene and sanitation, physical trainifig and such other studies-as
May be prescribed by the state board of education English shall be

7 4
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the only language employed in teaching in the first six grades of the
elementary schools in -tie state.

ARIZONA-

15:1131 Testing pupils in elementary grades

A standardized reading ichievernent test adopted by the state board
of education shall be given annually in the first week of October to
all pupils who are cradled ifilthe third grade. A standardized mathe-
matics achievement test adopted by the state board of educatipin
shall be given annually in the first week of October to all pupils
are enrolled in the fifth grade. The state board of education shall
promulgate rules and regulations governing the methods for the
administration of all such uniform tests.

151132 Testing pupils in grades higher than the third

The superintendent may require the pupils in grades higher than - the
third to take uniform tests of a nature similar to that reouired by
this article for third grade pupils

151133 Acceptable tests

Any test employed sb-all be uniform throughout the state The tests
shall be adopted for use by the state board of education, and shall be
printed or purchased, and distributed to the various school districts
by the office of the state superintendent

15:1134 Tests results

The results of any uniform tests administered to pupils under\filts
article shall be reported to the state board of education The results
shall_ include the score of each individual pupil, the score of each
classroom, the score of each school and such other information or
comparative data as the state board of education may by regulation
require. A copy of such results shall be retained in the office of the
state superintendent A copy of the results from each district shall
be sent to the district. No results shall.he otherwise released until ten
days after the report to each district, The state superintendent by
utilizing experts in the field of Est evaluations, shill annually assess

5
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the effectiveness of reading programs. An annual report shall be sit%
mitted to the state beard of education, to the legislature, each district
board of education in the state and all superintendents. The state
board of education shall annually make recommendations to the legis-
lature with respect to such tint results and analysis which will enhance
the quality of the reading program in the public schools.

ARKANSAS

No code-provisions found.

CALIFORNIA

5770 Citation of act
ow-

This chapter may be cited as the MillerUnruh Basic Reading Act of
1,%5.

5771 statement of legislative intent andlnirpose
. -

It is the intent and purpose of the Legislature thatibta4": meruary
school reading program provided. `or by this chapter shattelfirected
to the prevention of reading disabilities, and the correction of read-
ing disabilities at the earliest possible time in the educational career
of the pupil. The instruction program shall be provided in grades 1,

3 in the eler-ientarN schools. The instruction program may be
p ided in kindergarten if the governing board of a school district,
by resolution, acts to make the program so applicable With respect
to any district in which the instructional program has been made
applicable to kindergarten, the of average daily attendance in
kindergarten shill! in no manner be utilized in the computation of
the basic dual% of specal:st reading teachers, computation of allow-
ances for specialist reading teachers, establishment of a system of
priorities, or cor,pitation for the salarS, allotment for professional
school librarians, nor 91,111 any kindergarten teachtrs be eligible to
aPOls, for a scholarship grant for teachers of reading It is the intent
Of the Legislature that the applicability of the instructional program.

N. to kindergarten shill ,en no manner affect the school districts' entitle-
ments for the'Prograrn authorized bti this chapt& or shall in no man -

ci affect the statev..de priorities established with respect to the
program authorized this chapter

_

4
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It is the furtt+er intent of the Legislature that the reading prograrn in

* the pubric schools be of high quality, and that the program be designed
to permit early development of reading skills, and the early correction

of reading disabilities. The Legislature recognized that early develop-

ment of reading ability enhances the °ppOre:unity of each pupil for

success in school and for success in a career upori leaving school. The

Legisla further tocognizes that to achieve its intent and purpose it
necessary, to provide means to employ teachers trained in the

;teaching of reading, to provide incentives to encourage such training,

and to stimulate the establishment animaintenarice of school libraries.

To carry out, its intent and' purpose, the Legislature has enacted this

chapter to provide salary payments for specialist teachers in reading,

scholarships to entourage the' development of skills in thesteaching

of reading, and salary payments for the employment of professional

ilibrarians in school districts. It ts also the intent of the Legislature
that the provisions, of this chapter shall be administered to provide

funds and services first to those school districts and to the schools in

such districts where the need for reading instructio'n is greatest and

the financial ability of the district to provide it is least. This program

is voluntary And any school district ma: participate or may decline

,to participate. If a district participates, it shall participate fully with
respect to those schools n the district in orrifth the program is

established,

5771, 1 Request for participation on rocea basq, reciwrernehts

a

During the 1966-67 school :ear, and thereafter, I ;school district is

unable to participate fuli. ,r; the reading program estabiished under

this chapter on a school or district basis because Of its inability to
employ enough specialist teachers to 'oil: meet the basiC quota of

certificated employees to oe,appo rated specialist teachers as prossided .

in Section 5781 and 5782, the goyern,ng board of the district may
request approval of the State Supenntendent of Public Instruction
for participation in the program on, a rriced basis. Such approval

may he granted by the State Superintendent of Public Instruction

if he determines that

tai In districts haying more than one school, all reasonable efforts

are made to concentrate availabis teachers igh the school or schools

where the need for the program is the greatest so that such schools

may benefit from full participation in the program so far as possible.

(b) For the 1966-67 school :ea-, the applicant district or school

erraploys at least 30 percent of the basic Quota of certificated
employees to be appointid specialist teachers as computed under

the provisions of Section 5781.and 5782

(c For the 1%1-68 school y ear, and thereafter, the applicant dis-

trict or school employs at least 30 percent of the basic quota of
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terrcated employees to be appointed specialist teachers as com-
puted under tpe provisions of Section 5781 and 5782.

5772 State Board of EduCation to adopt rules and regulations

The State-Board of Education shall have the power to adopt and
promulgate rules and regulations necessary to the etcective adminis-
tration of this chapter, including but Pso necessary limltEd to those
specifically required to be adopted by particular provrsiores of this
chapter.

5773 Definitions as used in this chapter-

(a) "Specialist teacher" shall mean a person holding a credential'as a
specillist teacher in reading, ass ed by the Commission for Teacher
Preparation and Licensing, and emp4oyed by .0 school district for the
duties listed in Section 5785.

4.
(b) "Average daily attendance" sh 1, except as otherwise specifically
provided, mean average daily ndance during the preceding fiscal
year.

5774 School district governing board authorized to participate in federal
Programs

The governing board of any schobl district is authorized to accept
the'Provisions of any act of Congress under which federal funds are
available for purpoles 2f, this chapter, and,may participate in any
program .provided .thereunder in order to -accept and expand such
federal funds to such act of Congress and this chapter Participation
may include the expenditulle by the school district of whatever funds
may be required by the federal government as a condition to such
participation

5774.1 Appointmenr of specialist teacher, ciinsolidated application..forrn,
request for federal funds

The State Board of 'Education shall prepare a consolidated application
Yorm for use by each school district making application for appoint
meet of a specialist teacher. The consolidated application form shall
include any request fo funds under Titles I, II, and III of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as arnendedAve Educa-
tion Improvement Act of 1969 ICI)apter 6.8 cing with
Section 6499.2001 of this division), the Profepsfortzt bevekernent
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and Program Irmovement 'Act of 1968 (Article 3.6 (commencing
with section 13355) of Chapter 2 of Division 10), the Special Teacher
Employment Programs (Article 4 (commencing with Section 6481)
of Chapter 6.5 of this division), and any other state or feder'al act
which' provides funds to assist in the reading program for grades 1,
2, and 3.

5774.2 'Application for funds, coordinated project of program fpr use of
funds

Any school district making an application for appointment of a
specialist teacher shall use the consolidated application form temake
application for funds under any of the aas specified in Section 5774.1
that will be used to.assift in the reading program in gradei arid
3. The application form shall be aocompinied by a single coordinated
project or program for all the funds for which' application is madg, as
well as the futids of the district devoted to the projeCt or programs.

5774.3 Approval of coordinated protect and progrrn

vThe coordinated project and program shall be approid as required
by law and regulations adopted by the State Board of Education.

,
.

774.4 Scopelhof coordinated project or program

The coordinated project or program shall include a specialist teacher,
and other educational compoiltnt that is approved by the State Board
of Education, including, but not Irmsted to, teacher aides, tutors,
interns, diagnosticians, nonconsumable ,and .consumable materiali
and equipment, and administration, supervision or coordination.
Each coordinated project or prof ham shall include provisions for
t-valuation

5774.7 . Insufficient funds for SHARE programs and programs order this
chapter, reduction of amounts allocable under this chapter, priorities

-.-

If there are not sufficient funds to fully fund the SHARE programs
_. established pursuant to Chapter 1199 of the Statutes of 970 and

programs operated under this chapter as budgeted for the 1 71.1972
fiscal year, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall, i sofas as

necessary, reduced the amounts allocable under the programs con-
ducted pursuant to this chapter according to the follo4Ing schedule
of priorities . to

7:1
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1. He shall first reduct the amount to be expanded for scholarship
grants for teachers under Article 6 (commencing with Section
5794) of this chapter.

2. He shall next reduce the amount to be expended for allotments
for Professional school librarians under Article 7 (commencing
with Section 5798) of this chapter.

3. He shall next reduce the amount to be expended for salary
increases under Section 5788. .

57/5. Nomination by governing board or petition by certificated employee

The governing board of any school district maintaining grades 1, 2,
and 3 in elementary schools m'ay, in writing, niSminate to the mission
for Teacher Preparation and Licensing qualified certificated employees
of the district for the position of specialist teacher. The nominations
shall be based upon the observed performance of the teacher in
instructing elementary school pupils to read, and the written nomi-
nations to the commission shall so attest.

Any certificated employee of a school district who has not been so
nominated may, in writing, petition the commission to be appointed
a specialist teacher. Thereupon, the commission shall appoint a panel
of three persons, selected on the basis of criteria established by rules
and regulations of the commission, who shall observe the performance
of the employee in the classroom, and either nominate the employee
for the position of specialist teacher or deny such nomination.

5776. Notification of written examination

Each certificated employee nominated for the position of specialist
teacher shall be notified of the time and place at which a written
examination will be held to determine whether such employee is
qualified for appointment as a specialist teacher

5777.. Selection and administration of written exam

The Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing shall designate
a written examination to be administered by the Department of
Education to each person nominated for the position of specialist
teacher. The examination shall be one designed to test the knowledge
of the nominee concerning the various approaches and techniques
which have been determined by competent authority to be most
effective in imparting reading instruction to young school pupils,
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and concerning the appropriate selection of various techniques to
meet the requirements of different pupils. Such an examination shall
be administered on a statewide basis at least once in each school year.
For such purposes, the commission may select an examination pre-
pared by any competent public or private person, organization, or
agency.

5778. Csriifiiates for passing the examination

Certificated school district employees nominated pursuant to Section
5775, who are determined by the department to have passed the
examination prescribed by Section 5777, shall forthwith be granted
certificates entitling them to accept employment as specialist teachers
in reading.

5778.3 Teacher selection committee, members, expenses, proceedings,
qualifications of nominees

As an alternative to the examination and nomination prIxedurero-
bided for by SAtions 5775, 5776, 5777, and 5778,certificated school
district employees qualified under this section may be examined for
possible selection as specialist teachers in reading by a specialist
teacher selection committee A specialist teacher selection committee
may be appointed by the governing board of any school district
which maintains elementary schools It shall be comprised of five
members, including one college or university authority in the field
of reading instruction, three district or county office personnel
knowledgeable in reading instruction and in areas of human relation-
ships, and one district administrator or,,supervisor The reasonable
and necessary expenses of the members of the committee shall be paid
by the schogl district establishing the committee.The committee shall
conduct appropriate proceedings to inquire into the qualifications of
nominees qualified for selection as specialist teachers in reading.
Each nominee shall, i der to be selected as a specialist teacher in
reading meet the follow g minimum requirements

(a) Completed two ears of successful teaching in the primary
grades, kindergarten d grades 1 to 3, inclusive

(b) Fully credentlaled by the State of California to teach in the
primary grades, kindergarten.and grades 1 to 3, inclusive

(c) Successfully completed the 'following college or university
#

courses I
(1) A basic course in the teaching of elementary school reading.
(2) A course in the diagnosis and remodiation of reading *-
abilities.

.
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(3) A course in directed clinical practice in the remediation of
reading disabilities.

Such course may be concurrent with the first year as a specialist
teacher in reading

5778.5 Certificates for specialist teachers in reading

Certificated school district employees nominated pursuant to Section
57713.3 shall forthwith be grange} certificates entitling them to accept
employment as specialist teachers in reading.

= 5779. Testing of pupils in ades 1, 2, and 3, national norms; duties of
State Board of Education

The Stite Board of Educition shall require 'each school district co
administer uniform tests to each pupil not later than his third month

firstof attendance in the grade The first'-grade entry level test shall
obtain a composite estimate for each pupil of skills related to learning
and memory, attention, visual perception, and auditory comprehen-
sion. The answer sheets shall be transmitted to the Department of
Education for scoring If no published test is deemed suitable, the
State Board of Education mar combine parts of available tests or
develop a new test

The State Board of Education shall also require each school district
to administer uniform tests in reackng annuily to pupils in grades 2

and 3. uch tests shall be recommended by the Department of
Education and shall be subEnitted to the State Board of Education
for approval and adoption. 11--rso published test is deemed suitable
the Department of Education may combine pans of available tests
or develop a new test Anyitest so adopted shall be equator' to
nationally normed tests so that the_performance of California pupils
may be compared to that of a national sample The tests which-have
been approved and adopted by the board shall be printed or pur-
chased and distributed to the various school districts in the state by
the Department of Education. The answer sheets shall be transmitted
to the Department cg-f...ducation for scoring.

The State Board of Education shall develop a testing method that
will obtain an accurate estimate of statewide performante of pupils
in grades 2 and 3 in reading. Under such a testing method, the Depart-
ment of Education shall determine- whether pupils in a given school

I shall be administered the entire test or whether the pupils shall be
administered a portion of the test which will be representative of
all, test obiectils, goals, or categories of items on the entire test.
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The procedure required by this section shall be implemented not
lifer than the 1975-76 school year.

. .

The State Board o f Education shall determine the form in which the .

answer.sheets for die firstsade entry level test shall be transmitted,
to the Department of EduAtion for scoring, and the form in which
the answer sheets for the uniform tests in reading for grades 2 and 3

'shall be.transinitted to the Depahrnent of Education for scoring.

The State Board of Education shall analyze the progress achieved by
third grade pupils using the first-gAde entry level teet results as a
basis for identifying comparable pupils receiving various kinds of
reading instruction.

The State Board of Education shall adopt rules and regulations govern-
ing the time, place, methods for administration of the testing progrart
under this article.

Pupils who have been determined to be ientally retarded, as defined
in this code, shall be exempted for the testing requirement imposed`

' by this chapter.

Pupils who have been determined, to be educationally handicapped, ,

as defined in this code, shall be subject to the testing requirement
imposed by this chapter, except such pupils shall be tested separately
from regular pupils. The Department of Education shall annually
prepare a comparative analysis of the scorte& results of tests admin-
istered td educationally handicapped pupils and regular pupils. The
Department of Education shall annually report to the j2egislature
the scores or result; of the tests administered to educitionally hands-
capped pupils.

ti
The lists administered pursuli to this article shall be employed to!)
determine each schOoltd,istrices quota of specialist reading teachers,
as.required by Article -4 (commencing with Section 5781) of this

1-iapter.

Commencing with tests administered in the .1972-1973 schobl year,
.

school' districts shalt,pibmit answer shuts and related pUpil informa-
tion on a per-school basis.

5779.2 Use f test scores on pupil's cumulati'vellschool record

Scares-for Indivicittai pupils-art the-first grade- tritry test-shag-1;ot

bused
by school distridni teachers for individual diagnosis or

MernAt or afa basis for any other decision whitch would affect
the pupil's elementary school experience. Scores from this tesikshall 1"'P

'45
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.

nevOn any.manner be included en the pupil's cumulative school
record.

The State Board of Education shall determine which, if any, of the
scores attained by pupils on the tests administered in grades 2 and

3 may be recorded on the pupils cumulative schwItier-ord.

57793 Pupil performance in reading during grades 1, 2, and 3. methods of
assessment; annual report

The State Soard of Education shall direct each school district to
deport annually its methods used to assess pupil performance, in

. reading during grades '1, 2, and' 3. The Departmentsof Education
shall assist the schtxol districts tp improe their local pr s of
assessing pUpil performance in reading.

4

5780. Remedial readers' scores, evaluation of reading program, geockt to
Legislature . 1

,

The scores of tests provrded pyrsuant to Section 5779 of thdse oapils
grades two and three who have Participated in a remedial program

shall be maintained and treated separately

From igstudy of the results of these tests in districts which conduct,'
a basic reading program pursuant to this chapter, and the test results
in districts which do not conduct such a program, the Superintel' dent

, -
of Public Instruction shall evaluate basic reading *programs, and he
shall report his findings annually' to the State_Board of Education

The-State Board of Education shall report its firths regAding the.
implementation of, and experience under, basic reading programs,
together with any recommendations for any adjustments in the pro-
gram, to the Legislature at each regular session This report and the

report required pursuant, to Section 12848 may be consolidated intd
a-single annual report

4:

5786.1 Substitution of grade specification for administration of specific
tests, report

Except for he firsl-grade entry level test required by Section 5779,
the State Board'of Education may replace the grade specification f%.,

-tht-tdrrintstritiefis -e4 spetifie telS-713efiefafttlft- this-afttee with
specification of age or time elapsed since.the pupil entered school

8 4.
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here such a specification is more consistent,with patterns of school
ization.

1
The Department of- Education shall submit a report to the Joint
Legislative Budget Commitiei explaining the raisons for replacing
the grade specification. The report shall be submitted at least six
months prior to any sOch change. .

5781. Quota for each district

Each school district which-maintains glades 1, 2, and 3at the elernen-
dry level shall compute a basic quota of certificated emplotees to
be appointed specialist teachers, of one such employee for eat, 125
units of average daily attendance in grades 1, 2, and 3 and any addi-
tional fraction thereof, provided that

(a) With respect to districts maintaining more than one school;
.each of which has an average daily attendance in grades 1, 2, and
3 of tes's than 50, the quota shall be 4:tile such employee for each
100 units of the average daily attendance in grades 1, 2, and 3 in
those schools 4 , ,

(b) With respect to all school districts fh a county with an average
daily attendance in grades 1, 2, and3 of less than 59, the quota
shall pe one specialist teacher for each 100 units of average-daily

. attendance in grades 1, 2, and 3 in those districti.- -
, 5782 Quota increase for distfic-ts with low pupil scores

For the 1967-68 School year and school years theieafter, for any
school district in which th,rty. percent, (3091) or more of the first
grade pupil's received spores falling below the first quartile of scores
established on a statewide basis for the tests administered during
the preceding school year pursuant to Section 5779!4he basic quota
established' pursuant to..Seclv.,5781 shall be increased by prte"--
spe,cialist- teacher for each 300 units of average_ daily attendaii%ein
grades 1, 2, and 3, aid fractional part thereof, maintainesi by the
district.

For the 1967-68 school year and school years thereafter any school ,

district in which forty percent 1409E) or more of the f irst.grade pupils
received scores falling below the first quartile of scores established*

-----"ar-rstatewIttel5a511-,ta teiTs administered during the preceding .

School year pursuant to Section 5779, the -basic quota established
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pursuant to Section 5781 shall be increased as or
ment of Education following an investigati
of the district.

5783 Maximum limit on quota

y the Depart-
f the circumstances

Each school district main ruing gra 2, and may employ
specialist teachers in number not to ex e hundred ten percent
(110%) of the basic quota established for district pursuant to
Sections 5781'r d 5782. '

. i .

5104 Status and.conditions of employment.

Persons serving in the employ of school districts as specialist teachers
under this chapter shall be considered as classroom to ers for
purposes of all taws dealing with permanent status of ce
employees in the employment of school districts.

Such a specialist teacher employed by a.school district may elect to
serve for a period,of not to exceed two consecutive school years irr
the employ,of other SCr00; districts as a spec. laiist teacher, in which
case the district of,the teachT?r's;egulariimployment shall afford him
a jeave of absence for such period, and the teachir shall retain in
eersonnel rights accumulated by him in the employ of such district
of regular employment Such employrrientwith another district shall
be pursuant to a written contract for a -term of one school year,
which contract may be renewed for an aciditionatiolipol year

5/85 Specialist teacher employee o% a schooi district with an average daily
attendance in grades 1, 2, and,3 of less than 50, shall serve under the
direction of the county superintendent of schools

5786 Qualified teachers under the direction of specialist teachers

The governing board of a school !strict employing specialist teachers
ern.PloY qualified teacher who shall serve under the direction

Of the specialist teachers In i ucting pupils rn reading

5787 it 'Mari re-giirdffilties,

Specalist teacbers employed by a school district shall be relieved of
all regular teaching and administrative responsibilities anclshall devote

8 6
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their full lime in performance of the following responsibilities, which
shall be directed to training pupils to attain reading ability essential
to success in studies to be undertaken beyondethe grade 3 level

(a) Supplementing the, reading instruction otherwise provided in
regular dasies for all pupils in grade 1.

(b) Providing instruction to small groups of pupils, and to individ-
ual pupils, in gracps 2 anb 3 who have been determined to have
reading disabilities

Administering reading tests to be given pupilsiiin grades 2 and
3 under Article Pcornmencing with Section 5779 of this chapter.

5787 5 In-service training, instructional techniques of specialist teachers

School districts shall establish in-seryice Lrnng p'ogra I. provide
an opportunity for elementary school teachers of the district to
observe, on a regular basis, the !1st! Lict,oha; t.e.c^n,oues of the special-

ist teachers

5788 Increase in annual salary

The annual s.alary e f a specialist teacher, er'p:cr ec as such by a school
district for a school year; snail be increased o two hundred fifty
dollars 1$2501 over that 6therok payable to under his regular

ntract of employ rriert with the :iistric: n which he is regularly

employed.

C Su& sum shall be paiby the school district 4 a ',imp sum Payment
Co the specialist. readA teacher, no late, tar; j.ine 30 of eatnfiscal

.;ear, and the warrant on which the payment is made shall clearly
identify the purpose for which the payment is tieing rnade with words 1*
to.the effect/of, "Special Stipend for State Basic Reading Program"
appearing:on the face of the warrant. Partial lump-sum payments for
spectalist reading teachers employed for a pcetion of the school :ear
shall be paid no later than 30 day s after the specialist teacher leaves
the employ of the district

t-

..... i
i kftyw,

. .

. 5789 Applic.atioPs by. school districts . .
.----, - .--------ye--- -r.-**

Beginning with e.1966-67.fisca 1 year and each fisoal year tilers-

after., a school itct which maintains grldes 1, 2, and 3, may apply.
'for an allowance for the linploy merit of specialisettachera. Applica-
tion shall be made in accordance with.ruies and regulations adopted

t
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by the Superintendent of Public Instruction on forms that he shall
furnish.

For programs to be conducted during the 1969-70 fiscal year and
each fiscal year therafter,. such applications shall be filed with the
Superintendent of Public Instruction on or before July 1 in order to
be eligible for an allowance during the year.

5790 Approval of application, criteria and minimum standards

Pursuant to its authority under Section 5772, the State Board of
Education shall adopt, by rules and regtilations, minimum standards
of course content for basic reading programs authorized by this
chapter, and criteria to be used by the Superintendent of Public
Instruction in approving district applicationsNfor funds,pursuant to
Section 5789 hloilowaoce for a special reading program shall-be
madto a school drfrict unless the Stiperintendent of Publicinstrucr-
tion approves the district_applicatictn and certifies that the minimum
standards and criteria of the State Board of Education are met by
the district.

No
Beginning with the 1969.70 fiscal year each fiscal year therafter, the
Superintendent of E`ulalic Instruction shall notify each district of his
action on the applicatn, including the estimated allowance to be
provided based upon the application filed pursuant to Section 5789.
Such notice shatl-be given to each district prior to September 1
following the receipt of the appiicati . The total of the estimated
allowances determined pursuant to th section for all applicant

4
dis-

tricts shall not exceed the funds appro ired therefor.

The Superintzndent shall no probe any application on the basis
of the methodology of oviding basic reading instruction pursuant
to this clter which the school district has selected

5791 Warrants upon am,- rophated funds

Allowances under this article shall be made bN the Superintendent of
Public Instruction from funds appropriated therefore by the Legisla-

-ture She allowances shall be made as earl as_p_racucsijkinthe foul_
---Yeir and, upon order of the Superintendent ofTtiblic Instruction,

the State Controller shall draw his warrants upon the money appro-
priated, in favor of the eligible districts in the amounts ordered.

1
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5792 System of priorities among districts ,

Allowances under thilaarticle shall be made b' the- Superrntendent of

Public Instruction in accordance with a system of priorities that he

shall by rule and regulation adopt, designed to carry out the intent

and purpose of the Legislature stated in Section 5771

The system shall be designed to give priority to districtrin the foi

lowing order

(a) First, jc insure that the districts particepatirig in the program

during the preceding school, year which continue to be erigible

will not be required to reduce programs below the level of the

preceding year.

(b) Second, to insure that applications for expansion of programs

and applications for new programs in eligible schools be considered

on a priority oasis in terms of the percerrtage of pupils in grade 1

who received scores which fell below the get auirtile of scores
established on a statewide basis for the tests administered during

the preceding school year pursuant to Section 5779.

Allowances computed 'or a dist, ct that tceived only basic aid in

the preceding frscai year.sb_all be reduced by one -half

The Superintendent of Public Instruct -o^ shia.' take no allowances

in any year in excess of the, amount alyxporiated by the Legislature

for the purposes of this chapter

5792 5 Report

The Superintendent of Public Instruction &hal' by rule and regulation

establish a procedure for each district pro:idedan 'allowance pursuant

t o this article to report, on or before April 1 of each year, t h e pro-

grain actualty}maintained I f the Superintendent of Public Instruction

finds that the school district failed to conduct the program in full

or in pin as previously approved, the allowances shall be corrected

accordingly

5793 Allowance

The Superintendent of Public I ristructiO7c;FilIalitiiiT to-lialdtrircr-
eligible to receive an amount equal to the total of salaries to be paid

specialist teachers employed by the district computed according to

I
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Section (5793.1 .and the amfunts computed as salary allotments for
professional school librarians ,

5793 1 Gompuation of allowance

The allowance for salaries of specialist readingteachers to each district
shall be computed by multiplying the number oc specialist reading
teachers employed by such district by an amount equivalent to the
statewide average salary-, as determined by the Superintendent of
Public Instruction, paid elementar, teachers during the preceding
fiscal year plu of two hundred fifty dolls 32501 per teacher.

.The_salary allowan so cornfrated shall not be more than the actual
salary paid by the district for the services of the specialist reading
teacher.

57(4 Application for scho` grants

Any regularly cradentt ed teacher in grades 1, 2, or 3 may, pursuant
to this article apply 'or a scholarship grantor teachers of reading,
Each scholarship grant shal; oe .n 1:rse amount of two hundrecl fifty,
dollars 1S250,

-5795 Grants used for seacner tfa or app al ta cou rses

-Schotarsirfp grant's shall be ;Filde or the State Soard Of Educatipn
upon recornmenoaucr of trie Super ntendent of Public Instruction
in accordance with nuies and eguations adopted by the State Board
of Education. The scholarship gram may be used to meet expenses
of the grantee attending any regular session or summer session conk
ducted by a. .nstitureertraccrediied 'or teacher training pruposOs by
the State Board of Educe:on and enrolling for credit in courses
desigrmd to .rr;proee the teachng o' reading that have been approved.,
by the State Board o' Educaon

5496 Limit on number of grants awrded

The number o' scrio'arsnip grants awarded ti; the State Board of
Of

specialist teachers in rea37ng for allowances were provided
during that year to school districts pursuant to Section 5793. la the
1967-68 fiscal tear, the nJrrtser of scholarship grants awarded shall

C
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not exceed one-half of the number of specialist teachers in regling
for whom allowances were provided during that yeas. In the 1968-69
fiscal year and each fiscal year thereafter, the nu,mber of scholarship
rants awarded shall not exceed one- fourth of the number of special-
ist teachers in reading for whom allowances were prb.led during
eich of such respective fiscal sears

5797 Grants paid from appropriations by Legisiam re

Scholarship grants awarded Shall be paid fr'o,r. the ame,,,,ints a.ppr6..
prated by the Legislature for the purposes of this chapte'

855) Areas of stud.

The adopted' course of s'iudv for grades 1 through 6 shall include
11, instruction, beginning in grade I and contJ-uing throu grade 6, n

the followmg are of stud.
via1a) English, inelu&ng knowigec,', and apPreclat.on,for litnature

and the language, as well as the ski'ts of speaking, read.ng,
,ng, spelling. handantln-g, and co-rposit.o*

a

6,8571 Areas of stud.

The adopted_ -course of st.i4.--ior--gra.aos-- gr 12 shall offer
courses ,n thefollo*.ng alas of stJa,

(a) English, including knowledge of apprecigition for literature,
language, and composition, ,anc.:ne s, ''s o; reair.g, listening; -

. -. fand speak:rig

12821 1..egslative intent

At it the intent of the Legislature .h e^actips :his chapter to determine
the effecti.eness of schod: districts and schools :n assist.ng pupils to
master the fundamental educational skills towards which instruction
is directed The program of state:vibe test,ng shall pfovIde the public,

a^7-sctr=-cls-tritrs' e.aivafrve .nrormation regarding
the various le.els of brofic.ienc. achieved P. different groups of ,
pupils of varying socioecono",ic bacKgrounds, so that the Legislature
and indrvtdual school districtsma, allocate educational resources in
a manner to assure the --,axiriurn educatanai opportunity for all

t

91
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pupils. The program ofstatewide testing shalt identify unusual sucess
or failure and the factors which appear to be responsible, so that
aileropriatt action may be taken at the district and state 'eve!. to%

o6Nairothe highest quality educatiorrfor all public school-pupils

12822 Definitions as used in this chapter

(a) "Achievement test" means any standardized test which measures
or attempt to measure the Mevel of performance which a pupil hat
attained in one or more courses of stOcly. It shall include (1) tests in
basic skills courses administered annually and t2) tests in &inter&
courses administered from tune toalme as designated by the State

Board cd.Education. ,

(b) "Physical pekormance test" means any test which measures or
attempts to measu\the physical fitness of a pupil.

(c) "Testing :program" gleans the systematic achievement testing of
all pupils in grades '6 andllt and the physical performance testing of
all pupils in any three grades designated by the State Board of Educa-
tion, reilluired by this chapter innIt schools withie'each School district
by means of tests designated by the State Board of Education.

Id) "Basic skills courses" means those subiects which involve, among
other skills, memorization and mastery of specific functions, includ-
ing but not Limited to, reading, spelling, basic rnathematiCs, and

effectiveness of written expression:

(e) "Content courses" -nuns those subiects sch require the
integration of factual matter, logical analysis, t solution by the
student of piiised problems, and tie communication of ideas, includ-
ing, but not limited to, 44e-ati.ire, history, advanced mathematics,
and soehce

15 1135 Exemption

%'%.

.

Pupils who have been determinedsto be mentally retarded or excused
fr.-5m attending regular classes in a public school as prescribecby this
title shall be, exempt from the testing reouirement prescribed .

4a
15 1024 Oral and silent reading

3
As pert of its training in developing reading sloth, each public school

9Z
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shall devote reasonable amounts of time to oral and silent reading in
grades one through eight.

COLORADO

,
22:7 1121 Short title- This anode 0;1111 be ,known and may be cited as the

Educational Accountability Act of 1971

22:7:102 LegislaUVe declaration

(1) The general assembly declares that the purpose of this article is
to inCtitote an accountabilkty program to define and measure quality
in education and thus to help the public schools of Colorado to

-.achieve such quality and to expand the life opportunities and options
of the students of this state. - further, the purpose is to provide to
localschool boards assistance in helping their school patrons to
determine the relative value of their school program as compared to

4
its cost.

(24 The general assembly further decCares that the educational
accountability program developed under this article should be
designed to measure objectively the adequacy and efficiency tif the
educational programs offered by the public schools. ,The program
should begin by developing broad goals and specific performance
objectives for the educational process and by identifying the activi-
ties of scnools which can advance students toward these goals and
objectives. The program should then-deiilop a means for evaluating
the achievements and performance of students. It is the belief of the
general assernitly that in developing the evaluation mechanism, the
following appe}aches, as a minimum, should be explored.

(a) Means for determining whether decisions affecting the educa-
tion proceis are advancing or impeding student achievement;

(b) Apprtitttiati testing procedures to prOvIde relevant compara-
tive data at least in' the fields' of reading. language skills, and
mil ematicai skills, }

'(c) The tole of the department of education in assisting school
districts loiktrengthen their educational programs;

(d) Re rig to students, parentt, boards ofeducation, educators,
the general public on the educational performaitce -of the

public schools and providing data for the appraisal of such
performance; and

dig
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(e) frovision. of information %Oki" could help school districts
to i%crease their efficiency in using available financial resources.

-1"

CONNECTICUT

I
10.15 Maintenance of schools by towns, prescribed courses of study

s

Public schools shall be maintained in each town for at least one
hundred eighty days of actual school sessions during each year..The

' state board of education may authorite.the shortening of any school
year on account of ari unavoidable emergency The public schools
shall be open to all children over six years of age without discrimina-
tion on account of race or color, provided town boards of education.
may, by.vote at a meeting duly' tailed, admit any school children
over five years of age or may exclude children who will not attain
the alof six years until aftei. the first day of January of any school
year. said schools shall be taught, by teachers legally qualified,
reading; spelling, writing; English grammar; geography; arithmetic;
United States, state and local history, the duties of citizenship, which '
shall include a study of the town, state and federal governments;
hygiene, including the effects of alcohol and narcotics on health and
character, physical and health education, including methods, as
presented by the state board of -education, to be eVoyed in.pre-
venting and correcting bodily deficiency, instruction', the humane
treatment and protection of animals and bards and their economic
importance, such instruction, when placticable, to be correlated
with work m reading, language and nature study, and such other
subjects as may be prescribed by the board of education. Courses
in health instruction and physical education shall be prepared by
the secretary of the state board of education and, when approved
bs, the state board of education, shall constitute the prescribed
courses (1.949 Rev , 1349).

1632 110 14e (F A 16.405, Section ljj Proficiency examination, enrolled
STolerstS;-Karriihilibn, reexamination-
(al After September 1, 1977, each student enrolled in the tenth grade
in any publicOligh school or in any endowed or incorporated high
school or academy, approved pursuant to section 10-34, shalt take
the proficiency examination given pursuant tcysection 10-14g.

(b) After September 1,.19'79, any.student enrolled in the twelfth
grade in any such school or academy wh6 has unsliccessfullv taken
the examination required in subsection (a) of this section shall be
reexamined once prior to receiving his high school diploma.
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(c) After September 1, 1979, zany student enrolled in the twelfth
Fade in any such school or academy who has not taken the pro-
ficiency examination given piersuant to section 10-14g may take
such examination.

163.a. [10-14f (P.A.76-405, Section 21) Proficiency examination, u nen rol led
_ students, fee, notice

Any person sixteen years of age or older, who is not enrolled (1) in a
public high school or an endowed or ineorporated high school or
academy, approved pursuant to section 10-34, or (2) in an adult
education elementary and secondary completion program, may,
after September 1, 1978, take the proficiency examination given
pursuant to section 10-14g upon application and payment of a non-
returnable fee of ten dollars to the state board of education. Any
such person who successfully takes such examination shall receive
notice from the state board of education certifying that he has
successfully taken gich examination

MN- [10-14g (P A 76-405, Section 3; Proficiency examination, establish-
ment of means, procedures to administer, offering limitation,
regulations

Prior to September 1, 1977, the state boar .of education shall, in
consultation with any interested parties, 11i establish a means to
examine proficiency of performance in basic verbal and quantitative
skills, and 12j develop procedures to administer, grade and report the
results of examinations to be offered for the purpose of testing such
skills and to be taken pursuant to sections 10-14e or 10-14f. Such
examinations shall' be graded either 'Pass" or "Fail" Such eiarnina-
bons shall be offered not more than four times in any calendar year,
provided the same examination shall be offered to all students and
other persons taking it on the same date Said board shall promulgate
such regulations as are necessary to carry out the purposes of sections
10.14e4ci _

163.a [10-14h (P A 76-405, Section 4)) ProfFency examinations effective
date

.

Z.;

se.

Sectiops 11:1-14e to 10-14h shall take effect upon receipt by the state
board of education of not less than fifty thousand dollarein federal

. or private funding for She purposes of this act, provided if such fund-

. ing is not granted on or before January 1, 1977, this act shall not,
become effective. / . /
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DELAWARE

I-
A : 3 1 01 Definition: (7) "Learning disability" means a disorder in 1 or

more of the basic psychological or physiological processes involved
in understanding and in usipg spoken or written languages. These
may be manifested in disorders of listening, thinking, talking, read-
ing, writing, spelling or arithmetic. They include, but are not
limited td, conditions which have been 'referred to as perceptual
handicaps, brai injury, minimal brain dysfuytion, dyslexia'and/
or developmen aphasia. They do not inelua teaming problems
which are due pri ily to visual, hearingor orthopedic handicaps,
to emotion distu ante if these are provided for elsewhere or to
mental re

tation
to environmental disadvantage.

FLORIDA

229.814 Secondary Level Examination Program

, (1) The State Board of Education shall adopt Rates which prescribe
perfocrnance standards and provide for comprehensive examinations
to be administered to candidates for high school equivalency diplomas z

and for individual examinations in the subject areas required for high ('
school graduation. These rules shall include, but not be liniited
provisions for fees, frequency of examinations, and procedures for
retaking an examination upon unsatisfactory performance.

(2) The Department of Echkation is authorized to award high school
i equivalency diplomas to candidates who meet the performance

standards prescribed by the state board.

(3) Each district school board shall qffer and administer the high
sd1ool equivalency diploma examinations and the subject area
examinations to all candidates:pursuantto rules of the state board.

(4) Any candidate who is awarded an equivalency diploma shall be
exempted from the compulsory school attendance requirements of
Section 232.01

(5) Each district school board shall develop in cooperLn with the
area community college board of trustees, a plan for the provision of
advance instruction for those students who attain satisfactory per-
formance on the high sctfool equivalency examination or the subject
area examinations or who demonstrate through other means a.

96
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readineis.to engage in `postsecondary level' academic work, The'plan
shall include provisions foii the equitable distribution of generated,
fueds to cover personnel, maintenance and other costs of offering
the advanced instruction. Priority shall ttE given to programs of
kcIvanced instruction offefed in high school facilities. (Laws 1975,
c. 75.130, Section 1, effective July 1, 1975. Amended by Laws 1976,
c. 76-223,Sectiin.9, effective July 1, T976.)

232.245 Pupil progress ion

(1) By July-1, 1977, each district school board shall establish a com-
prehensive prolgrani for pupil progression which shall be based upon
an evaluation of each pupirs ferformance standards approved by the
state hoard"

(2) The district 'program for pupil prceression shall be based von
local goals and objectives which are compatible with the state'sWn
for educarion and which supplement the minimum performance
standards approved by the State Board of Education. Particular
emphasis, however, shall be placed upon the pupil's mastery of the
basic skills, especially reading, before helps promoted from the 3rd,
Sth, 8th and 11th grades. Other pertinent factors considered by the
teacher, before recommending that a pupil progress from one grade
to another shall be prescribed by the district school board in its rules.

(3) Beginning with the 1978-79 school year, each district school
board shill establish standards fo'r graduation from its secondary'
schools. Such standards shall inclUde, but not be limited to, mastery
of the basic skills and satisfactory in functional literacy as determined'
by the State Board of Education and ke completion of the minj-
mum number of credits required by the district school board. Each
district shall develop procedures for the remediation of (the. defi-
ciencies of)1 'those students who arc unable to meet sucttandards.
Based on -these standards, each district shall provide for the awarding
of certificates of attendance and may provide for differentiated
diplomas to correspond with the varying achievement levels or
.competencies °flits secondary students. (Added .by Laws 19?6,
c. 76-223, Section 15, effective I uly 1, 1976.)

233.055' Remedial reading education plan 1

(1) Short title: This section shall to known and rfay be cited as The
Flocida Remedial Reading Education Act of 1971.

(2) Commissioner's planning budget. The commissioner of education

9
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1

shall develop and transmit atleast 30 days prior to'She 1972 regular
Session of the legislature, to members of the state board of educations
the president of the senate, thespeaker othe house of representatives,
and the chairman of the senate and house committees on education

a detailed plari for implementing a remedial reading program. The

plan, shall include provisions for maximum palticipation by the
school districts and the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services in the development of remedial reading programs. The plan
shall be in detail for the 1972-73 fiscal year, and the funds for projects
for 1972-1973-shall.be included in the legislative Audget of the state
board submitted to the Governor as chief budget officer of the state
for the1972.1973Viscal year. s

*(3) Remedial readirig program

(a) In the event that funds for protects are included in the 1972
1973 budgets, the 'state-board of education shall adopt policies

, and regulations by which each school board and the department

ti of health and rehabilitative services may apply to the department
of educatP6n funds to be used in -a remedial reading program. The

application shall contain a comprehensive plan for the use ofsuch

funds, which shall

1. Include pretesting and post-testing of reading level and

ability,
2. Describe what .programs, teaching methods, or techniques

will be used, such as programmed tutoring, individualized
instruction, or any other method of demonstrated success;
3. Provide for control groups at each level to enable a measure-

ment df the effectiveness of the remedial programs; and

(4.
Demonstrate that the school board has'fully utilized all other

sources of revenue and the assistance ofall volunteer aid offered
by individuals and public 'and private organizations and has
effectively coordinated same.

(b) Priority funding will be given to those programs which

1. Offer the greatest likelihood of remedying the difference
between current readmg level and chronological age average
attainment,
2 Serve the largest number of pupils; and
3. Utilize to the maximum other sources of funds.

(4) Technical assistance provided

Upon the request of any school board, the department shall provide
such technical assistance to the school board as is necessary to
develop and submit a plan for a remedial reading program. The
department may use its own staff or such consultants ar may be

necessary to accomplish'this purpose.
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,
The commissioner of education shall transmit to members of the state
board of education, the president of the senate, the speaker of the
house of representatives, and..oe chairmen of the house and sfenate
cirmittees on public schoeducation an appraisal ofrthe ftinded ,
programs as to effect clef efficiency, and utilization of resources.
This apptaisal shall include an evaluation of current reading &Hit*
in the public schools and change made in status during the past
year (1971, c. 71-273, 1.5 effective July 1, 1971.) ,

233:Q56 . Instructional programs for visually handicapped stujients .

(1) The division of elementary and secondary eduation of the
depaiiiineT of keducation iyauttiocized to establish a coon inating

am instructional materials center for visually( hand ped
children and youth to prcside staff and resour'ces for the coordina-
tion, cataloging, standardizing,' producing, procuring, storing, and
distributing of braille, -large print, tangible apparatus, and other
specialized educational materials needed by blind and partially
sighted students. The coordinating unit shall have 14 its major purpose
the improvement of instructional programs for visually handicapped
students.

(2) The unit shall be operated either directly by the division of
elementary and secondary education or through a contiactial
agreerrient with a local education agency, under regulations and
procedures adopted by the state board of education.

233 057, Developmental reading and language arts program

(1) Legistlative intent The legislature recognizes that reading a one
of the commuriicatpn skills which facktiates learning in all areas

A of the.,curriculum. It further recognizese need for coordination of
developmental reading programs in public schools In order to make
tis possible, the legislature intends to provide forthe employment
and training of reading and language arts resource specialists. Funds

r gull be allocated to the department of editsation to If distributed
to Inca' school districts for elementary,school programs with emphasis
being placed on prevention of reading and language arts difficulties.

(2) Certifidation The state board of education shall adopt regulations
-granting certification to those who qualify as reading and language
arts relource specialists. Certification shall be granted to those who
have had a minimum of three (3) years' teaching experience and who
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(a) 1p ttd jucigement of the state board of education possess the
qualification& and necessary experience to serve in the position, or

(b) Have successfully completed prograhn approved by the depart-
ment of education.

4111iciDuties and responsibilities The dates and responsibilities of
ing and language arts resource specialists shall include, but not

be limited to, thrfolkiwing:
,

(a) Assie4 the principal and classrcioin teachers
managing reading as part of the man

in

eas of the ctirric-

preparing a school's developmental reading and
language arts program.

(e) Provicle for in- service staff developenent.

(4) Trainini/Pursuant to,policies and regulation to be adopted by
the state to6aild of education.

.4) Colleges of education- Colleges of education shall develop

JO programs leading to certification of teachers to Serve as reading.
and lariguage arts resource specialists.'

(b) Local school itsreicts

1. Each local stir.00l district or a combination of districts may
submit to the commissioner a proposed program desitned to
train and employ reading and language arts resource specialists,
including therewith a statement of the number of indjviduals
to be included in the".prograrn;arr itemized 'Statement of the
estimated total cost of the program, and a copy of a school
board resolution indicating its intention to provide at least one
half of the iota( cost of the program if approved by the com-
missioner.
2. Upon the request of any lOcal school district, the department
shall provide such technical assistance .to the school disfrict at
is necessary to develop anii submit a proposed' program for
identificitien and training of reading and language arts resource I,
spectalistsThe department may use its own staff or such
consultants as may be necessary to accomplish this porppse.
3. The commissioner shall review and approve, disapprove,r
resubmit to the local school district for modification all' pro-
-posed programs submitted. For those pregrams approved; the A

commissioner shall authorize distribution of funds in an amount
not to exceed one Waif of the total cost of the proposed program.
4. The commissioner shall, at least thirty (30) days prior to
each regular session of the legislature, transmit to members of
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the state board of education, the president of the senate, the
speaker of the house of representatives, and the chairmen of
the senate and house committees on public school education

-ran appraisal of the funded programs as to effectiveness, effi-
ciency, and utilization of roccras, including frtere:widi a
statement of the overall program for the coming fiscal year,
the. recommended Itvel of funding for the program for drat
year, and any other recommendations 'deemed by the corn-
rri,essioner to be appropriate.

GEORGIA

32:606a Compensatory education.

(a) The Stitt Board of Education shall promulgate rules, regulations
. and standards and. establish the terms and conditions necessary to

impkrrbent programs of compensatory education Compensatory
educatiori- shalt inc4ude, but shall. not be limited to, programs of
remedial leading, mathematics, and such other programs as are needed.

(b) The State Board of Education shall annually determine the number
of students needing compensatory education and the estirnatecl State
thst of such program for the next fiscal year, and submit such informa-
tion to the Office of Plarintng and Budget.

.32:6081 Adult education

(a) The State Brlard of Education shall maintain an adult general
education program within the State. This program shall provide
instruction in basic skills and subjects to individual; 18 years of age
and older who have Left school and .who have less than an eighth
grade education or rts' eqUivalent. Instruction in- a variety of skills
and subjects may be provided for individuals who have more than art
eighth grade education or its equivalent. Priority shall be givin to
elimination of illiteracy in the State and to the attainment of a
General Educational Development (GED) eourvalincy diploma. Pro-
grams of general education for adults should serve to improve the
ability of the individual to profit from occupational training and
meet adult responsibilities more effectively.

ar-

32.2401 Duties, reports, authority to use funds, etc.
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It shall be the duty of the Board of Education and it shall have
the pow er to make resear s, collett data and statistics, and procu4
surveys of any and all nines, districts, or vicinities of the
State, looking to the obtaining of a More detailed, definite and
particular knowledge as to the tr...t cond:tiorn of the State with
regard to its adult illiteracy, and to encourage and promote the
establiihrnent of schools for adult illiterates and to cdoperate with

-other State, county or Federal agencies ir. the elimination of adult
illiteracy; and report re-gularly the results of its labors to the General
Assembly, and to interest persons and institutions in the dispensation
of-any and all funds-and endowments of whatsoever kind which will
or may aid in the el-vetieriation of the adult illiteracy of the State, and
do or perform any other' act which in their discretion will contribute
to the elimination of the Stage's adult illiteracy by means of educa-
tion, instruction and enlightenment, and said board-shall be empow-
ered to receive, accept, hold, own, distribute and ex4iehd, to the end
of educating, instructing, enlightening and assisting is the educatiOn,
instruction and enlightenment or illiterate persons in tile State of
Georgia, any and all funds or other things of value with which it May
be widowed or may otherwise receive, and in the expenditure-Ad
distrsement thereof said board shall be controlled by such expedient
and discreet regulations as rt may From time Co time adopt Provided,
however, that any and all such unds *hich may come to the hands
of said board shall be expended in keeping with tie general purpt,ses
of this Chapter

32 2501r Schools authorized
is

The county commissioners, or the iudges of the probate courts of
such counties as ha.e no corrirmsslone,s, shall have authority in their .
discretion to provide for the carrying on in thew respective counties
of schools for instructing adult Illiterates in.the elementary branches
of an English education only

HAWAII

I
301 2 Scope ofsadult education courses offered

As rapidly as facilities are available and interest is developed, courses.
shall bd'inittated in the following fields

( 1 ) BASK elementary education A foundation program in reading
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.
and speaking English, writing, and arithmetic for persons with no
schooling or oni9 primary eade training

IDAHO

33:1607 Americanization of adults

"4-

the d of trustees of `any school district is authorized to provide
instruction for Amencagization of adult resicylts of the state,'
including classes in readil.ig, writing, and speating the English lan-
guage; the principles of the Constitution of the United 'States,
American history, and such other subiects as deemed desirable for
making, of such 'adults, better American citizens The expense of
such instruction shall be a lawful charge against the maintenance and
operation funds of the district

49,

ILLINOIS

11 9

14-1.03A DefinitiOn Handicapped Children, children with specific learqing
disabilities /

"Children with Specific Learning Disabilities" means children
between the ages of 3 and 21 years who haye a disorder in one or
more of the basic psychological processes involv-ed in understanding
or in using language, spoken or w'itten, which disorder may manifest
itself in imperfect ability tolisten, think, speak, read, write, spell or
do mathematical calculations Such disorders include such conditions
as perceptual handicaps, brain ihlury, minimal brain dysfUnction,
dyslexia, and developmental asph4. Such term does not include
children who have learning, problems which are primarily the result
of visual, hearing br motor handicaps, or mental retardation, etgo-
bona' disturbance or environmental disadvantage

INDIANA

No code provision found
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IOWA

In addition to the responsibil kik of the state boardof public instruc-
tion and the state superintendent of public instructicki under other
provisions of the Code, the state board of public instruction shall,
except as otherwise provided in this section, establish standards,

. -regulations, and rules for the approval of all public, parochial, and
private nursery; kindergarten, elementary, junior high, and high
schools and all area vocational schools, area community colleges, and
public community or junior col es in Iowa. With respect to area ctr
public community or junior , such standardsjegulations,
and rules shall be established by the sta board of public instruction
and the state board of regents, acting jointly. Such approv-aistandards,
regulations, and rules shall prescribe ant implement the minimum
curriculum described below.

1. Nursery school activities shall 6e designed to help children use
and manage their bodies, extend their interests and understanding
of the world about them, work and play with -others and to
express themselves.

2. Kindergarten programs shall include experiences designed to
develop emotional and social living, protection and development
of physical being, growth and language arts and
communication readiness

3. The following areas shall be taught in the elementary school,
grades one through ,six Language arts, including reading, hand-
writing, spelling, oral and written English, and .literature; social
studies, 'including geography, history of the United States and
Iowa, cultures of other peoples and nations, and American citizen-
ship, including the elementary study of nationi; state, and local
government in the United States; mathematics, science, including
conservation of natural resources, health and physical education,
including the effects of alcohol, narcotics, and poisons on the
human body, music, art.

4. The follow* shall be taught in grades seven and eight as a
minimum program Science, mathematics; social ; language
arts which may include spelling, grammar oral com-
position, and other communication subjects; reading; physical
education; music; art.

5. Provision for special education services and programs, which
may be shared by public schools, shall be made for childrerrrequir-
ing special education, who are 9r would otherwise be enrolled in
kindergarten through grade eight of such schools.
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6. School districts with organized and administered juniochiglir
.schools tot limited to grades seven and eight must include' the

c tsaforementioned minimum program f seven and eight
regardless of the organizational structure district.district

7. A high school minimum program, gract nine through twelJe,
diall teach annually the following as a minimum program- -

:3 Common school studies

t

Reading, tiorithtg, spelling, arithmetic, grammar, geography, physiol-
m..... ogy, United States history; history of Iowa, and.ttre principles of

t AmeriCan government.shall be_taught in all such schools.

.
i

259A.1 Tests: The department of public instruction shall cause to be made
available for qupfied individuals a higkschool equivalency diploma.
The diploma shall be issued on thebasis of satisfactory competence
as shown by tests covering The correctness and effectiveness of
expression; the interpretation of reading mazeriat in the social
studies, interpretation of reading materials in the natural sciences;
interpretation of literary materials, artd general mathematical
ability.-

N.

KANSAS

No code provisions found

KENTUCKY

157.200 Definition speciaj educational programs

(e) "Children with learning disabilities" are those children who have
a disorder in one or more of the basic psfchological processes involved
in understandineor using language, spoken or written, which disorder
may manifest itself in imperfect ability to listed, think, speak, read,
write, spell, or do mathematical calculations. Such disorders include
such conditions as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain
dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental aphasia Such. term does
not include children who have learning problems which are primarily

r .i
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the result of visoal, hearing or motor handicaps, of mental retardation,
Of emotional disturbance, or of environmental disadvantage

LOUISIANA

17-153-154. Ctirriculum, length of schbol periods

.
The branches of spelling, reading, writing, drawing, arithmetic, geog-
raphy, grammar. United States history, NO health, including the evil
effects bf alcohol and narcotics, shall be taught in every elementary
school. In addition to these, such other branches shall- be taugh$ as
the state board of education, or the provisions of the state coQstitu-
tiotli, may require Theminimurn daily session, exclusive of all recesses,
of every public school shall be five hours, provided that this shall not
be construed so as to prevent half -day sessions where the school .
accommodations are insufficient for all the pupils of the district in
a whole-day session Nor shall it interfere with any arrangement 'Made
for the conduct of kindergarten schools, pravideii that Err the parish
of Orleans the school board may fix the hours of the daily session of
the public schools A school week shall consist of five days and a
school month of twenty days

391 1 Statement of purpose

It is the intent and purpose of the legislature to provide for the
' development and implementation of educational evaluation and

assessment procedures for the public schbolSofthe state of Louisiana.
To accomplish this purpose it is the intent of the legislature/ -
41) To pioyuie for the establishment of procedures for shared
educational accountability in the public educational system of
Louisiana.

(2) To assure that education programs operated in the:public schoolslkof Loui sane ad to the attainment of established objectives for
education.4
(3) To Provillfor a uniform ystem of evaluation of the performance
of school pennel.
(4) To provide information for accurate analysis of thecost associated
with public education programs.

(5) To providetinformation for an analysis of the differential effec-
tiveness of instroctional programs.
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391-2 Definitions

As used in this Part, the following words, terms, and phrases shall

have the meaning ascfibed to them in this Section, except when the

context clearly indicates i different meaning

41) "Communication skills" means the arts of reading, wilting, and
.

speaking the Englishlanguage. 4.

(2) "Basic corneutational skills" means skill in basic arithmetic and
mathematics. T,

(3) "School board" means a parish or city-school board

(A) "Public education" means the public elementay and secondary
level educational programsunded by the state and local government
in the public schools and other institutions providing edticational
programs. ,

(5) "PaI21.0 schools" means the public elementary' and secondary
schools governed by the parish and city schools boards and under
the supervision of the State Board of Elementary and"Secondary

Education.

(6) "School district" means the area pf each parish or municipality
under the iunsdiction of a school board. , ,

,,,(7) "School personnel" means the teachers, librarifrns, counselors,
,eninistrators, and other professional personnel of the public schools
of the state includirs members of the professional staffvof the State

Department of Education.

(8) "Educational accountability" means the respective responsibilities

and duties of local schgol boards, their members, admInstrators,
principals, machers and'other personnel, the State Board of Elemen-

tary and Second Education, the Department of Education and
its personnel, parents, students and any other governing authlarity
and as otherwise provided by the constitution and laws of this state

4. Educational accountability shall be shared as provided by R.S.
17 391.3 and otherwise provided therein

391.3 Program for educational accountability

A. The superintendent of education shall develop a program fro
educational accountability for the public schools of the. state no
later than January 1, 1977

The program shal approved by the State Board of Elementary
and Secondary Edulation no later than January 1'5, 1977, and each

.1
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year thereaftir. The approved, progiam shalt be submi annually
to the Joint Legislative Committee on:Education of MI Louisiana`

.Legislature for review. i- 6*

B. Specifically, but without limitation, the prOgram 'shall

(1) Establish and pgrvide for implementation of a procedure for
the continuous itientifiZa'tionc.examination, and improvement of
the go"als of education in the state.

.(2) Establish basic uniform,,statev;ide educational objectives .f
.- each grade level and subject tea, including but. nok lim Oted o,

*.. reading, wqng, and mathematic*.

(3) Identify perfortnance object which will lead directly to
The achievement of .the -stated goa

(4) Develop evaluation insuurfie cits, including, but not limited_ 'to,
tests to provide the evaluation r

.,
(5} Develop and impternent an overall ev aluation design to provide.. for contineous .and 'cornprehOtnive .review of the progress of ,

school pupils, toward the establiihed goals and objectives, the .

evalualidn to be conducted by teaching staff members of. the
school-dIstrict under the diredtion of thettlief *hoof administrator

, .
of thidistrict. ' '. ,

(6) Pro,vide for an annual report by, the chief school administrator
of eath school district . to the State Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education of the results of the evaluation of the pro-
gress of pupils,accornithed as provided in Paragraph (4) above.

17) tn 'order to provide for _the orderly implementation of the
.accountability program, identification ,an g establishment of
statewide educational objectives for each graVe level and subject
area, and evaluation of the achievement of these objectives shall

.rbe accqmplished for the 'school year 1977-197/3, for the .subject
II area of reading, for the school year 1978-1979, for the additionll

subject area 9,f writing, and for theschool year 1979-1980, for
The acIditionli subjeCt area of mathematiCs, and thereafter other
subject areas shall be added ,

, . .
C. Pursuant to this Section, the Department of Education and local

it, school boards and adminrstrators shall develop goals and objectives'
for the school districts in conjunction with those of the account-
ability plan. . ,

..

D The State Board of cleinentary and Secondary Eduation.shall_
prescribe a stem fiir reporting to the parents the progress of each
pupil, including but not limited to parent-teachers' conferenees;
report cards, and pupil progress charts.

1JJ
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E. In carrying out the accountability program, the local school
boards and the Department of Education shall develop and imple-

ment procedyres to assist teachers and school personnel and admin-

istrators in identifying- the status of Ur physical, intellectual, social

and emotional development of each pupil and his *needs relative to

the areas as well as the special aptitudes and abilities of pupils and

of problems which may affect learning. These procedures shall

include, but not be limited to teachers' oblervations; teacher training

and constitiltion; parent-teachers' conferences, union of cumulative

pupil records; review of- test iesults, including, but not limited to,
those administered pursuant to this Part.

391.4 Pupil proficiency
-

A. The State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education shall,

by January 1, 1977, establish reasonable minimum levels of pupil

proficiency in the basic communication and computational skills

which shall be integrated into instruct' n ograms. The superin-

tendent of education shall, by January 1,197 , evelop and admin-

: ister a uniform system of assessment based in part on criterion
referenced tests to determine pupil status, pupil pr ress, and the

degree to which'such minimum proficiency standards Ike been met.

' The local school governing bodies shall cooperate with the superin-.
tindent and the Department of Education in the administration of

this Section.

B. The school board of each district shall for the 1977.1918 school

year and annually thereafter make a public report of the afore-
mentioned assessment risults which shall include pupil assessment

by grade and subject area for each school in the district. A copy bf

, the district's public report shall be filed with the superintendent of

education. 111400

C. The state superintendent of education shalt make,an annual report

of the aforementioned assessment results. Such report shall include,

but not be limited to, a report of the assessment results by grade

and subject area for each school district of trie state; with an analysis

and recommendations concerning the costs nd differential effective-

ness of instructional programs.
r

In addition, the Department of Ed1cation shall prepare aril sub:

it an annual report to the -Iegtslaturi, corNining an analysis, on a

district -by -distract bf the resulii and scores of the testing

rogram in the tigsic skills courses. he report shall include, but shall

not be limited to, an analysis of the following' perational factors
having a subsientive relationship to.or bearing on such results'
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(1) Average class-size in grades one to three, inclusive.

(2) Pupil-teacher ratio in grades one to eight, inclusive.

43) Average scholastic ability as determined by such standards as
shall be established by the State Board of Elementary and Setond-
ary Eduation.

(4) Aliage transitory factors as derived from dividing the average
daily littendance of the district or selected schools by the total
annual enrollment of the district.

(5) Analysis of 'compensatory educational needs in each parish
and city school system.

391.5 School personnel assessment and walUation
ti

A. The department of education, with theupproval of /he State Board
of Elementary and Secondary Education shall develop a set of guide-.
lines for assessment and evaluation of ibe performance of certified
teachers, adminisuators, and other professional school personnel in
the state for adoption by each school board. The State Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education, with the assistance of a

representative committee of teachers and administrators, shall develop
a set of guidelines for assessment and evaluation of the performance
of professional personnel in the S epartment of Education. The
guidelines shall be reviewed by Legislative Committee on

4ducation of the Louisiana Leg re. Such guidelines shall be
submitted by the Stag Board of Elementary and Secondary Educa:
tion tb the local school boards no later than lune 1, 1977, and shall
include but not be limited to the following guidelines:

(1) The establishment of criteria of expected teaching performance
in each area of teaching and of techniques for thelssessrnent,and
evaluation of that perforntance

(2) Assessment and evaluation pf competence of certified teachers
as it relates to the established criteria.

(3) A listing of other nonteaching duties normally required to be
performed by certified employees at an adjunct to their regular'
assignments.

(4) The establishmet of criteria-and the assessment of the per-
formance of other school eersonnel.

In the development of these guidelines nd procedures, the De-
ment pf Education shall 'avail itself of the advice of the state
certified teachers and such other school personnel as may be
necessary.
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B. f.io later than August 11, 1977, each school board shall adopt a
system of pertorinel evaluation and assessment based on the guide-
lines submitted by the State Board of. Elementary and ...Secondary,
Education. ,Evaluation and assessment of the performance of each
certified employee 41311 be made on a continuing basis, at least once
each school year for probationary personnel', and at least every other
year for orsonnel with permanent status. The evaluation shall consist
of an appraisement of the performance of the employee in the
extension of teaching duties and responsibilities. In the event an
employee is considered not performing his duties in a satisfactory
manner then the employing authority shall notify the employee in
writing of such determination and describe such performance. The
employing authority -shall thereafter confer with the emplOyee
making specific recommendations as to areas of considered unsatis-
factory performance of the employee and ta, assist him to correct
such considered deficiencies. Assistance shah inclirdt but not
limited to inservice training programs or such other appropriate
programs.

C. No evaluation and assessment shall be made except in writing and
a copy thereof shall b$ transmitted to the school employee not later
than fifteen days after the evaluation takes place. The employee shall
have the right to initiate a writtert reaction or response to the evalu-
ation. Such response atici evaluation shall become a permanent
attachment to the single official personnel fire for the employee.
After the evaluation has been transmitted to the employee and before
the end iof the school year, a meeting shall be held betvieen the
certified employee and the appropriate official of the local governing
board in order that the employee may respond to the evaluation and
have the opportunity to amend, remove, or strike any inaccurate or
invalid information as may be found within the written evaluation
and from the employee',s personnel file.

D. Copies of the assessment and evaluation report of any school
employee retained by the school board are confidential, do not
constitute a public record, and shall not be released or shown to any
person except

(1) To said school employee

(2) To authorized school distri;t officers and employees for all
personnel matters and for any hearing which relates to personnel
matters.

(3) For introduation in evidence or discovery in any court action
between the board and the certified teacher in which either;

(a) The competency of the teacher is at issue.
(b) The assessment and eveluatioe was an exhibit at a hearing,
the result of which is challenged.
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391.6

The State BOard of Elementary and Secondary Education shall rare
available to the news media and other agencies such data as may be
useful for conducting statistical analyses and evaluations of educa-
tional personnel, but shall not recital Information pertaining to the
assessment and evaluation report eff a particular teacher.

E. Each' board shall annually/file a report ;with the State
Board offcAtentary an Secondary Education , containing such
information -relative to the evalylatio of school laersonnel accord-
inglo the board guidelines as tie shall direst. Based onAra
report, the"repartment of rdu on shag annually compile a
report listing the results of asses the various school districts
and propqsals ,for,the imprdvement oCschool personnel and shall
file such Ikon with the Stati Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education and with the education committees of the two houses
of the legislature.

0 ,

Course evaluation

14 From time to-time, as the State Board of Elgrnelltary and Second=
ary Education may determine, the Department of Education shall
conduct studies of the effectiveness ofoarious coursespin addition
to the basicycornmunication and cbmputation skills courses, offered
by the public schools of this state. Such studies shall include details
of the specific objectives of the courses and the level of achievement
attained by students enrolled in such courses'ind, for this purpose,
the board may use the ratuks of any 'test ailministered,ionder the
Provisions of this Part.

B. Upon the completion of such a study by the department of eduCa-
.

tiOn pursuant tottft6ection, the department shalLseport its findings,
and recommendations,lf any, to the State Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education and the legislature not rater than,january 1 of
the'year succeeding completion of the study'.

.

C. The departnirit shall maintain the ailonymitYlof all ' students
ihvolved and local school board personnil. The department may
make analyys involving other factors, inctAliing but not lirditedto
general categories of pedagogies in use, typt of district organization,
geographic area, socioeconomic data, size of school district,-or other
analytical items which may prove useful.* /

D. The governing board of an schooldistrict shall cooperate fully
with the State Board of Elementary and 'Secondary Education in
making its schools available for such 9,4121, provide0 that the
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Dcpartirpent of Education shalt provide all.necessary materials. Such
evaluition materials may include texts, books, references, tests,
Morn print and nonprint materials, equipment, and. materials.
(Add6d by Acts 1976, No. 709, SectiOrt

,

It391.7 Testing

A Each sd%ol board shall ,repori to the department of education,
pursuant to rule; arid regulations established by ihis Part and by
the State Board of Elementary andiSecondairy Edtacation pursuant
to this Part, the results of 01 achievement and scholastic aptitude
tests administered pursuant to thii ()art or any oter starlardited

a tests administered pursuant to this.Part.

B. The districtwide results of such tests, but not the score or relative
if position of individual pupils, shall be reported by tile school board

_ at least once a year at a tegq1arly scheduled meeting.

C. At the request of the State Board of Elementary and Secondary
Eddcation, and in accordance with the rules and regtilatiorls which
the board may adopt,' each parish superintendent of schools shall
cooperate 4 and give assistance to individual local schools under

his jurisdiction in carrying out the testing programs of such/estricts
and other duties imposed on school boards and school di ricts by
this Part. .

D. No city 11111tarish superintendent of Schools, nor aoy principal or -

teacher of any elementary or secondary school dhcier his charge shall
carry on any program of specifiepreparation of the pupils within the
district, for the testing program as such or the particular test used
therein. The tests shall- rqflect the objectives and goals adopted for
each subject aad /or grade level. .

E. No provision of this Part shall be construed to mean, or represented
to require, that graduation from a high school or pr'orhotion to
another grade level is in arry way dependent upon successful per
formance on any test administered as a part of the testing Rrogram.
However, the State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
ketains the authority to adOpi such requirements .11

F. Prior to adniinistration, descriptions of tests anckither evaluation
instruments, either prescribed by or developed pursuant to this kart,

shall he submitted to all school personnitand the parents of all pupils

subject to such tests.

I
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391.8 RepOrts

Statt Board of entaTitand Sicoodary Education shall make'
such reports to the legistaktire in addition to those specifically required,
in this Partas it shall deenrac5prcpciate and shall be required to make

recommendations to the legislature as it deems appropriate"
concerning appropriate or necessary legislation with respect to the
results of the accountability afidaessesirnent_prograrns established by
and pursuant to this. Part_ )

4 /

I

eir
391.9 Public school aireditatfOri

1 391.10

1391.11,

/

Nol later than the 1978-1979 School Year, the 4uperintender of
education, witts, the approval of ;he State Board of ElementarY aid
Secondary Education, shall develop end institute accreditation stand-
ards for pubic schools based upon die attainment of educational
objectives and goals established by this part, provided, however, thlt
such accreditation standards shall take into account the educational
advantages and disadvantages imposed by the horlie and out -of- school
environment upon pupils The board shall implement a systerg of
public' school accreditation' in such school year based on such stand-
ards. (By Acts 1976, No.x709, Section 1.)

Plan adoption, independent reports

AR plans and standards adopted pursuant to tAis Pact which involve
adoOtfon by the State Department of Education, or by the State
Board of Elementary and Secondary Education of means of measure-
ment and evaluation shall be submitted to no fewer than three
independent authorities in the field.

Parish pilot programs and participation

The ppblic school accountability and. assessment, program described
herei6 shah, not become operative in any parish which is presently
implementing a parish pilot educational accountability program until
the expiration of such par141 program. Hovlever, the parishes of
Acadia. Allen, Beau regrad, Cameron, C,alc asieu, Evangeline, Lafayetto,
Lafourche, St. Landry, Terrebonne, Vermilion and Iteff Davis may
in their discretion, either establish or maintain an existing Public
School Accountability and Assessment Program 4n their respective
parishes or may participate in the statewide iblic School Account-
ability and Assessment Program described in this Part (By Acts 1976.
No. 709, Section 2.)

114
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. 391.12 Parish exemptions, majority vote

The provisiosk of this Part shall not apply to the parishes hereinafter
listed except with Majority vote Of the governing body of the
school systems: lberville, East Baton Rouge, West Baton Rouge,
Pointe Coupee, West' Feliciana, East Feliciana, 'Ouachita, Lincoln,
Union Jackson, Biinyille, Red River, Winn, Grant, St. Helena,
Tangipahoa, Warik 7, 10, and 11 of Rapid's, Washington. St. Tam-
many, Natchitoches, Si Bernard, Plactuemines, Bossier: Welisterl
Claiborne, Ascens.on, Lrvingston, 5t. James, Jefferson, DeSoto,
St. John the Basitist, St Charles and Lafburche (By Axis 1376,
No. 74)9, Section 5.) w

MAINE

No code provisions found

MARYLAND

28A F4csgram of educational accountability far operation and management
of public schoolsto be established

(a) Education accountability programe State Board of Education
and StIte Superintendent of Schools, each board of education and
every school system, and every school, shall implement a program of
education accountabititv for the operation and management of the
public schools, which stialt.include the following

(1) The State Board of Education and the State Superintendent
of Scher shall assist each local school board and school system
in developing and implementing educational goals and objectives

confOrmity with statewide educational objectives for sublet
areas including, but not 'united to, reading, writing, and Mathe-
matics.

(2) Each school, with the assistance of its local board of education
and school system, shall survey the current status of student
achievement in reading, language, mathematics, and other areas
in order tb assess its needs

(3) Each school shall establish as the basis of its assessment project
goals and objectives which are in keeping with the goals and
\objectives established by its board ,of education and the State
Board of Education. .

S
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(4) 'E school,-,With the assistance obits local board of education,
,

the State Board of Education and tire State Superintendent of
Schools, shall dtvelop programs for meeting its nee* On the basis
f!priorities- which It shallaset.... ;

. .(5)- Evaluatiort programs shaill,cortpirrently be developed to deter-
mine if the pals ind objectives argblxing met.

(k))Zeevaluation of pTograins, goals and objectives shall be regu-
undertakin.

(b) Aiststance from 'State Department of Education The State
Department of. Eciticauoli sb.111

providing
the local boards 9f education in

establishing this fares by, providing guidelines for deyelopment
and implementation of the Program by the local boards, and by pro-
viding assistance and coordination where needed and requested by
those boards.

t

(c) Begillning on July (", 1973, the State Board of Education, upon
e.

recommendation of the State Supenntendent ofdictiools, thatl include
in its annual budget request such funds as it deems necessary to carry
out the provisions of this section.

(d) During January, 197.5, and each January thereafter, the State
Superintendent of Schools shall.transmitio the Governor and to the
General Assembly wreportl.which inclUdis, but is not limited to
documentation indicating the progress of the State Department of
Education, thellocal boards of education and each school in the
State, toward the achievement of their respective goals and objectives
and recommendations for legislation which the State Board of
Education and the State Superintendent of Schools deem necessary
for the improvemeitt of the quality of education in Maryland,(1§72,
Chapter 359).

980 Minimum reading levels prescribed

i.

(a) The State Board of Education shall prescribe for etch grade two
'through twelve a minimum levet of reading ability which shall
progressively rise with each succeeding grade. If a local school board
based upon local assessment of student progress and in conjunction
with the Maryland accountability assessment program, determines
that a student, in grades three, rseven, and nine through eleven, has

Nit met either a minimum grads level competency or the minimum
reading level as prescribed by the State Board of Education for the
previous grade, the student shall' be either retained in the current
grade or' enrolled irt an. appropriate reading assistance program as
part of his or herinstrucuonal program. These provisions may' not
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be responsible solely for withholding grade advancemnt more than
once in grades two through seven. All students except tfie moderate
and the severely and profoundly intellectually limited irtgrades three,
seven, and nine through eleven shall be included.

(b) The State Board of Education shall promulgate bylawsto make
effective this program by July 1, 1977 (1976, Chapter 767; 1977,
Chapter 559.)

4
MASSACHUSETTS

.69:9-9. Classes for illiterates and foreigners

The departrhent, with the cooperation of any town applying therefor,
may provide for such instruction in the use of English for persons
eighteen years of age or over unable to speak, read or mitt the same,
and in the fundamental principles of govnment and oiler' subjects
adapted to fit for erican citizenship, as shall jointlylltapproved,
by the local committee and the department Schools and 1
classes establi therefor may be held in public school buildings,'
in i strial establishments or in such other places as may be approved
in likemannere Teachers and supervisors employed therein by a town
shall be chosen and their commdsation fixed by the school commit-
tee, subject to the approval of the department.

71:1-1. Maintenance,double sessions, subjects of insuji,iction

Every town shall maintail, for at least the number of days required
by the board of education in each schi;o1 year unless specifically
exempted is to any one year by sai board, a sufficient number of

. schools for the instruction of alt chnren who may legally attend a
public school therein. No town shall hold double sessions in any
public school, if in any other public school .of grade

suchlevels in ch "town there are vacant spaces for more an thirty-five
children,. the camber of such vacant spaces to be computed without
exceeding a maximum of thirty-five children to a classroom. The
board of education may suspend the application of the preceding
sentence in a paruCular town for a limited period. Su schools shall
be taught by teachers of competent ability and g 'morals, and
shall gte instalction and training in orihogrAphy, r ing, writing,
the Enelsh 'language and grammar, geography, arithmetic, drawing,
music, the history and constitution of the United States, the duties
of citizenship, physiology and hygiene, physical education, and
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good behavior. In connection with physiology aid hygiene, instruction
as to the effects of alcoholic drinks and of stAmulants and narcotics
orr the human system, and as to tuberculosis Ind its prevention,
shall be given to all pupils in all' schools under public control, - except
schools maintained solely for instruction in particular branches.
Such other subjects as &I school committee considers expedient
may be taught in the public schools.

71:18718. Evening schools

Any town may, and every town in which thete are issue& during
any yea certificates authorizing the employment of twenty or
more persons who do not possess the educational qualifications
enumerated in section one of chapter seventy-six, shall maint2in.
for not less than forty evenings during the following sch9o1 year
an evening school or schools for the instruction of persons over
fourteen years of age in orthography, reading, writing, the English
language and grammar, geography, arithmetic, industrial drawirig,
both free hand and mechanical, the history of the United States,
physiology and hygiene and good behavior. Such other subjects.

. may be taught as the school committee considers expedient.

MICHIGAN c

340.811 Education of aliens and illiterates, instruction' in the English
language apd government

Section 811 The superintendent of public instruction is hereby
authorized, with the cooperation of the boirds of the school districts
of-this state, to provide for the educ.ation of aliens and of native
illiterates over the age of 18 years residing in said districts, who are
unable to read, write and speak the English language and who are
unlearned in the principles of the government-of this state and the
United States. All inftructien given under he provisions of this
act shall be in the English language and shalt be conducted by persons
whose general qualifications and training are approved by the super-
intendent of public instruction.

MINNESOTA

No code provisions found..
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37:13:11. Required curriculum of grammar schools

The curriagliim of the grammar schools Shall consist of spebing,
reading, arithmetic, geography, English grammar,ocomposition,
literature, United Stateg history, history of Mississippi, elements of
agricultOre and fgestry, civil government with special reference to
the State of Mississippi and local government, physiology, hygiene
with special reference to the effect of alcohol and narcotics on the
human system, home and community sanitation, of neral science,
and such other subjects as may be added by the state board of
education.

The subject of safety shall be taught in the grammar school grace
of all schools in the State of Mississippi, and the state tex
purchasing board shall prescribe the 'course to be taught and may.,
in its discretion, purchase suchbOOks as may be necessary for the
teachingof said course.

Nip

37-3-47 State program of educational accountability and assessment of
performance, duties of district school boards

The school board of every districtja this state shall

(a) Adopt a plan for a focal accountability program designed to
measure. the adequacy and efficiency of educational programs*
offered by the schOol district in accordance with recommendations
and criteria promulgated by the state department of education.
The schootboard ray appoiot a broadly constituted citizen advi-
sory accountability committee to make recommendations to
the board relative to the program of educational accountability,
but it shall be the sole responsibility of the district school board
to implement plans required under this section.

(b) Report periodically to the residents of the school districts and
the state department of education, in such form and giving such
information as the state department of education requires, on the
extent to Ahich the school district has achieved the goals and
objectives of its adopted plank.

37-3-43 State program of educational accountability and assessment of
performance, declaration of purpose

(1) The legislature hereby declares that the purpose of sections 37.3-43
to 37-3-47 is to initiate and maintain a state program of educational
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accountability and assessment of performance by the state department
of education which will obtain and provide meaningful information
to. the citizens...about the public elementary and secondary education
schools in this state. This information about educational performance
should relate to educational goals adopted by the department to
student achievement in areas of the school curriculum, and to inves-
tigation of meaningful relationships within this performance.

(2) The legislature further declares that public school districts shall
participate in the state accountability and assessment program and
adopt compatible district plans in order to achieve improved tduca
tional accountability and to report meaningful information and

. results to the public. '

37-3-45 State program of, educational accountability and assessment of
performance, duties of state department of education

(1) The state department of education shall develop a state account--
ability and assessment program,which will.

(a) Establish a procedure for the continuing examination and
updating of adoped state goals for elementary. and secondary
education.

(b) Identify goal-related performance objectives that will lead
toward achieving stated goals.

(c) Establish pr ores for evaluating the state's and school
district's perforrnaribe, in relation to stated goals and objectives.
Appropriate.instruments to measure and evaluate progress shall
be used to evaluate student performance. -r

.(2) The state's program shall provide for an annual review which shall
include assessing the performance of students in at least the public
elementary and secondary schools in such areas of knowledge, skills,
attitudes and understandings, and other characteristics or variables
that will aid in identifying relationships and differentials in the level
of educational performAnce that. may exist between schools and
school districts in the state.

(3) The state depart/Tient of education shall:

(a) ProMulgate rules for the implementation of this section.-

lb) Enter into such contracts as may be necessary to carry out its\
duties and responsibilities under this section.

(c) Establrsh recommendations for composents of school dijtrict
accountability programs and provide technical assistance to school
districts in planning and implementing their plans.
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(d) Provide iroservice -trainingfor Rersonnel who will be-involved
in carrying out the states program of educational accountability
and assessnent of performance. ,

(e) Monitor periodically the assessment and evaluation of isr °grams
implemented by school districts and make recommendations for
their improvement ancrincreased effectiveness.

(f) Annually report and make recornmendations to. tlit governor
and legislature, > state board of education, school bOards, and
the general public on its firidings with regard to the pkortnance
of the state elementary and secondary education schoolsystent.

(4) The, state department of education may establish a state advisory
committee on eclucalional accountability to make recommendations
and assist it in carrying out its responsibilities under this section.

37-23121 Citation of law

Sections 37- 23 -1-1 through 37-23-131 shall be cited as the Mississippi
Learning Resources Law of 1974.

37-23-123 Legislative intent

The intent-of the legisliture of the Stateof Mississippi, by passage of
sections 37-23.121 through 37-2,131, is to develop and make avail-

able to'childrin of this state who are experiencing learning problrms
or show evidence of potential learning Aroblems a comprehensive
program. of services that -will raise the quality of education for all
children in the State of Mississippi who are in need of such services.

The intent of the legislature is not to displace existing screening
teams but to organize, mobilize, and coordinate existing resources
in the state for diagnostic services, while going into remote areas and
rural sections where such resources are not available or within reason-
able proximity. This service is intended to complement the services
presently available- from the state department of educatibn and
other agencies.

. MISSOURI

No code ions found.
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MONTANA

1-'7512 Definitions of adult'education and adult basic education

As used in this title, unless the context dearly indicates otherwise:

(a) the term "adult education" means the instruction of persons
16 years' of age or _older who are not regularly enrolled, full time
pupils for the purposes of ANB computation; and

(b) the term "adult basic education" means instruction p. basic
skills such as reading, writing, arithmetilliand other skills required
to function in society offered to persons 16 years of age or older
who are not regularly enrolled, fulltime pupils for the purposes
of ANB computation. Adult basic education may include any
subject normally offered in the basic curricula of an atdedited
elementary or secondary school in the state. Neither definition
may include the instruction in postsecondary vocational technical
centers.

NEBRASKA

No code provisions found.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

No code provisions found.

NEW JERSEY

-

18A:7A-4. Goal of free public schools

The goal of a thorough and efficient system of free public schools
shall be to provide to all children in New Jersey, regardless of socio-
economic status or geographicloeation, the educational opportunity
which will p4pare them to function politically, economically and
socially in a democratic society. -.
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18A:7A-5. Major elements, guidelines
it

A thorough and efficient system of free public schooli shall include
the folloving major elements, which shall serve as guidelines for the
achieve of the legislative goal and the implementation of this
act:

a.. Establishment of educational goals at both the State and local
levels;

41IP b. Encouragement of public involvement in the establishment of
educational goals;

c. Instruction intended to produce the attainment of reasonable
levels of proficiency in the basic communications and computa-
tionalsk81s; .

d. A breadth of program offerings designed to develop the individ-
ual talents and abilities of pupils;

e. Programs and supportive services for all pupils; especially those
who are educationally disadvantaged or who have special educa-
tional needs;

f. Adequately equipped, sanitary and secure physical facilities and
Alequate materials and supplies;

.. g Qualified instructional and other personnel;

h. Efficient administrative procedures;

. i. An adequate state program of research and development; and

j. Evaltiation and monitoring programs at both the State and local
levels. <

,
\-.............,

18A:7A-61 State board, establishment of goals, standards, and rules .

The State board, after consultation with the commissioner and review
by the joint Committeeon the Public School` shall (a) establish goals
,and standards which shill be applicable to all public ,schools in the
State, including uniform Statewide standards of pupil proficiency in
basic communications and computation skills at appropriate points
in the educational careers of the pupils o the State, which standards
of proficiency shall be reasonably related those levels of proficiency
ultimately necessary as part of the pre rations of individuals to
function politically, economicaffy and socially in a democratic
society, and which shall be consistent with the goals and guidelines
established pursuant' to sections 4 and 5 of this act, and (b) make rules
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concerning procedures fc thkestablishment of paocular educational
goals, objectives and standards *local boards of educationl

18A:7k7. Local boards of e ation, establithment of goals and standards,
basic skills im ment plan

Each local board of education shall establish particular educational
goals, objectives and standards pursuant to rules prescribed by the
State board. in each ,district in which there are pupils whose profi-
ciency in basic communications and computational skills is below
the Statewide standard, the local board annually shall establish an
interim goll designed to assure reasonable progress toward the goal
of achievement by each such pupil of at least the Statewide standard
of proficiency. Each such district as part of its annual educational

N plan, shall develop a basic skills improvement plan for progress toward
such interim goal. Any such improvement plan shall be approved by
the commissioner*and may include (a) curricular changes; (b)- in-
service training programs for teacher; (t) di-agnostic, remedial, or
skill-maintenance programs for pupils; (d) consultations with parents
or ,guardians; (e) any other measure designed, to promote progress
toward such interim goal. Each year each district shall evaluate pupil
proficiency in such other'means as the board deems proper to deter-
mine pupil sub.'s and needs, ensure pupil progress, and assess the
degree to which the goals have been achieved.

18A1A-8. Review and 'iodate of state goals and standards

The State board aftenconsultation with the commissioner and review
by the Joint Committee on the Public Schools shall, from time to
time, but at least once every 5 years, review and update the State
goals and standards established pursuant to this act. In reviewing and
updating these goals and standards, the State board shall consult
with, and be assisted by, (a) the Commissioner of Labor and Industry
who, in consultation with employer and employee groups, shall
report annually to the State board projecting labor needs and describ-
ing employment qualifitauons in New jersey, (b) the Chancellor of
Higher Educauon who, in consultation with the institutions of higher
education in the State, shall report annually to theeState board on
entry requirements and anticipated enrollment levels, (c) the Com-
missioner of Health who shall report annually to the State board on
current and projected health needs in New jersey, (d) the Commis-
sioner of Institutions and Agencies who shall report annually to the
State board on the education of pupils under the jurisdiction of the
department, and (e) Such other employees and officers pf the State
as may be abet to assist the State board in its activities pursuantto
this section.

124 .
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141A:7A-9. Comprehensive needs assessment program, results, publicity

The commissioner, in cooperation with local school distficts, shalt

from time to time, but at least once every 5 years, direct a compre-
Netnive needs assessment program of all pupils in the State in light .

of State goals and standards, and shall make the results of the nqeds

asses nest program available to local Ichool districts, which districts
shall review and update their particular iiilucational goals, objectives

and staridardsto meet those needs. All such results shall be made

public.

18A:7410. Evaluation of performance of each school

For the purpose of evaluating the-Noughness aodefficiency of all
the public schools of the State, the commissioner, with the approval

of the State board and after review of the )(Apt Committee of the
Public Schools, shall develop and *administer a uniform, Statewide
System for evaluating the performance of each school. Such a system

shall be based in part on annual testing for achievement in basic skill

areas, and in pirt oil such other means as the commissioner deems

proper in ordecto (a) determine pupil status and needs, (b) ensure
pupil progress, and (c) assess the degree to which the educational

objectives have been achieved.

18k7A-11. Annual report of local school district, contents, annual report
of commissioner, report on improvement of basic skills

Each school district shall makf an annual report of its progress in

conforming to the goals, objectives and standards developed pdrsuant

to this act. Each district's annual report shall include but not be

limited to:

a. Demographic data related to each school;

*.r b. Results of assessment programs, including Statewide and district

testing conducted at each school, and the result of the district
evaluation of pupil proficiency in basic communication and c

putional skills;

c. Informatibn on each school's fiscal operation, including the'
budiet of each school;

v..
d. Results of each school's effectivioess in achievingState, district,

and school goals and objectives applicable to the pupils, including

the effectiveness of any "basic skills improvement plan";

e. Plans and programs for professional improvement;

f. Plans to carry out innovative or experimental educational pro-

grants designed to improve the quality of education; and
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g. Recommendations for schiLimproverpents during the ensuing- -\
year.

h. Additionally, the State BOard of -Education may from time to
time require each district to submit a,facilities survey, including
current use practices and projected capital project needs, but not
more frequents an once,everi 2 years.

The district shall be subinitted to the commissioner by July 1
of each year awl he shag make them the basis for an annual report
to tile Governor and the L4slature, ciescribing the condition of
education in New Jer?ey, the-efferts of New Jersiv schools in meet-
ing the standards ea thorough and efficient education, the steps
underway to correct deficiencies'in schools in comparison to other
state education systenU in the United States.

In addition to such annual report the commissioner shalt, 4-years
from the effective date of this amendatory act, report to the Governor,.
and the Joint Committee on the Public Schoolsissessing the effective;
ness of this amendatory act in improving the profitiency of the
pupils of this State in basic communications and compytational
skills. Within 6 months of etceiving such _report the Joint Com-
mittee on the Public Seh'ools shall recommend to the Legislature
any necessary or desirable changes or modifications irk thit amend-

. atory act_

18A-.7A-12 Comprehensive repcirt of state board, contents

In addition to the annual reporttcs.r7orrecf by section 11 of this act,
the State board shall, 4 years af effective date of this act, rake
a corprehensive reporeto the Governor and the Legislature astessing
the effectiveness of this 'act in producing a thorough and efficient
system of free public schools. The report shall include an account of
the progr!ss of each local school district in meeting the goals, objec-
tives and standards prescribed under sections 6 and 7 of this act,
identify those districts and,schoCils which fail to meef them and make
recommendations, if necessary,, for hastening the elimination of any
deficieticies. .

18A 7A-13 Governor's biennial message to Legislature
r.

Thereafter, the Governor shalritieliver a biennial message to the
Legislature on the progress of New Jersey's schools in providing a
thorough and efficizratedusatictn and recommending legislative

di action, if appropriate. . .

.
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18A:7A -14 Failure of school or school district to show progress, remedial
plan, -insufficiency,- corrective actions, hearing on order to
show cause

The commissioner shall review the results of the evaluatens conducted
and reports submitted pursuant to sections 10 and 11 of this act, If
the commissioner shall find that a school or a richOol chstwitt hal failed
to shorav sufficient progress toward the goals, guidelines, objectives
and standards, including the State goal and any local interim goal
concerning pupil proficiency in basic communications and computa-
tional skills, established in and pursuant to tilt-is act, he shall advise
the local board of education of such deterntination, and shall direct
that a:fernedial plan be.pcspared and submitted to him for approval.
If the commissioner approves the plan; he shall assure its implemen-
tation in a timely and effective manner. If the cornmissione
that the cal plan prepared by the local board of eciucalrs
intufficient, Ne shall order the local board to show cause why the
corrective actions provided in section 15 of the acshould not be

, utilized. The hearing upon said order to show cause shall be conducted
in the manner prescribed by subdivision B of article 2 of chapter 6
of Title 18A of the I ie)v Jersey Statutes.

o-
18A:7A-15 Corrective actions, administrative order specifying remedial plan

to local board

If, after a plenary hearing, the commissioner determines that it is
necessary to take corrective action, he shall have the power to order
necessary budgetary changes *thin the school district, to order in-
service training programs fcir teachers and other school personnel, or
both. If lie determines that such corrective actions are insufficient,
he shall have the power to recommend to the State board that it
take appropriate action. The State board, on determining that the
school district is not providing a thorough andifficient education,

-notwithstanding any other provision of law to contrary, shall
have the power to issue an administrative order specifying a remedial
plan to the local board of education, which plan may inclade budget-
ary changes or other measures .the State board .diterrnines to be
appropriate. Nothing herein shall limit the right of any party to
appeal thi*Idministrative order to the Superior Court.

c
.

18A:7A-16 Falk/re or refusal to comply with administrative order, applica-
tion to court for order directing compliance

Should the local. board of education fail or refuse to comply with an
administrative order issued pursuant to section 15 of this act, the
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Slate board shall apply tie Superior Court by a proceeding in lieu
tiye writ for an order directing the local school board to

comply with such administrative order.

NEW YORK

65:3204-3a. Courses of study

(1) The course of study for the first eight years of fullie public
day schools shall provide for in'stmctiog in at least the twelve com-
mon school branches of-arithmetic, reading, spelling writing, the
Enpjiih language, geography, United States history, civics, hygiene,
physical training, the history of New York state and science.

.111

..

4105 Required attendance upon ipstructaon

1. Every Indian child between six'nd sixteen years taf age in proper
physical' and mental condition to attend school, shall regularlyattend
upon instruction at a school in which at least the common school.
branches' of reading, spelling, writing, arithmetic, English grammar
and geography are taught in English or upon e*ivalent instruction
by a competent teacher elsewhere than at such school as follows:
Every 'Indian child between fourteen and sixteen years of age not
replan)/ and lawfully engaging in any useful employment or service,

. and every such child between six-and fourteen yeah of age, shall so
attend upon instruction as many days annually during the period
between the first days of September and the following July as a
public school of the comrnynity or district of the rescrvaticin, id*
which such child resides, shall be in session during the same period.

2. If any such child shall so attend upon instruction elsewhere thah
at the public school, such instruction shall beat least equivalent to
the instruction given to Indian children of like age at a school of the
community or district in which such child shall reside; and such
attendance shall be for at least as many hours of each day thereof,
as reqUired of children of itke age at public schools and no greater
total amount of, holidays...and-vacations shall be deduted from such
attendance ni ng-tkk-period such attendance is required than is
allwaidin-pu bloc schools-for children of like age Occasional absences

-from such attendance not amounting to irregurir attendance in a
fair morning of the term, shall be allowed upon such excuses only
as would be alloWed in like cases by the onerai,rules and practices
of public schools. 1 .

,

3. Transportation shall be previa' for Indian children who ljye
mot'e than a mile from the elementary and high schools they attend,

123
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and the commissioner of education is hereby empowered to make
provision for the cost of the same as'a partof the care and educatiorr
of Indian children.

IPP

NORTH CAROLINA *s

Article 39A:
*High SChool Competency Testing

Section 115-320.6 Purpose

The State Board of Education shall adopt tests or other measurement
devices which may be used to assure that the graduates of the public
higti s and graduates of nonpublic high schools supervised by
the Sta d of Education pursuant to the provisions of Article 32
of Chap 115 of the General Statutes possess those skills and that
know/ledge necessary to function independently and successfully in
assuming the responsibilities of citizenship. This Article 'has three
purposes: (0 to assure that all high school graduates possess those
minimum skits and that knowledge thought necessary to function as
a member of society, (ii) to provide a means of identifying strengths
and weaknesses in 'the education process, and Lill) to establish addi-
tional means for snaking, the-education system accgentable to the
public for results.

)
OM,

Section 115-320.7 Competency Test Commission

(a) The Governor shall int a Competency Test Commission on
or before July 1, 1977, which shall be composed of 15 members
who shall hold office for four years or until their successors are
appointed. Any vacancy on the Competency Test Commission shall
be filled by the Governor for the unexpired term. Frye members of
the Competency Test Commission shall ess persons serving% teachers
or priicipals in high schools, five shall be citizens of the State-inter-

. cstedin education; two shall be professional educators from the
. facilities of irotutions of higher education in )fig State; two shall

be persons competent in the field of psychological measurement;
and one shall be the superintendent of a local administrative unit
in the State: The members shall be entitled to compensation for

- each day spent on the work of the Competency Test Commission
as approved'by the State Board of Edtkation and receive reimburse-
ment foil travel and subsistence expenses incurred in the performance
of their duties at rates specified in GS. 138-5 or 138-6, whichever
is applicable to the \individual member. All currently employed

1 2
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.teachers serving on the Commission shall be entitled to receive full
pay for each day spent on the work of the Commission without any
reduction in salary for a substitute teacher's pay

(b) The Superintendent of Public Insiruction, or his designee, shall
serve as an ex officio, nonvoting membei of the Competency Test
Commission.

Section 115-32018 Duties of Commission 1.

(a) No later than January 1, 1978, the Competency TessCommission
shall recommend to the State Board of Education tests or other
measuring devices that shay be used to measur; those skills and that

'knowledge thought necessary to enable an. ;ndiyidual to function
independently and successfully n assuming the responsibilities of
citizenship.

\ . %

(b) Alter tests have\ n approved by the State Board of Education
and5dmintstiredIF nformatiorial and research purposes only, to
all eleventh grade stude is in the public and nonpublic higli scifools

( of the State during the sp g semester of 1978, the Competencf Test
Commission shall review the\summaries of these test results.\
(c) No later than July 1, 1978-, the Competency Test Commission

tsdlesshall provide the State Board of ucation with written recommen-
dations as to the adoption of the is that were administered for
research and informational purposes and as to the minimum levels

. of performance that it believes should be expected of graduating
high schOol seniors.

(d) After the adoption of testy and minimum graduation standards
by the State Boird of Education, lie tests shall be admini tered
annually to all eleventh grade stu nts in the public schools beginging
in the fall of 1978 Studen o ail to attain the required minimum
standard for graduation the eleventh grade shall be given remedial
instruction and additi al opportuntties to take the test up to and
including the last meeth of the twelfth grade. Students who fail to
lass parts of the test shall be retested on only those parts they fail,
Students in the eleventh grade who are enrolled ii, sP education
programs or who have been officially desi as e igible for partic-
ipation in such programs may be excluded from the testing programC

(e) The Competency Test Commission shall annually advise the State
Board of education on matters pertaining to the use of high school
graduation competency tests.

130
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ARTICLE 398:
Statewide Testing Program

Section 115-320i19 Purpose

In order to assess the effectiveness of the educational process, and to

insure that-each pupil receives tbe,maximum educational process, the

State Board of Education shall implement an annual statewide testing

program in basic subjecz% It is the intent of this testing program to
help local schoot systems and teachers identify and correct student

needs in basic skills rather than to provide a tool for comparisonof
individual students or to evaluate leacher performance. The first
statewide testing prbgram shall be conducted prior to theiind of tht
1977-78 school year for the first, second, third, sixth and ninth grades,

a, provided that criterion reference tests shall be used in the first and
second grades and norm reference tests shalt 'be used in the testing

program in grades three, six and nine. Students in these grade levels -

MI roiled in special eduCationpregiarns or who have been

'off' ly designated as eligible for participation in such programs
rn be excluded from the testing programs.

Sec 15t320.20 State Board ofEducauon responsibilities

The State Board of Education shall haYe the responsibility and
authority to make thOse poticies necessary for the implementation

of the intent and gurposes of this Article, not in&onsistent with the

provisions Of this Article

Section 115-320.21 Appointment of Testing Cornmislion

(a) On or before July 1,1977, the Governor .sICall appoint a Testing

Conimissidn composed of 11 nominated and appointE4 Any vacancy

on the Testing Commission shall be filled by the Governokby appoint-,
ment for the unexpired term Six of the members of die Testing
Commission shall be certified teachers currently employed for the ,

grades in which tests are to be administerech\two shall be persons

competent in the field of psychological measurement, one shall be a

school principal; one shall be a supervisor of elementary instruction,
and one shall be the superintendent of a local administrative unit.
The members of the Testing Commission shall be entitled to compen-
sation for each day speAt on the work of the Testing COmmission, as

approved by the State Boa_r_stof Education, and receive reabursement
for travel and subsistencerexpeol.e incurred in the pefrorrnarsce of

their duties at the rates specified in G.S 138-5 or 138.5, whichever

(r.

I.
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is applicable to the individual member. All currently employed
teachers serving on the Commission shall be entitled to receive their
full pay for each school day spent on the work of the Commission
without any reduction in salary for a substitute teacher's pay.

(b) The Superintendent of Public Instruction, or his-designee, shall
serve as an ex officio, nonvotingmember of the TestingCornmissiiin.

.

Section 115-320.22 Evaluation anklection of tests

(a) The members of the Testing fornmission shall secure copies of
tests designed to measure the level of academic achievement. Each
of these tests shall be examined carefully and thp Testing Commission
shall file with the State Board of Education, a written evaluation of
each of these tests along with appropeire recommendations. In
evaluating a test, the "f estint Commission shalrgive special consider-
ation to the suitability of a test to the instructional level or special
education program or level for which it is intended to be used and
thfmalidity of the test.

(b) The Testing Commission shall annually review the suitability and
validity of the tests in use by the State Board of Education for the
purposes of this Article and investigate the suitability and validity of
other tests. A written evaluation of all tests and any recommendations
considered by the Testing Commission shall be filed with the State
Board of Education.

NORTH DAKOTA ,

15:5907 Contracts for handicapped children to attend private schools

If any school district' in this state has any .educable elementary or
high school student who in the opinion of a qualjfied ychologist,
a medical doctor and The district superingindent is unable to attend
the public school in the district,which Improper f titles for V
education of such student, if tare are no public schools in the state
with the necessary facilities which will accept such student No school
district shall enter into a contract with any private nonsectarian non-
profit corporation for the educationof any student having a physical
handicap or learning disability, unless the curriculum provided by
such shoal and the contract has been approved in advance by the
superintendent of public instiUction. The contract shall provide this
such school district agrees to pay to the private nonseic non-`
profit corporation as part of the cost of educating such dent anI .

.132
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amount for the School year equal to three times the state average

per pupil elementary" or high school cost, depending on whither the

enrollment would be in a grade or high school department, provided

that such payment shall not exceed the actual per-pupil cost incurred

by such private, nonsectarian nonprofit corporation. The district
the student's residence shall be reimbursed from funds appropria

by the legislative assembly for the foundation aid program, in an

amount equal to sixty percent of the payment made to such private,

nonsectarian nonprofit corporatiop. If the attendance of such student

at such school is for less than a school year, then the contract shall

provide for such lesser amount prorated on a monthly basis. The

reimbursement herein provided to die contracting district from the

foundation aid program shall be in lieu of any other foundation aid

to which the district might otherwise be entitled.

iSs used in this section, the term "learning disability" shall mean a
disorderin one-or more of the basic psychologicalaiocesses involved

in understanding or in using spoken or written I ages, and which

?hay be manifested in disorders of listening, thinking, talking, reading,
writing, spelling, or arithmetic. The term "learning disability" shall
include, but not be limited to, such weffitiont as perceptual handi-
caps, "'n injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and develop-

mental aphasia, but shall not include learning problems due primarily
to visual, hearing or motor handicaps, mental retardation, emotional.visual,

or environmental disadvantage.

15:3;37 Required subjects in the public schools

The following subjects shall be taught in the public schools to pupils
who are sufficiently advanced to pursue the same: spelling, reading,

writing., arithmetic, language, English grammar, geography, United
States history, civil government, nature study, and elements of
agriculture. Physiology and 'hygiene also shall be taught, and in

L teaching such subject, the teacher shall:

1. Give special and thorough instruction concerning the nature of

alcoholic drinks and narcotics and their effect upon the hunan

system;

2. Give simple lessons in the nature, treatment, and prevention of

tuberculosis and other contagious and infectious diseases;

3. Give, to all pupils below the high school and above the third

year of school work, not less than four lessons in hygiene each
week for ten weeks of each school year from textbooks adapted

to the grade of the pupils;

4. Give, to all pupils in the three lowest primary schOoryears, not

less than three oral lessons Of? hygiene each week for ten weeks of

- 133
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each school year, using textbooks adapted to the grade of the . ,

pupils as guides or standards for such instruction.

OHIO

3313:60 Courses of study required

Boards of education of county, exempted village, and city school
districts shall prescribe atraded course of study for all schools under
their control subject to the approval of the state board of education.
In such graded cburses of study there shall be included the study of
the following subjects: -

(A) The language arts, including reading, writing, spelling, oral
and written English, and literature,

(B) Geography, the history of the United States and of.Ohio and
national, state and local government in the United States;

(C) Mathematics;

(D) Natural science, including instrucuon in the conservation of
natural resources;

(E) Health and physical 'education, which shall include instruction
in the harmful effects, ant! legal restrictions against the use of
drugs of abuse, alcoholic beverages, and tobacco;"

(F) The fine arts including music,

(G) First aid, safety and fire preVention.

Every school shall include in the requirements for promotion from
thei eighth grade to the ninth grade one year's course of study of .
American history

Every high school shall include in the requirements for graduation
from any curriculum one unit of American history and government,
including a study of the constitutions of the United States and ofd,
Ohio. )
Basic instruction in geography, United States history, the government
of the United States, the government of the state of Ohio, loc41
government in Ohio, the Declaratias of independence, the Uni dTo.
States Constitution and the Constitution of the state of Ohio sh I
be required before pupils may participate 'in courses involving theI study of social problems, economics, foreign affairs, United Nations,
world government, socialism and communism.

1 3 411
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*
11:103 Courses of study

Appendix -129,

..--,
Courses of study formulated; prescribed, adopted or aRproved by
the State Board of Education for the instruction of pupils in the
public schools of the state shall include such courses as are necessary
to insure:

1. The teaching of citizenship in the United States, in the State
of Oklahoma, and other countries, through the study of the ideals,
history trid government of the United States, other countries of
the world, and the State of Oklahoma ancthreough the study of
the principles of democracy as they,apply inthe lives of citizens;

2. The teaching of health, physical fitness, and safety through the
Study. of prriper diet, the effects of alcoholic beverages; narcotics
and other substances on the human systrkrn and through the study
of such other subjects as will-promote he,Qth ful living and help
to establish p'roper health habits in the lives of school children;
and through training in the driving and operation of motor vehicles
and such other devices of transportation as may be desirable and
other aspec,ts of safety which will promote the reckiction of acci-
dents and encourage habits of safe living, among school children;

3. The teaching of the necessary basic skills of learning and com-
munication, including reading, writing, the use of numbers and
such other -skills as may be necessary for efficiency in the normal
process of living;

4. The teaching of the conservatidof natural resources of the
... .

stet and the nation that are necessary and desirable to SUStaih
'life and contribute to the c mfort and welfare of the people now
living and those who will ive herein the future, such as soil,
water, forests, minerals, oils; \ gas,atIfforms of wildlife, both plant
and animal, and such other natural resources as may be considered
desirable. to study,

. 5. The teaching of vocatrol education, by the study of the ../
various aspects of agriculture, through courses and farm youth
organizations, such as F EA nd 4-H Clubs, homemaking and
home economics, trades and ndustries, distributive 'education,
mechanical and industrial arts a d such other aspectsOf vocational

or
education as will promote occu tional competence among school

i., children and adults as potentia And actual citizens of the state
465 and nation:

6. The teaching of such other is of human living and citizen-
. ship as will achieve the legitim to objectives and purposes of

publicedutation.

5
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336.079 Special English courses for certain children

Specific courses to teach speaking, reading, and writing of the English
language shall be provided at each grade level, starting at.first grade,
to those children who are unable to profit from classes taught in
English. Such courses shall be taught to such a level in school or may
be required until children are able to profit from classes conducted
in English.

PENNSYLVANIA '.

151511 Subjects of instruction, flag code

In every elementary public and private school; established and
maintained in this Commonwealth, the following subjects shall
be taught, -the English language and from English texts: English,
including spelling, reading and writing, arithmetic, geography, the
history of the United States and of Pennsylvania, civics including
loyalty to the State and National Government, safety education,
and the humane treatment of birds and animals, health, including
physical education, and physiology, music and art Other subjects
shall be taught in the public elementary schools and ilso"in the
public high schools is may be prescribed by the stapdards of the
State Board of Education. Alt such subjects, ex w. t foreign languages,
shall be taught in the English language aiorh Enklish texts.
Provided, however, that, at the discretion of e- Superintendent of
Public Instruction, the teachiniof subjecturK a language other than
English may be permitted as Part of a seqUenco in foreign language
study or. as part of a bilingual, educitIrtit'irrngr if the teaching
personnel are properly deified in t fields. Each school
district shall ;provide and distribute to each pupil, enrolled in the
eyfrith grade _Of the public schbois, one ithistrated copy of the
Rational Fag Code, and shall, from time to time make available
sudi copies as are necessary for replacements from year to year.

JIM be the duty of each teacher in the public schools to make
su lgse of the code as may, from time to time, seem proper,

/

241D6 Piofessors and assistants in certain courses of study (refers to
normal schools)

Each school shall have at least six professors of liberal education and
known ability in their respective departments, namely": One of

136
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orthography, reading and elocution; one of writing, drawing and
book - keeping; one o ('arithmetic, and the higher branches of mathe-
matics; oge of geography and history; one of grammar and English
literature, and one of theory and practice`of teaching, together with
such tutors and assistants therein, and such professOrs of natural
mental and moral science, languages and literature, as the conditipa.

0 of tie school the number of students may require.

11-t,

RIgbE ISLAND

16:29:1 Establishment of free evening schools
0

One ocmore public evening schools, in which attendance shall be
free for persons resident in the town in which such school shall be
located, and in which the speaking, reading and writing of the English
language shall be taught for two (2) hours on each of at least one
hundred 11001 nights between the first of September and the first
of !tine in each year, shIll be established and maintained by the
school committee of evecy town in which twenty (20) or more'
persons mote than sixteen'(16) and less than twenty-one (21) years
of age, who cannot speak, read and write the English langbage, are
resident; provided, that the school committee of two (2) adjoining
towns may unite for the purpose of establishing and maintaining
jointly; at some convenient place, an evening school-. for persons
resident in such towns.

SOUTH CAROLINA

21:414 Required subjects

The county board of education and the board of trustees for each
school district shall see that in every school under their care there
shall be taught, as r as practicable, orthography, reading, writing,

:arithmetic, geograp y, English granimaF, the elements of agriculture,
the history of the United -States and of this State, the principle) of

adtil Constitutions of the United State,s and of this State, morals and
gtTod behavior, algebra, physiology and hygiene (especially as to4he
effects of alcoholic liquors and narcotics upon the human system),
English literature and such'other branches as the State Board may
from tims fo time direct

1 X.
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SOUTH DAKOTA

No code provisions found.
4

TENNESSEE

49:1901 Elementary school curriculum

A

The course of study in all public elementary schools shall embrace the
following subjects. spelling, reading, writing arithmetic, grammar,
geography, history of Tennessee containing the Constitution of the
state, history of the United States containing the Constitution of
the United States, hygiene and sanitation, physical education, vocal
music and drawing. Instruction in hygiene and sanitation shall include
the nature of alcoholic drinks, narcotics, and smoking of cigarettes,
and their effects upon the human system. Said course shall be divide

' into eight (8) grades each grade representing a year's work as outlined
in the course of study prepared under the direction of the slate
commissioner of education.

49:1902 City elementary school curriculum

In every city elementary school there shall belaught reading, writing,
spelling, arithmetic, English grammar, geography, Tennessee history,
United States history containing the Constitution of the United
State!, hygiene gild sanitation, music, dying, and such other sub-
jects as the city board of education may require.

TEXAS

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of Subsection (a) of.this Section,
the program of preschool education shall be extended first to "educa-
tionally handicapped': children as preparation for the regular school
program in which such children wilt participate in subsequent years.
For purposes of this section, a child is "educationally handicapped"
if he cannot speak, r and comprehend the English language or if
he is from a family income, according to standards promul
gated by the State Board of Education, is at or below a subsistence
levet:The program shall include an appreciation for the cu ral and

,"
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familial traditions of the child's parents and also an awareness and
appreciation of the broader world in which the child must live; assist
the child in developing apprOpriate language skills; prepare the child
to participate in the world of his peers and the broader cultural stream
into which he will progressively move as he matures; begin the
development of the mental and physical skills and cooperative
attitudes needed for adequate performance in a school setting; and
begin the development of his unique character and personality traits..

16:104" Comprehensive special education program for exceptional children
.i-

(a),It is the intention of this section to provide for a comprehensive
special,education program for exceptional children In Texas?-,

(b) As used in this section.

(1) "Exceptional children" means children between the ages of 3
and 21, inclusive, -with educational handicaps (physical, retarded,
ernotinally disturbed, and/or children with language and/or learn-
ing disabilities) as hereinafter more specifically defined; autistic
children; and children leaving and not attending public school for
a time because of pregnancydisabilities which render regular
services and classes of the publiC schools inconsistent with their
educational needs.

(2) "Physical y handicapped children" rrillis children of educable
mind whose by functions or members are so impaired from any
cause that they cannot be adequately or safely educated in the

regular classes of the public schools withoi7t the provision of special
services.

(3) "Mentally retarded children" means children whose mental
capacity is sucb that they cannot be adequately Mutated in the
regular classes Of the public schools without the provision of special

services.

(4) "Handicapped children" meVs children who have physical or
mental disabilities, singularlvfor in combination, that

(A) cannot readily be corrected through routine medical services
of a nonex tended, nature;
(B) for the children constitute or result in a substantial handicap
to the deriving of benefit' from regular classroortr programs
and routine school activities.

ie
(5) "Language and/or learning disabled children" means children

iNguwho are so deficient in the acquisition age and/or learning
skills including, but not limited to, e' ability to reason, think,
speak, read,, write, spell, or to make mathematical calculation', as
identified by educational,nd/or psychological and/or medical diag-
nosis that they must be provided special services for educational
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prowess. The term "tanguage and/or teeming disabled children"
shall also apply to children diagnosq 1f having specific develop-,
ment dyslexia.

(6) "Special services" 'regiiirsed for the instruction of or program
for exceptional children means special teaching in the public
school curriculurn!,insisle .and/or outside the regular qa.ssroorn;_
corrective teaching, s-uttriSlitireadirig, speech Correction, sight
conservation corrective health habits; transportation,specea
books, instructional media, and supplies; professional counseling
with students and parents; supervision of professional services and
pupil evaluation services; esipblished teaching' technictug.4or
children with language and/or learning disabilities.

4

(c) Under rules, regulations; and/or formulas adopt.ry the Stater
Board of Education subject to the provisions of this sedlop, excep-
tidoal children teacher units, in addition to other profasional and
paraprofesstonal unit allotments herein authorized, shall be allotted
to any eligible school district in the number determinable thereunder.
Exceptional children teacher units for pupils-whO are both severely
physically handicapped and mentally retarded shall be allocated on a
separate formula fawn other type units.

.1

(d) Professional personnel, for Ai operation and maintenance of a
program of special eiducationstiall be:

(1) exceptional children teachers;

(2) special education supervisors, 1,

(3) special education counselors;

(4) special service teachers, such as itinerant teachers of the home-
bound and visiting teachers, whose duties may or may ngt,be
performed in whole or in part on the campus of any school; and

(5) psyChulogists and other pupil evaluation specialists. The mini-
mum_ salary for such .speciahst to he used in"tomputinj salary
allotment for purppses of this secion'..slifiall be established by the
commissioner of eclucab

(e) Paraprofessional personnel for *ion aintenance of
a program of special educatiot onsist gard as
teacher aides, who may Or may a teacher rificate. The
qualifications and minimum salary I s o parapr fes °fill personnel

.for salary allotment shal144- established by the c missioner
education. . . 4

(f) Quantitative bases for the Allotment, of allipecial education unit
, personnel. under Subsection (c) of ,this section shall be established

by the commissioner of education under rules adopted by the State
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Board of Education. Any school district, at its experise,kmay employ

any special education personnel in excess of its state allotment and
may supplement the minimum salary allotted by the state for any

...... opecial education personnel, and any district is, authorized at local

expense to pay for all or part of further or continuing training or

_ educatio of its special education personnel.

(g) Special education unit personnel may be employed and/or utilized

on a full-time, part-time, or consultative baiis,.or may be allotted by

the commissioner of education, pursu t to cooperative districts'
agreement, jointly to serve two or more pool districts. Two or more

school districts may operate jointly the r special education program

and any school district may contract where feasible with any other
school district for all or any part' of the program of special education

for die children of either district, under rules and regulations estab-

lished by the commissioner of educaThon.

Alb

(h) To each school. district operating an approved special education

program there shall also be allotted a special service allowance in an

amount to be detimi by the commissioner of education forpupil

evaluation, special seats, books, instructional media, and other

supplies required for %ably instruction.

(i) The minimum monthly base pay and increments for teaching

experience for an exceptional childr4n teacher or a special service

teacher conducting a 10, 11, ,or 12 months special education pro-

gram approved by the commissioner of education shall be the same

as that of a classroom teacher as provided in Subchapter B of this
chanter; provided that special education teachers shall have qualifi-

cations approved by the commissioner of education. The annual

salary of special education teachers shall be the.monthly base salary,

plus increments, multiplied by 10, 11,, or 12 as applicable.

(i) The minimum monthly base pay and increments for teaching

experience for special education counselors and supervisors engaged

in a 10, 11, or 12 months special education progra)ipprovecl by the
commissioner of education shall be the same as that of a counselor

or supervisor as provided in Subchapter 13 of this chapter; provided
that such counselors and supervisors shall have qualifications approved

by the commissioner of education. The annual salary of special
education counselors and supervisors shall be the monthly base
salary, plus increments, multiplied by 10, 11, or 12 as applicable.

(k) The 1salary costs of special education teachef units, other pro-

fessional and paraprofessional units authorized in Subsections (c),

(d), and (e) of thi section, and operating costs as provided in Sub-

secur (h), computed as other costs, of the Foundation School
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Program for local fund assignment purposes, snail be paid barn the.
Foundation Program School Fund, Provided further, that Any school
district may supplement any part of the comprehensive special educa-
tion program it operates or participated in with funds or sources
available to it from local sources, public ind/or private. t .

(p) The State Board of Education shall adopt such polities and
procedures for the administration of the comprehensive special
education program for exceptional children in Texas as might be
necessary to assure that:

(1) in the event that comprehensive special education services
cannot be provided to all exceptional children, handicapped
children ttiroughout theState of Texas will be served first, ,0
(2) the priority in services to handicapped children will be deter-
mined according to the severity of the handicaps of the children
eligible for special education services; and

(3) sufficiently detailed records are kept and reporu received to
allow meaningful evaluation of the effectiveness of the policies
and procedures adopted pursuant to this subsecudn.

(q) Special services extended to children who are handicapped by
a hearing or visual impairment, or by both hearing and visual impair-
ments, shall be provided by qualified staff certified by reputable
public or priyate nonprofit organizations in the fields or work for
the blind or work for the deaf as having the professional credentials
and competencies requird for certificatitn within those fields.

21:101 Courses of study

All public free schools in this state shall be required to offer instruction
in the frowing subjects English grammar, reading in English,orthog-
raphy, penmanship, composition, arithmetic,. mental arithmetic.
United Staterchistory, Texas history, modern geography, civil govern-
ment, physiology and hygiene, physical education, and in all grades,
a course or courses in which some attention is givento the effects of
alcohol and narcotics. Su "ects shall be taught in compliance
with any applicable provision of bchapter.

UTAH

53:27:3 Alien attendance
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All aliens residing in this state, except those who may be physically-
or mentally disqualified, between the ages of 16 and 35 years, who
do-not possess such ability to speak, read and write the English

language as is required for the completion of the fifth grade of the
public schools, shall attend a public evening school clis for at least
four 'hours a week during the entire time an evening school class of
the proper grade shall be in session in the district residence, or until
the necessary ability has been acquired; provided, that regular attend-
ance at a public day school or part-time school shall be'accepted in
place of attendance at an evening school class. The determination as
to the persons subject to the provisions of this section shall be made

by examination to be held under ruleS to be prescribed by the state
board of education. The board of education of any school district
or the state board of education may direct any aliens to take such
examinations, except for good cause, shall be taken as evidence that
they are subject to the provisions of this section.

v

VERMONT

16:906 Courses of study

In the public schools learning experiences shall be provided for pupils
adapted to their age and ability in the fields of

(1) Basic skillsof communication, including reading, writing, and
. the use of numbers,

(2) Citiarship, history, and government in Vitmont and the
United States,

(3) Phys.cal education and principles of health with special refer-
ence to the effect of tobacco, alcoholic drinks, and drugs on the

human system and on society,

(4) Knowledge of English, American and other literature,

(5) The natural sciences,

(6) Such other knowledge as the state board or a local school
board may deem desirable

VIRGINIA

22:233 Subjects taught in elementary grades
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In the elmentary grades of every public school the following subjects
shall be *welt: telling, (Tiding, writing, arithmetic, grammar, geog-
raphy, physiology: and hy*ne, drawing, civil government, history of
thi United States and history of Virginia.

ChSpter 714 H 256: An Act to revise the standard of -quality tor the sever at
school divisions and to repeal Chapter. -316 of the Acts
of Assembly of 1974, relatmg to such standards of
quality. Approled April 12, 1976

Where.%) Section 2 of Article VIII of the Constitution of Virginia
provides that standards of quality for the several school divisions
shall be determined and prestrbet -frrirn time to time by the Board
of Education, subsect to revision only by the General Assembly; and

Whereas, the goals of public education in Virginia are to aid each
pupil, consistent with his or her abilities and educational needs, to:

1. Become competent in the fundamental academic skills;

2. Be qualified for further education and'or employment,

3:Participate in society as a responsible citizen,

4. Develop ethical standards of behavior and a positive and realistic
self-image,

5. Exhibit a responsibility for the enhancement of beauty in daily
life:.

6. Practice sound habits of personal health, and

Whereas, such Board has prescribed such standards and it is now the
desire of the General Assembly that such standards be revised; now,
therefore,

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia,

Section 1 That the standards of quality for public schools in Virginia,
as determined and prescribed by the Board of Education, and
effective July one, nineteen hundred seventy-six, and reviseCas
follows'

1. Basic Learning Skills

A. The,General Assembly concludes that one of the fundamental
goals of public education must be to enable each student to achieve,
to the best of his or her ability, certain basic skills. Each school
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division shall, therefore, give the highest priority in its instructional
program to developing the reading communications, and mathe-
matics skills of all students, with concentrated effort in the primary
(kinderprten through grade` three) and intermediate (grades four
through six ) grades. Remedial work shall begin for' low achieving
students upon identification of their needs.;

B. By September, nineteen hundred seventy-eight, the Board of
Education, in cooperation with the local school divisions, shall
establish specific- minimum Statewide educational objectives in
reading, communications and mathematics skill's that should be
achieved during the primary grades and dunng the intermediate
grades,

C.. Ea Oh school division shall provide a kindergarten program of at
least one-half day for alt eligible children. Attendance in a kindergar
ten program shall be mandatory for each child of kindergarten age;
provided that the parents or guardian of any child may decline to
enroll that child Aft kindergarten or withdraw that child from kinder
garter' without prejudice, in which case attendance shall not be
mandatory.

2. Career Preparation

A. The General Assembly concludes that a goal of public education
must be to enable each student, upon leaving school, to continue
successlully a program of advanced education or to enter the world
of work. Each school division shall, therefore, by September, nine-
teen hundred seventy-eight, provide programs, approved by the
Board of Education, that offer

1. Career guibancello all secondary students

2. Adequate preparation to secondary students planning to con.
tinue their education, and

3. Vocational educatison providing marketable skills for students
who are not planning to continue their education beyond high
school. Those students not completing their public school educa-
tion should possess the basics skills and attitudes, commensurate
with their capabilities, to obtain employment upon leaving school.

B. By June thirty, nineteen hundred seventy-seven, each school
drvision, in cooperation with the Board of education, shall have a
plan for alternative career education to provide instructional choices
for parents and students By September, nineteen hundred eighty,
each school division shall- have a program of alternative career
education.

I
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C. Students enrolled In alternative education programs approved by
the Board of Edutation shall be counted in the Average Daily Mem-
bership of the school division in which they would normally ,be
enrolled. State funds received by a school division for students
enrolled in alternative education programs shall be disbursed to the
programs in proportion to the number of students actually enrolled
therein, in accordance with guidelines established by the Board of
Education and to the event permitted by the Constitution and taws
of Virginia.

3. Special Education

Each school division shall have a program, acceptable to the Board
of Education, for early identification of students who may need
special education. When handicapping conditions have been identified,
such students shall be provided with a program of special education
which is acceptable to the Board of Education.

4. Gifted and Talented

A. Each school drvisron shall provide differentiated instruction so
increase,educational chattel:les and to enrich the experiences and
opportunities available to gifted and talented students:

B. High, school students who belin advanced education, witvetlr
academic or vocational, before grOuating from high, school, shill
be awarded a high school diploma upon satisfactory completion of
their first year of advanced education, in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the Board of Education.

5. Personnel

A. Each school division shall employ with State basic school aid
funds and local funds at least forty-eight professional personnelfor
each one thousand students in Average Daily Membership.

B. The maximum number of students in Average Daily Membership
per certified classroom teacher for each ffirst, second, or third grade
classroom in all school divisions shall be as follows: for 1977.78,
twenty-eight, for 1978.79, twenty-seven; for 1979-80, twenty-sia;
for 1980-81, twenty-five, and for 1981-82, no kindergarten classroom
she have more than twerlD.five students in Average Daily Member-
ship per certified classroom shall have more than twenty-four students
in Average Daily Membership per certified teacher. If a full-time
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teacher's aide is assigned to a kindergarten through third grade class-
room, the maximum student limit for that classrooM shall be raised
by seven.

C. Each school division sb I provide a program of personnel develop-
merit_ This program shall be designed to help all personnel to become
more 'Proficient in perforMing their assigned responsibilities, includ-
ihg the identification of individuals with special instructional needs.

6. Teacher Preparation

k-Beginnihg with the 1981-82 school year, one certification require-
ment for teachers beginning their teaching career shall be the successful
completion of the equivalent of a five -year program of teacher prep-
aration, at least the fifth year of which shall be a supervised teaching
internship. The Board of Education is directed to develop the rules
and regulations for the operation of this program.

Eli After September, nineteen hundred seventy-vet, every certified
teacher shall be required every five years to have his dr her certificate
renewed by a certification board The Board of Education shall estab-
lish general criteria for initial certification and certificate renewal.
The courses and in-service training taken for certificate renewal shall
be dernonsuated as pertinent to the subject area in which the teacher
now teaches br plans to teach.

7. Testing and Measurement

A. By September, nineteen hundred sezenty-eight, each school divi-
sion shall primarily utilize testing programs that will provide the
individual classroom teacher with information to help in assessing
the educational needs of individual students.

B. Beginning in September, nineteen hundred seventy-eight, each
school division shall annually administer uniform Statewide tests
leveloped by the Department of Education to measure the extent to
which each student in that division has progressed during the last
year in achieving the specific educational objectives that have been
established under Standard 1-B.

8. Accreditation

Each schqol division shall develop by July one of the next school
yeti plan acceptable to the Board of Education to Meet accrediting
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standards for any school that is unaccredited or accredited with a
warning by the Board of Education. The chairman and members of
any evaluation committee on which accreditation is based shall be
independent of the school division and they shall be selected by the
Supecintendent of Public Instruction. All accreditation reports shall
be open for public instruction.

9. Planning and Public Involvement

Each school division shall involve the staff and community in revis-
ing and extending biennially a six-year school improvement plan.
This titan shall be reviewed and approved by the local school board
and submitted by July one of each even year to the_Sdperintendent
of Public Instruction for approval by the Boa?d of Education. This
plan shall include:

1. The measurable objectives of theschool division stated in terms
of student performance;

Z. An assessment of the extent to which the objectives are being
achieved, including follow-up studies of former students;

3. Strategies for achieving theibjectives of the school
_

division;
_ .

and

4. Evidence of community participation in the de/elopment of
the six year plan.

A report shall be made by November one of each even year to the
local school board and to the public on the extent to which the meas-
urable objectives of the preceding two school years were achieved.
Deviations from theplan shall be explained.

10. Policy Manual

Each school division shall maintain an up-to-date policy manual which
shalt include:.

1: A grievance procedure prescribed, and amended from. time to
time as deemed necessary, by the Board of Education;

2. A system of direct communication between the local school
board and its employees, along guidelines established or appro./RI
by the Board of Education, whereby the views of school employees
may be received in an orderly and constructive manner in matters
of concern to them; and

3. A cooperatively developed procedure for personnel evaluation.
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Anup-to-datie copy of the school division policy manual shall be kept
in the library of each school in-that division and shall be available

to the employees and to the public.

Section 2. The standards of quality prescribed above shall be the
only standards of quality required by Section 2 of Article VIII of
the Constitution of Virginia.,

Section 3.fichool divisions providing programs and services, as
provided in the standards of quality prescribed above, with State
basic and local funds may be required to provide such services and
programs. only to an extent proportionate to the funding therefor
provided by the General Assembly.

WASHINGTON

28A:05:010' Common school curriculum, fundamentals in conduct

All common schools shall give instruction in reading, penmanship,
orthography, written and mental arithmetic, geography, Eng10
grammar, physiology and hygiene with special reference to the
effects of alcoholic stimulants and narcotics on the human system,
the histay of the United States, and such other studies as may be
prescribed by rule or regulation of the state board of education.
All teachers/shall stress the importance of the cultiviation of man-
ners, the fendamental principles of honesty, honor, induitry and
economy, the minimum requisites for good health including the
beneficial effect of physical exercise, and the worth of kindness to
all living creatures.

28A.03.300 Purpose in screening for learning and language 'disabilities

The legislature recognizes alai-initial duty in carrying out its respon-
sibility to see to the education of the children of this state the
importance of screening children within the schools to determine
if there be any of suCh children with learning/language disabilities.
It is the intent and purpose of RCW 28A.03.320 to identify the num-
ber of children with recognizable learning/language disabilities, the
type thereof, and to determine educational methods appropriate
thereto (Added by Laws 1st Ex Sess 1975, Chapter 78, Section 1,
effective May 26, 1975.)
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28A.03310 -Program duties prescribed in screening

The superintendent of public instruction shall, by Ate or regalation
in accordance with chapter 34.04 RCW, adopt a progianfunder
which all public schools within the state carrying out an elementary
schobl program shall implement an appropriate screening device
designed to identify children with learning/language disabilities to
be administered to first grade students prior to their entrance into
the Second grade. After approval by the superintendent, or. his
designee, of any such apprnpriate screening device offered by a
particular school, such screening shall be administered not later than
Januiry 1, 1976.

29A.03.360 Achievement leveiltrrveys scope, purpose, procedure

(1)% It shall be the intent and purpose of this section to direct the
office of superintendent'of public instruction to conduct standardized
reading, mathematics, and language arts achievement level surveys of
approximately two thousand students distributed throughout the
state in each of the grade levels of this section. The survey testing
shall be based on a statistical random sample of students from these
grade levels sufficient to generalize about all of the students at each
of the selected grade levels from the 'state's school districts. The
purpose of these surveys is to allow the public and the legislature to
evaluate how Washington students in these grades compare to studskts
in the same grades tested in other comparable national achievement
surveys. The office of superintendent of public instruction shall
coordinate such tests and provide such information as obtained there-

, from to the legislature no less often than once every four years.

(2) The superintendent of,ctublic instruction shaft prepare,a report to
the legislature on the achievement level surveys conducted in the
1975-77 biennium and for each of the subsequent testing cycles as
designated by the superintendent of public instruction's office. Such
report shalt include a comparison of the achievement levels attaint
by Washington students to the levels attained by students outside of
the state, with special emphasis placed on the basic skills'of reading,
mathematics, and language arts Such report shall ale focus on
appropriate input variables and comparisons of variables reported by
other states' testing programs.

(3) Results of the first survey gst shall be made available to the
school districts and the legislaturT no later than June 30, 197.

(4) In addition to the survey testing for gr,Ides eight and &eyed as
set forth in this section, every school district is encouraged to test
pupils in grade two by an assessment device designed or selected by
the local school districts. This test shall be used to help teachers in
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-
identifying those pupils in-need of assistance in the skills of reading,
writing, 'Mathematics, and language aft L_The test result* are not-to
fie compiled'by the superintendent of Public instruction, but are
bnlYsto lie used by the local school district.

. I
(5) The superintendent of public-instruction shaft-prepar th the

A. assrstanceeoflocal school districts, and conduct a standardized a teve-
ment4eet to ie given annually to all pupils in grade four. e test
shall assess students' skill in reading, mathematics, and language arts

, and shall focus upti'm appropriate input variables. Results of such tests
shall be compiled'by the superintendentrof public instruction, who
Shall make those results available annually to the legislature, to all ii
local school districts wad subsequently to parents of those children
tested: The results shall allow parents to asce achievement
levels and input variables of their children with the
other students within the district,sthe state/ an , icable, the
nation (Ad* by Laws 2nd Ex Sets 1975-76, Chapter 98, Section 1,
effective July 1, 1976.) ,"

WEST VIR INIA

No code provision found.

- WISCONSIN

118;01 Public inttnittion

(1), Fundamental course Reading, writing, spelling, Eriglishikraminar
and composition, geography, arithmetic, elements of agriculture and
conservation of natural' resources, history and civil government of

e United States and of Wisconsin, citizenship and such other
subjects as the school board determines shall be taught in every
elementary school. All instruction shall be in 'the English language,

4 sc.; p t that the school board niay cause any foreign language to be
{fight to such pupils as desire it.

WISCONSIN

.

.199.22' urricvluXC requirements (refers to Milwaukee schools)

I

(1) Elementary schools Coures in reading, writing spelling, English,
grammar and composition, geography, arithmetic, elerrients of

.10
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'410

agricu*Iture and conservation of natural resoursO, history and
civil government of the United States and of-Wisconsin, physical
education, sanitation, physiology and hygiene, the effects of con-
trolled substances under Chapter 161 and alcohol upon the human
system, symptoms of disease, proper cart of the body and suchother
tubiecis p the board determines shall be included in the course of
study in elementary schools in order to obtain the objectives iden-
tified by the board under Section 119.16(1). If his parent files with
the teacher written objection thereto, no pupil is required to take
instruction in physiology and hygiene, in the effects of controlled
substances and alcohol and in symptoms of disease.

(2) Higkschools: Courses in arithmetic, sciences, business and corn-
merce, civics, English, languages, history, mathematics, physic:al
training and such other subjects as the board determines shalt be
taughtin the high schools in order to obtain the objectives identi-
fied by the board under Section 119:16(1):

WYOMItiiG

No-code provisions found.
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